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Executive)Summary)Inspired"by"the"light"scattering"and"focusing"properties"of"distributed"optical"assemblies" in" Nature," such" as" rainbows" and" aerosols," and" by" recent" laboratory"successes"in"optical"trapping"and"manipulation,"we"propose"a"unique"combination"of"space"optics"and"autonomous"robotic"system"technology,"to"enable"a"new"vision"of"space" system" architecture"with" applications" to" ultraQlightweight" space" optics" and,"ultimately,"inQsitu"space"system"fabrication.""Typically,"the"cost"of"an"optical"system"is"driven"by"the"size"and"mass"of"the"primary" aperture." The" ideal" system" is" a" cloud" of" spatially" disordered" dustQlike"objects"that"can"be"optically"manipulated:"it"is"highly"reconfigurable,"faultQtolerant,"and"allows"very"large"aperture"sizes"at"low"cost."This"new"concept"is"based"on"recent"understandings" in" the" physics" of" optical" manipulation" of" small" particles" in" the"laboratory" and" the" engineering" of" distributed" ensembles" of" spacecraft" swarms" to"shape" an" orbiting" cloud" of" micronQsized" objects." " In" the" same" way" that" optical"tweezers" have" revolutionized" microQ" and" nanoQmanipulation" of" objects," our"breakthrough" concept"will" enable" new" large" scale"NASA"mission" applications" and"develop"new"technology"in"the"areas"of"Astrophysical"Imaging"Systems"and"Remote"Sensing"because"the"cloud"can"operate"as"an"adaptive"optical"imaging"sensor."While"achieving" the" feasibility"of"constructing"one"single"aperture"out"of" the"cloud" is" the"main" topic"of" this"work," it" is" clear" that"multiple"orbiting"aerosol" lenses" could"also"combine" their" power" to" synthesize" a" much" larger" aperture" in" space" to" enable"challenging" goals" such" as" exoQplanet" detection." Furthermore," this" effort" could"establish" feasibility" of" key" issues" related" to" material" properties," remote"manipulation," and" autonomy" characteristics" of" cloud" in" orbit." There" are" several"types" of" endeavors" (science" missions)" that" could" be" enabled" by" this" type" of"approach," i.e." it" can" enable"new"astrophysical" imaging" systems," exoQplanet" search,"large"apertures"allow"for"unprecedented"high"resolution"to"discern"continents"and"important" features" of" other" planets," hyperspectral" imaging," adaptive" systems,"spectroscopy" imaging" through" limb," and" stable" optical" systems" from" LagrangeQpoints."Furthermore," future"microQminiaturization"might"hold"promise"of"a" further"extension"of"our"dust"aperture"concept"to"other"more"exciting"smart"dust"concepts"with"other"associated"capabilities."Our"objective"in"Phase"II"was"to"experimentally"and"numerically" investigate"how"to"optically"manipulate"and"maintain"the"shape"of"an"orbiting"cloud"of"dustQlike"matter"so"that"it"can"function"as"an"adaptable"ultraQlightweight"surface."Our"solution"is" based" on" the" aperture" being" an" engineered" granular" medium," instead" of" a"conventional" monolithic" aperture." This" allows" building" of" apertures" at" a" reduced"cost,"enables"extremely"faultQtolerant"apertures"that"cannot"otherwise"be"made,"and"directly" enables" classes" of" missions" for" exoplanet" detection" based" on" Fourier"spectroscopy"with"tight"angular"resolution"and"innovative"radar"systems"for"remote"sensing." In" this" task,"we" have" examined" the" advanced" feasibility" of" a" crosscutting"concept"that"contributes"new"technological"approaches"for"space" imaging"systems,"autonomous"systems,"and"space"applications"of"optical"manipulation."The"proposed"investigation" has" matured" the" concept" that" we" started" in" Phase" I" to" TRL" 3,"identifying"technology"gaps"and"candidate"system"architectures"for"the"spaceQborne"
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cloud" as" an" aperture." " Summarizing" the" findings," we" found" that" the" technology"enabling" the" Granular" Imager" is" feasible," but" is" also" complex" and" requires"advancements"in"different"areas."During"Phase"II,"technology"readiness"levels"for"the"various"component"technologies"were"determined,"as"well"as"mass,"power,"and"cost"for" a" representative" system" configuration." The"wavefront" control" process" follows"the"following"steps"of"a"multistage"control"architecture:"Granular"Cloud"Shaping,"Sub"Aperture"Coarse"Alignment,"Figure"Control," and"Computational" Imaging."The"main"application"considered"was"a"reflective" imaging"system"for"astrophysics,"but"many"unexplored" applications"of" granular" spacecraft" are" yet" to"be"discovered," including"refractive"and"diffractive"systems."Granular"media"in"space"can"also"be"used"in"the"radar"and"microwave"bands"to"enable"imaging"of"previously"inaccessible"regions"of"targets"with"high"geophysical"variations"with"time,"such"as"comets." "We"conducted"experiments" and" simulation" of" the" optical" response" of" a" granular" lens" and," in" all"cases," the"optical"response"was"closely"comparable" to" that"of" the"spherical"mirror,"we" found" a" marked" sensitivity" to" fill" factor" and" no" sensitivity" to" grain" shape."However,"we"found"that"at"fill"factors"as"low"as"30%,"the"reflection"from"a"granular"lens" is" still" excellent." "We" applied"multiQframe" blind" deconvolution" techniques" to"experimental" and" numerical" data" and" found" the" expected" image" of" a" reference"binary" light" source." "We"developed" techniques" for" the"modeling"and"simulation"of"trapped" granular" media," and" the" results" of" the" numerical" tests" indicate" that" it" is"possible," with" structural" arrangements" of" rings" and" plates" at" different" levels" of"electrostatic"potential,"to"stably"confine"one"or"more"charged"particles,"when"driven"by"voltages"that"can"be"modulated"in"time"and"space."On"the"experimental"side,"we"have" successfully" stably" levitated" single" particles" and" aggregates" of" multiple"particles"inside"an"ion"trap.""Our"vision"is"to"enable"the"largeQscale"electromagnetic"utilization"of"an"active"cloud" of" incoherent" matter." NearQterm" proofQofQconcept" space" demonstrations"might"be"possible"within"a"decade,"but"laboratoryQscale"tests"on"Earth"are"possible"much"sooner."This" concept" is" technically" feasible"given" that" it" is"drawn" from"realQworld" examples" of" dust/droplet" systems" like" rainbows." Our" solution" would"completely"rewrite"our"approach"to"ultraQlarge"spaceQbased"telescopes"for"potential"NASA" applications." All" the" foundations" of" the" concept" are" solidly" based" on"established"physical"laws."The"challenge"is"extending"what"has"been"proven"in"small"lenses"in"an"Earth"environment"to"a"space"environment"under"various"forces"and"the"means"to"predict"and"control"those"forces"for"a"long"time"to"get"the"full"benefit"of"the"concept."There"is"no"guarantee"that"this"breakthrough"innovative"system"will"meet"the" configuration" or" design" of" a" large" aperture" system" at" various" parts" of" the"electromagnetic"spectrum,"but"even"if"a"few"of"those"areas"are"or"can"be"identified,"the"benefit"to"NASA"will"be"immense."" "
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Figure"69."Plots"on"the"random"mask"without"the"exclusion"process"compared"to"the"filled"aperture."................................................................................................................................"94"Figure"70."Plots"on"the"random"mask"calculations"with"disks"with"Poisson"exclusion"process"(nonQoverlapping"grains),"fill"factor"="5%."......................................................."94"Figure"71."Plots"on"the"random"mask"calculations"with"random"needles"with"Poisson"exclusion"process"(nonQoverlapping"grains),"fill"factor"="5%,"using"a"lognormal"grain"distribution"(shown"at"right)."......................................................................................"95"Figure"72."Plots"on"the"random"mask"calculations"with"aligned"needles"with"Poisson"exclusion"process"(nonQoverlapping"grains),"fill"factor"="5%."..................................."95"Figure"73."Pupil"amplitude"for"20%"fill"factor.".........................................................................."96"Figure"74."Point"spread"function"for"20%"fill"factor."..............................................................."96"Figure"75."Contrast"metric"for"20%"fill"factor."..........................................................................."97"Figure"76."Sensitivity"of"Modulation"(MTF)"to"fill"factor."......................................................"97"Figure"77."Generation"of"elliptical"random"mask."...................................................................."98"Figure"78."Generation"of"elliptical"random"masks"with"random"orientations."............"98"Figure"79."Pupil"partially"filled"with"random"masks.".............................................................."99"Figure"80."Generation"of"six"different"random"masks"at"different"fill"factor"levels.".."99"Figure"81."MTF"of"six"sets"of"random"masks"compared"to"ideal"monolithic"aperture."............................................................................................................................................................."100"Figure"82."Strehl"ratio"vs."fill"factor."............................................................................................."100"Figure"83."Single"pixel"random"mask.".........................................................................................."101"Figure"84."2x2"pixel"random"mask."..............................................................................................."101"Figure"85."3x3"pixel"random"mask."..............................................................................................."102"Figure"86."4x4"pixel"random"mask."..............................................................................................."102"Figure"87."5x5"pixel"random"mask."..............................................................................................."103"Figure"88."Rounding"edges"in"single"grain."................................................................................"103"Figure"89."5x5"pixel"random"mask"with"rounded"edges."...................................................."104"Figure"90."Rounded"edges"with"more"pixels."............................................................................"104"Figure"91."7x7"pixel"random"mask"with"rounded"edges."...................................................."105"Figure"92."Effect"of"grain"shape"and"pixel"size"on"system"MTF."......................................."105"Figure"93."Different"granular"lenses"used"in"the"experiments."........................................."106"Figure"94."Schematic"diagram"of"experimental"setup"to"measure"the"Modulation"Transfer"Function"of"the"Granular"Imager."......................................................................"107"Figure"95."two"sets"of"images"generated"with"the"hexagonal"reflectors"and"captured"at"different"reflectorsQcamera"distances.".........................................................................."107"Figure"96."PSF"and"MTF"of"ideal"lens.".........................................................................................."108"Figure"97."Comparison"of"MTF"of"ideal"lens,"spherical"mirror,"and"granular"hexagonal"mirror."......................................................................................................................."109"Figure"98."Comparison"of"experimental"modulation"transfer"function"(MTF)"of"continuous"mirror"with"granular"mirror"with"hexagonal"elements."...................."110"Figure"99."The cube has faces of 2λ/nmedium across, refractive index n = 1.59, and is 
trapped in water. Force and torque depend on orientation and position, to find 
equilibrium – we “release” the cube and calculate the change in position and 
orientation for appropriate time steps"...................................................................................."113"Figure"100."The ellipsoid, with refractive index n = 1.59, trapped in water"....................."114"Figure"101."Laser"confinement"subsystem"drivers."..............................................................."115"
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Figure"102."Calculation"of"laser"spot"size"and"distance"from"cloud."..............................."116"Figure"103."Glass"hemisphere"in"sodium"polytungstate"solution"to"achieve"nearQneutral"buoyancy.""Frames"separated"by"4"second"intervals,"advancing"left"to"right"starting"from"the"top:"t"="0,"4,"8,"…"[sec].""Laser"is"turned"on"at"4sec,"off"at"12sec,"on"again"at"20"sec.""Hemisphere"moves"toward"beam"center"and"flips"from"bottom"side"down,"to"bottom"side"at"~60°.".........................................................."117"Figure"104."Measured"transmission"spectrum"of"nearQsaturated"aqueous"solution"of"sodium"polytungstate.".............................................................................................................."118"Figure"105."Refractive"index"of"sodium"polytungstate"as"a"function"of"density"at"20°C.""Source:"Dr."Rainer"Kamps,"TCQTungstenQCompounds,"Germany.""Red"dashed"lines"have"been"added"to"indicate"the"refractive"index"and"density"of"BK7"glass."........................................................................................................................................"118"Figure"106."Density"(left)"and"viscosity"(right)"of"sodium"polytungstate.""Source:"GEOliquids"Inc."............................................................................................................................."119"Figure"107."Raytracing"model"of"the"predicted"forces"(x"is"along"the"beam"and"y"is"transverse)"and"torque"on"a"hemisphere"having"a"relative"refractive"index"of"1.1.""The"inset"hemispheres"show"the"orientation"of"the"hemisphere"that"corresponds"to"the"values"along"the"abscissa."""Light"is"assumed"to"strike"those"hemispheres"from"a"source"on"the"left"hand"side"of"the"figure"(light"travels"from"left"to"right)."..................................................................................................................................."119"Figure"108."A two-dimensional slice of a multi-patch reflective system, with"optical"rays"shown"in"red,"is displayed on the right.  An expanded view of the Optical 
“Bench” is displayed on the left"..............................................................................................."120"Figure"109."An"expanded"view"of"the"corrector"part"of"the"optical"“bench”"that"explicitly"show"the"ShackQHartmann"wavefront"sensor"in"blue.""The"SH"sensor"will"be"below"the"main"optical"path"to"avoid"vignetting."..........................................."121"Figure"110."3D"solid"optics"view"of"the"reflective"imaging"system"concept"design"with"8"cloud"patches"forming"the"aperture."...................................................................."121"Figure"111."Refractive"optical"system"design,"both"2QD"and"solid"optics"views."......."123"Figure"112."Diffractive"Optical"system"chromatic"corrector."............................................"125"Figure"113."Wavefront"Control"Architecture"............................................................................"126"Figure"114."Electric"Field"Conjugation"Correction."................................................................"127"Figure"115."EFC"probing."..................................................................................................................."128"Figure"116."EFC"probe"pattern."......................................................................................................."128"Figure"117."EFC"probe"responses."................................................................................................."128"Figure"118."Comparison"of"the"actual"and"estimated"pupil"fields.".................................."129"Figure"119."Cloud"inside"capture"volume."................................................................................."131"Figure"120."Modal"shapes"of"hexagonal"segment.".................................................................."133"Figure"121."Influence"functions"for"hexagonal"segment"(left),"and"Zernike"polynomials"used"to"describe"wavefront"aberrations"(right)."................................"134"Figure"122."HighQresolution"imager"with"WFS&C".................................................................."135"Figure"123."Granular"Imager"MTF"vs."fill"factor."....................................................................."136"Figure"124."Granular"Imager"MTF"vs."wavefront"error."......................................................."137"Figure"125."HLC"Control"system."...................................................................................................."138"Figure"126."Granular"Imager"HLC"Contrast"vs"Fill"Factor.".................................................."138"Figure"127."Granular"Imager"contrast"vs."phase"errors."......................................................"139"
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therr=angular"error,"werr=angular"rate"error,"aoa=angle"of"attack,"aoad=rate"of"angle"of"attack,"f=control"force,"tau"="control"torque,"bottom"right"plot"is"irradiance)."...................................................................................................................................."197"Figure"182."Results"of"simulated"3D"attitude"control"of"grain"guided"from"+10"degrees"to"Q30"degrees"in"pitch"by"one"uniform"collimated"beam"(theta,"phi,"psi=Euler"angles,"therr=angular"error,"werr=angular"rate"error,"aoa=angle"of"attack,"aoad=rate"of"angle"of"attack,"f=control"force,"tau"="control"torque,"bottom"right"plot"is"laser"intensity)."..................................................................................."197"Figure"183."Angles'with' 0 10deg! = "..................................................................................................."204"Figure"184."Displacements'in'scattering'and'lift'directions'with' 0 10deg! = "..................."205"Figure"185."Fast'Fourier'Transfer'Function'of'oscillation'of'the'displacement'in'lift'
direction'with' 0 10deg! = "............................................................................................................."205"Figure"186."Displacement'in'scattering'Vs'lift'directions'with' 0 10deg! = "........................"206"Figure"187."Phase'diagram'of'displacement'in'lift'direction'with' 0 10deg! = "................."206"Figure"188."Phase'diagram'of'angle'of'attack'with' 0 10deg! = "............................................."207"Figure"189."Angle'of'attack'with' 0 10deg! = 'and' 6 210 WI m= "...................................................."207"Figure"190."Angle'of'attack'with' 0 10deg! = 'and' 8 210 WI m= "...................................................."208"Figure"191."Fast'Fourier'Transfer'Function'of'oscillation'of'the'angle'of'attack'with'











= "..........................................................................................................."209"Figure"193."Angles'with' 0 110deg! = ".............................................................................................."210"Figure"194."Displacements'in'scattering'and'lift'directions'with'' 0 110deg! = "............."210"Figure"195".Displacement'in'scattering'Vs'lift'directions'with' 0 110deg! = "....................."210"Figure"196."Velocity'in'lift'direction'with' 0 110deg! = "............................................................."211"Figure"197."Phase'diagram'of'angle'of'attack'with' 0 110deg! = ".........................................."211"Figure"198."Angle'of'attack'of'the'hemisphere'with'the'introduction'of'control'with
10qP = ',' 4wP = 'and' 0 10deg! = "...................................................................................................."213"Figure"199."Detailed'view'of'the'angle'of'attack'of'the'hemisphere'with'the'
introduction'of'control'with' 10qP = ',' 4wP = 'and' 0 10deg! = ".........................................."214"Figure"200."Angle'of'attack'of'the'hemisphere'with'the'introduction'of'control'with
20qP = ',' 4wP = 'and' 0 10deg! = "..................................................................................................."214"Figure"201."Angle'of'attack'of'the'hemisphere'with'the'introduction'of'control'with'
100qP = '',' 4wP = 'and' 0 10deg! = "................................................................................................."215"Figure"202."Euler'angles'with'initial'conditions'equal'to' 0 10deg! = 'and 0 2.25deg! = .'The'
system'is'stable"............................................................................................................................."219"
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Figure"203."Euler'angles'with'initial'conditions'equal'to' 0 10deg! = 'and 0 21.5deg! = '.'
The'system'is'still'stable"............................................................................................................"220"Figure"204."Euler'angles'with'initial'conditions'equal'to' 0 10deg! = 'and 0 44.5deg! = .'The'
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Figure!1.!Scenarios!of!application:!astrophysics!and!planetary!remote!sensing.!" Inspired"by"the"light"scattering"and"focusing"properties"of"distributed"optical"assemblies" in" Nature," such" as" rainbows" and" aerosols," and" by" recent" laboratory"successes"in"optical"trapping"and"manipulation,"we"propose"a"unique"combination"of"space"optics"and"autonomous"robotic"system"technology,"to"enable"a"new"vision"of"space" system" architecture"with" applications" to" ultraQlightweight" space" optics" and,"ultimately,"inQsitu"space"system"fabrication."We"call"this"system"the"Granular"Imager"(GI)."
The' Orbiting' Rainbows' paradigm:' The" paradigm" that" makes" this" granular"imager" possible" is" based" on:" a)" avoiding" any" physical" structure" and"sensing/actuation"hardware"on"the"primary"aperture,"thus"lowering"the"system"cost"(driven"by"the"mass"and"complexity"of"the"primary);"b)"using"atQaQdistance"trapping"and"manipulation"to"confine"and"shape"the"cloud"acting"as"primary"aperture;"and"c)"relaxing" the" optical" figure" control" requirements" by" doing" the" best" possible" job" in"software"with"stateQofQtheQart"computational"imaging"algorithms.""Typically,"the"cost"of"a"spaceQborne"imaging"system"is"driven"by"the"size"and"mass" of" the" primary" aperture." " The" solution" that" we" propose" uses" a" method" to"construct"an"imaging"system"in"orbit"in"which"the"nonlinear"optical"properties"of"a"cloud"of"reflective"particles,"shaped"into"a"stable"surface"by"electromagnetic"means,"allow" one" to" form" a" lightweight" aperture" of" an" imaging" system," hence" reducing"overall"mass"and"cost."This"new"concept" is"based"on"recent"understandings" in" the"physics" of" optical" manipulation" of" small" particles" in" the" laboratory" and" the"engineering" of" distributed" ensembles" of" spacecraft" swarms" to" shape" an" orbiting"cloud" of" micronQsized" objects." " In" the" same" way" that" optical" tweezers" have"revolutionized"microQ"and"nanoQ"manipulation"of"objects,"our"breakthrough"concept"will"enable"new"large"scale"NASA"mission"applications"and"develop"new"technology"in" the" areas" of" Astrophysical" Imaging" Systems" and" Remote" Sensing" because" the"cloud" can" operate" as" an" adaptive" optical" imaging" sensor." While" achieving" the"feasibility"of"constructing"one"single"aperture"out"of" the"cloud" is" the"main" topic"of"this"work," it" is"clear" that"multiple"orbiting"aerosol" lenses"could"also"combine"their"
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power" to" synthesize" a"much" larger" aperture" in" space" to" enable" challenging" goals"such"as"exoQplanet"detection."Furthermore," this" effort" could"establish" feasibility"of"key" issues" related" to" material" properties," remote" manipulation," and" autonomy"characteristics" of" cloud" in" orbit." There" are" several" types" of" endeavors" (science"missions)" that" could" be" enabled" by" this" type" of" approach," i.e." it" can" enable" new"astrophysical" imaging" systems," exoQplanet" search," large" apertures" allow" for"unprecedented" high" resolution" to" discern" continents" and" important" features" of"other" planets," hyperspectral" imaging," adaptive" systems," spectroscopy" imaging"through"limb,"and"stable"optical"systems"from"LagrangeQpoints."Furthermore,"future"microQminiaturization" might" hold" promise" of" a" further" extension" of" our" dust"aperture"concept"to"other"more"exciting"smart"dust"concepts"with"other"associated"capabilities."Our" objective" is" to" experimentally" and" numerically" investigate" how" to"optically"manipulate"and"maintain"the"shape"of"an"orbiting"cloud"of"dustQlike"matter"so" that" it" can" function" as" an" adaptable" ultraQlightweight" surface" (<1g/m2)" with"electromagnetic"properties"useful" to"NASA"science"missions."Our"solution" is"based"on" the" aperture" being" an" engineered" granular"medium," instead" of" a" conventional"monolithic" aperture." This" allows" building" of" scalable" apertures" at" a" reduced" cost,"enables" extremely" faultQtolerant" apertures" that" cannot" otherwise" be" made," and"directly" enables" classes" of" missions" for" exoplanet" detection" based" on" Fourier"spectroscopy" with" tight" angular" resolution" (~100" milliarcsec)" and" novel" radar"systems" for" remote" sensing" (See" Figure" 1)." These" goals" are" important" due" to" the"current" need" for" lowQcost" implementations" of" spaceborne" imaging" system"architectures"that"can"enable"new"science"missions.""
"
Figure!2.!The!Granular!Imager:!going!from!a!monolithic!aperture,!to!a!cloud!of!dust.!" The"most"innovative"aspect"of"our"concept"uses"light"to"shape"granular"media"in" space." As" shown" in" Figure" 2," we"want" to" revolutionize" the"way" telescopes" (or"antennas)" are" built" by" replacing" the" heavy" and" complex"monolithic" aperture" in" a"telescope" by" a" cloud" of" reflective" dust." Inspired" by" rainbows" and" scattering" from"atmospheric"aerosols"we"asked,"“Can"light"radiation"pressure"techniques"create"an"artificial" rainbow"or"aerosol"with" specific"electromagnetic"properties?”"The'goal'of'
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orbiting' cloud' of' dustElike'matter' so' that' it' can' function' as' an' adaptive' surface' for'
imaging' objects' in' the' electromagnetic' spectrum." See" Figure" 3." For" example," a"coherent"cloud"of"reflective"or"refractive"micrometerQsized"particles"could"be"made"to" concentrate" light" in" a" focal" region" across" a" limited" frequency" band." In" this"proposal,"we"equivalently"use"the"term"“aerosol”"or"“swarm”"for"the"cloud"of"dusty"material" that"we"want" to"manipulate,"and"we"use" the" term"“grain”"or" “element”" to"refer"to"the"single"elements"of"the"cloud."This" new" concept" for" imaging" system" architectures" relies" on" an" advanced"method"to"build"apertures,"which"results" in"many"benefits," including"reduced"cost,"enabling" of" apertures" that" cannot" otherwise" be" made." The" advantage" of" a" laserQtrapped" space" system" is" the" potential" to" enable" autonomous" reflective," refractive,"and" diffractive" imaging" architectures." These" systems" are" ultraQlightweight," and"made"of"very"simple,"lowQcost"units."The"cloud"aperture"can"distribute"itself"to"large"scales"(from"meters"to"tenths"of"meters,"using"sparse"aperture"technology),"without"the" need" to" fill" the" aperture." It" is" easy" to" package," transport," and" deploy;" is"reconfigurable;"and"can"be"retargeted"and"repointed"with"nonQmechanical"means."It"is" a" highly" selfQhealing" and" faultQtolerant" system" with" very" low" vulnerability" to"impacts." It" can" achieve" combinations" of" properties" (combined" transmit/receive),"variable" focal" length," combined" refractive" and" reflective" lens" designs," and" hyperQspectral" imaging." This" effort" will" provide" a" solution" to" key" issues" related" to"materials," optical" manipulation," and" autonomy" characteristics" of" clouds" in" orbit."This"would" enable" new" technology" in" the" areas" of"Astrophysical" Imaging" Systems"and" Remote" Sensing." Furthermore," it" will" lay" the" foundation" for" largeQscale"autonomous"optical"manipulation"of"micronQsized"material" in" space," thereby" truly"opening"the"door"to"revolutionary"applications"of"inQsitu"space"manufacturing.""
"
Figure!3.!The!Granular!Imager:!a!cloud!trapped!that!operates!as!an!active!electromagnetic!device.!"" This"concept"has"the"potential"to"completely"revolutionize"the"technology"of"ultraQlarge" aperture" optical" elements" (e.g.," >1,000Qkm" class" telescope" mirrors,"
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Granular"matter"is"considered"to"be"the"5th"state"of"matter"(after"solid,"liquid,"gaseous," and" plasma)" by" virtue" of" its" peculiar" response" characteristics"(cohesiveness," fluid" behavior," compactification," phase" transformation" capability,"and" other" properties" [Friedlander1977," Fuchs1989])." However," the" dynamics,"controllable" properties," and" consequent" benefits" of" engineering" and"manipulating"granular"matter,"such"as"dust"grains,"powders,"and"aerosols,"is"poorly"known"to"the"space" exploration" community." " Inspired" by" the" light" scattering" and" focusing"properties" of" distributed" optical" assemblies" in" nature," such" as" rainbows" and"aerosols"[Kpkhanovsky2006],"and"by"recent"laboratory"successes"in"optical"trapping"and"manipulation"[Ashkin1970,"Ashkin1978,"Ashkin1986,"Ashkin1997,"Bekey1999,"BornWolf1964," Dienerowitz2010," Grzegorczyk2006a," Grzegorczyk2006b,"Grzegorczyk2014," McCormack2006," Summers2009," Swartzlander2011]," we"propose" a" unique" combination" of" space" optics" and" autonomous" robotic" system"technology,"to"enable"a"new"vision"of"space"system"architecture"with"applications"to"ultraQlightweight"space"optics"and,"ultimately,"inQsitu"space"system"fabrication."This"research" will" leverage" the" expertise" developed" in" autonomous" space" systems"technology" at" NASA/JPL" (specifically," formation" flying" for" astrophysical" imaging"[Mettler2005]);"adaptive"optics"of"astrophysical"spaceborne"observatories,"such"as"the" Spitzer" Space" Telescope," SIM" Planetquest," Terrestrial" Planetfinder," and" the"James"Webb"Space"Telescope"[Andersen2011,"Zhao2005,"Mosier1998,"Mosier2000];"and" recent" achievements" in" optical" manipulation" at" Rochester" Institute" of"Technology" on" radiation" pressure" force" and" torque" [Swartzlander2011]," to"investigate"the"possibility"of"deploying,"focusing,"retargeting"the"cloud"in"space,"and"adding" autonomy" to" the" cloud" of" particles" in" order" to" produce" an" adaptive" optics"light"collector."Typically,"the"cost"of"an"optical"system"is"driven"by"the"size"and"mass"of" the" primary" aperture." The" solution" that" we" propose" is" to" construct" an" optical"system"in"space"in"which"the"nonlinear"optical"properties"of"a"cloud"of"micronQsized"particles"are"shaped" into"a"specific" surface"by" light"pressure,"allowing" it" to" form"a"very" large" and" lightweight" aperture" of" an" optical" system," hence" reducing" overall"mass"and"cost."""
"
Figure!5.!Multiphysics!aspects!of!Granular!Imager.!"
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Figure!6.!Granular!Imager!technology!space.!" This"new"concept"is"based"on"recent"understandings"in"the"physics"of"optical"manipulation"of"small"particles"in"the"laboratory"and"the"engineering"of"distributed"ensembles"of"spacecraft"swarms"to"shape"an"orbiting"cloud"of"micronQsized"objects.""Figure"5"shows"the"multiQphysical"elements"involved"in"the"technology"development"of"the"Granular"Imager."Figure"6"shows"the"parameter"space"of"the"Granular"Imager,"which" includes" distributes" spacecraft," multiQfunctional" materials," large" apertures"smart"materials,"system"autonomy,"and"interaction"with"the"space"environment."The"objectives" of" Phase" II" were:" a)" to" mature" the" feasibility" of" largeQscale" optical"manipulation"of"granular"media"to"enable"optical"and"radar" imaging"architectures;"b)" to" identify" optimal" methodologies" to" deploy" and" maintain" an" active" cloud" in"space;"c)" to"experimentally"characterize"the"optical"cooling" for"motion"control"and"speckle" imaging" for" optical" sensing;" and" d)" to" provide" a" systemQlevel" assessment"through"multiscale"simulation."" As" background," A.J." Palmer" [Palmer1980," Palmer1983," Palmer1991],"proposed" to"use"an"aerosol"of"dielectric"particles"as"a"holographic" lens."Labeyrie’s"pellicle" telescope" [Labeyrie1970," Labeyrie2005]" was" the" inspiration" for" a" prior"NIAC"study"[McCormack2006]."More"recently,"the"optical"trapping"of"aerosols"at"the"microQscale" has" been" demonstrated" in" the" laboratory" [Dienerowitz2010,"Summers2009]." In"May" 1963," the" US" Air" Force" launched" 480"million" tiny" copper"needles" to" create" an" artificial" ionosphere" (Project" West" Ford" [Shapiro1964])" to"enable"acrossQtheQglobe"communication."The"West"Ford"copper"needles"were"each"1.8"cm"long"and"0.0018"cm"in"diameter"and"weighed"only"40"micrograms."They"were"designed"to"be"exactly"half"of"the"wavelength"of"8000"MHz"microwaves."This"length"created"strong"reflections"when"the"microwaves"struck"the"copper"needles,"in"effect"making" them" tiny"dipole" antennae" each" repeating" in" all" directions" the" exact" same"signal"they"received."While"it"was"a"passive"reflector,"this"experiment"demonstrated"the" largeQscale"electromagnetic"utilization"of"a"passive"cloud"of" incoherent"matter."
Our'concept'is'to'enable'the'largeEscale'electromagnetic'utilization'of'an'active'cloud'
of'incoherent'matter."" Recent" and" rapid" advances" in" the" optical" manipulation" area" have" the"potential" to" revolutionize" microQ" and" nanoQmanipulation" of" objects" in" much" the"same" way" that" the" discovery" of" optical" tweezers," now" routinely" used" for" DNA"manipulation," did" 40" years" ago." Although" the" radiation" pressure" force" on" a"
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macroscopic"body"is"weak,"a"few"milliwatts"of"laser"power"are"sufficient"to"achieve"a"force" in" the" picoQnewton" range." There" is" also" another"major" advantage." For" some"NASA" applications," the" synthesis" of" large" apertures" made" of" large" numbers" of"emitters/receivers" placed" with" structural" disorder" is" desirable." For" a" disordered"cloud," focusing"of" light" from"an"object" is" achieved"by"modulating" the"phase"of" the"distributed"radiators"so"as"to"obtain"a"conic"phase"surface;"it"was"observed"that"by"randomizing" the" emitter" positions," the" beam" achieves" better" quality" [Bekey1999,"BornWolf1964," Yavuz1964]."The'ideal'system'is'a'cloud'of'spatially'disordered'dustE
like' objects' that' can' be' optically' manipulated:' it' is' highly' reconfigurable,' faultE
tolerant,'selfEhealing,'and'scalable'to'very'large'aperture'sizes'at'low'cost.""The"solution"that"we"propose"is"to"construct"a"distributed"imaging"system"in"space"in"which"the"primary"element"is"a"cloud"of"micronQsized"engineered"particles,"shaped"along"a"specific"surface"by"light"pressure,"allowing"it"to"form"a"very"large"and"lightweight"aperture"of"an"imaging"system,"hence"reducing"overall"mass"and"cost."A"cloud" of" spatially" disordered" duskQlike" objects" can" be" optically"manipulated" to" be"highly" reconfigurable," selfQhealing," and" faultQtolerant" to" allow" very" large" aperture"sizes" at" low" cost." The" optical" system" can" have" a" variable" focal" length," combined"reflective"and"refractive"lens"designs,"and"hyperspectral"imaging"capabilities."NearQterm" proofQofQconcept" space" demonstrations" might" be" possible" in" a" decade,"but" laboratoryQscale" tests" on" Earth" are" possible" much" sooner." This" concept" is"technically"feasible"given"that"it"is"drawn"from"realQworld"examples"of"dust/droplet"systems" like" rainbows." Our" solution" would" completely" rewrite" our" approach" to"ultraQlarge" spaceQbased" telescopes" for" potential" NASA" origins," Earth" sensing," and"potentially" also" for" military" applications." All" the" foundations" of" the" concept" are"solidly"based"on"established"physical"laws."The"challenge"is"extending"what"has"been"proven" in" small" lenses" in" an" Earth" environment" to" a" space" environment" under"various"forces"and"the"means"to"predict"and"control"those"forces"for"a"long"time"to"get" the" full" benefit" of" the" concept." There" is" no" guarantee" that" this" breakthrough"innovative"system"will"meet"the"configuration"or"design"of"a"large"aperture"system"at"various"parts"of"the"electromagnetic"spectrum,"but"even"if"a"few"of"those"areas"are"or"can"be"identified,"the"benefit"to"NASA"and"national"security"will"be"immense."The"adaptive"properties"of"the"cloud"emerge"by"virtue"of"the"local"anisotropy"that"can"be"induced"by"light,"electric,"magnetic,"and"gravitational"fields,"and/or"a"combination"of"them."A"modulation"of"the"scattering"field"of"the"grains"would"enable"varying"optical"properties"of" the" entire" system." In"Phase" I,"we"have" identified"various"options" for"cloud" control" and" adaptability" under" various" degrees" of" freedom" and" actuation"mechanisms."With" properly" chosen"materials" of" the" grain," grain" size," distribution,"density,"and"orientation," the"cloud"may" indeed"behave"as"a" reflective"or" refractive"lens,"a"set"of"fringes,"or"even"a"hologram."The" focusing" of" electromagnetic" radiation" from" randomly" distributed"orbiting" arrays"has"never"been" investigated."The" imaging" through" retargeting" and"realization"of"boresight"and"wavefront"control"of"an"orbiting"cloud"represent"a"rich"area" of" investigation," independently" of" the" applications" because" of" the" multiple"spatial" and" temporal" scales" involved" to" enable" an" integrated" mission" design" in"astrophysical" imaging,"exoplanet"search," large"aperture" that"allows"unprecedented"
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1.2!Limitations!of!Related!Current!Approaches!" In" this" section," we" identify" the" limitations" of" past" work," and" how" we"addressed" those" issues" in" our" study." In" the" past" NIAC" study" on" the" laserQtrapped"mirror" [McCormack2006]," a" main" challenge" identified" by" the" investigators" was"related" to" cloud" overheating" from" a" focused" beam." Since" most" of" the" optical"manipulation"experiments"are"done"on"Earth" in"water"or"air," there" is"natural"heat"dissipation" into" a" conductive" medium." In" space," there" is" no" intervening" medium"(except"for"the"tenuous"space"plasma,"which"provides"less"heat"dissipation"than"air"or"water),"hence"cooling"in"optical"binding"experiments,"such"as"those"carried"out"in"the" past" NIAC" study," cannot" be" achieved." Although" those" earlier" experiments"achieved"smallQscale"coherent"structures"in"a"constrained"twoQdimensional"aqueous"chamber" using" spherical" particles," largeQscale" threeQdimensional" structures"composed" of" optically" functional" particles" in" a" space" environment" presented"untested"challenges."In"our"study,"we"avoid"tightly"focused"beams,"opting"instead"to"gently" nudge" the" particles" using" combinations" of" radiation" pressure" and"electromagnetic" torque" induced" by" polarizing" the" beam" with" relatively" low"irradiance," thereby"minimizing" the" source" of" heat." Furthermore," we" engineer" the"particles" to" radiate" heat" and" optimize" their" response" to" the" applied" fields." For"example,"each"grain"has"a"tail"that"may"be"aligned"to"the"polarization"direction"of"a"laser"beam,"thereby"achieving"a"coherent"alignment"of"all" the"exposed"particles." In"the" earlier" NIAC" study," optical" binding" required" weakly" interacting" spherical"particles" over" a" short" range." In" contrast," our" approach" assumes" nonQinteracting,"arbitrarily"shaped"particles"that"may"be"widely"spaced."Figure"7"depicts"the"evolution"of"large"space"observatories,"indicating"that"solutions"with" very" low" area" to" mass" ration" are" highly" desirable." The" uniqueness" and"innovation"of"our"concept"lies"in"that:"a)"it"would"be"a"very"lightweight,"selfQhealing"system," leading" to" areal" densities" of" 1" g/m2" or" less," compared" to" 10" kg/m2" of" an"inflatable" antenna;" b)" one" cloud" could" combine" with" other" clouds" to" form" much"larger"apertures"than"the"6.5Qmeter"size"of"the"James"Webb"Telescope;"c)"it"would"be"easy"to"transport"and"deploy,"not"requiring"structural"elements;"and"d)"lineQofQsight"(LOS)" retargeting" and" figure" control"would"be" realized"optically."These"properties"enable" new" mission" architectures," and" are" in" contrast" to" current" stateQofQtheQart"systems," which" are" limited" to"much" smaller" sizes" and" are" quite"massive." Table" 1"compares"the"Granular"Imager"to"existing"telescope"technologies.""
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1.3!Benefits!of!the!Study!" The"novel"concept"hereby"proposed"addresses"challenges"for"development"of:"a)"new" autonomous" systems," as" it" may" open" the" door" to" innovative" applications" of"formation" flying" and" autonomy" technology" in" space;" b)" novel" approaches" to" large"
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precision" imaging" systems;" and" c)" innovative" applications" of" granular" media" as"multiQscale," multiQphysics," multiQfunctional" systems." In" Phase" II" we" have" have"assessed" the" basic" elements" of" granular" imaging" systems" in" the" context" of" two"relevant"mission" scenarios:" an" astrophysical" imager" and" a" radar"mapper." From" a"science" perspective," the" granular" imager" concept" will" open" new" frontiers" of"exploration" and" scientific" discovery" in" space" science." From" a" robotic" system"perspective," we" have" studied" autonomy" solutions" and" multiscale" behavior" of"complex" aerospace" systems." From" the"materials" perspective," we" have" explored" a"novel"use"of"granular"media"in"space."From"a"systems"perspective,"we"have"matured"the"Phase"I"concept"to"TRL"3.""
1.4!Contributions!to!space!technologies!" Granular" imaging" systems" address" the" following" NASA’s" Space" Technology"Grand"Challenges:"a)"TA04,"Robotics"and"Autonomous"Systems,"as"we"may"open"the"door" to" innovative" applications" of" formation" flying" and" autonomy" technology" for"large" optical" systems" in" space;" b)" TA08," Science" Instruments," Observatories," and"Sensor" Systems," as"we" develop" a" system" that"may" provide" advancements" in" high"contrast"imaging,"optical"systems,"and"detector"and"focal"planes;"c)"TA12,"Materials,"Structures,"Mechanical"Systems"and"Manufacturing,"as"we"address"innovative"types"of"lightweight"and"multifunctional"structures.""
1.5!Potential!Impact!!"Similar"to"the"way"optical"tweezers"revolutionized"microQ"and"nanoQmanipulation"of" objects," our" breakthrough" concept" will" enable" new" largeQscale" NASA" mission"applications" and" develop" new" technology" in" the" areas" of" Astrophysical" Imaging"Systems" and" Remote" Sensing" because" the" cloudQbased" system" can" operate" as" an"adaptive" optical/microwave" imaging" sensor." While" achieving" the" feasibility" of"constructing"one"single"aperture"out"of"the"cloud"is"the"main"topic"of"this"work,"it"is"clear" that" multiple" orbiting" aerosol" lenses" could" also" combine" their" power" to"synthesize" an" array" of"much" larger" aperture" in" space" to" enable" challenging" goals"such"as"exoplanet"detection."Furthermore,"this"effort"will"establish"feasibility"of"key"issues" related" to" material" properties," remote" manipulation," and" autonomy"characteristics" of" clouds" in" orbit." There" are" several" types" of" endeavors" (science"missions)" that" could" be" enabled" by" this" type" of" approach," including:" new"astrophysical" imaging" systems," exoplanet" search," large" apertures" to" allow" for"unprecedented"high"resolution"for"discerning"continents"and"important"features"of"other" planets," hyperspectral" imaging," adaptive" systems," spectroscopy" imaging"through"limb,"and"stable"optical"systems"from"Lagrange"points."Furthermore,"future"microQminiaturization" might" hold" promise" of" a" further" extension" of" our" dust"aperture"concept"to"other"more"exciting"smart"dust"concepts"with"other"associated"capabilities.""
1.6)Technical)and)Programmatic)Risks)and)Mitigation)Plan)"
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A" key" programmatic" risk"was" that" the" scope" of"NIAC" Phase" II"was" not" deemed"sufficient" for" conclusive"optical" cooling"demos"at" large"scales"and" for" systemQlevel"tests." These" might" need" to" be" addressed" in" followQon" activity." Nevertheless,"sufficient"progress"was"made"to"mature"the"concept"to"TRL"3."From"an"operational"perspective," the" key" concept" maturation" risks" related" to" infrastructure" cost" are"excessive" infrastructure" (spacecraft" in" formation,"multiple" lasers)," and" insufficient"system"testing"and"system"integration."Mitigation"plan:"Explore"alternative"solutions"for" optical" trapping," which" include" one" laser" system" and" electrostatic/magnetic"containment" fields," and" propose" a" followQon" path" with" extensive" ground" testing"program" at" component" level" and" a" sequence" of" inQorbit" demos" (from" smallQscale"demos" in" KCQ135" and" ISS," to" suborbital" demos)" to" progressively" demonstrate"system" integration." The" key" concept" maturation" risks" related" to" obtaining" the"required" system" performance" are" related" to" insufficient" system" verification" and"validation." Mitigation" plan:" Complete" extensive" error" budgeting" at" imager" scale,"cloud" scale," and" granular"medium" scale," which" uses" system" simulation" to" predict"performance" at" system" level," while" the" complexities" of" the" physics" are" provided"experimentally." The" key" concept"maturation" risks" related" to" system" development"time"are"insufficient"maturity"of"the"cooling"and"speckle" imaging"experiments,"and"the" technological" complexity" of" these" potential" risks." First," high" levels" of" light"scattering"may" be" deleterious" for" image" formation." This" is" a" serious" problem" for"reflective" imagers." Mitigation" plan:" Consider" refractive" and" diffractive" options."Second,"it" is"challenging"to"provide"the"needed"phase"coherence"between"elements"of" the" cloud" to" be" able" to" be" of" any" use" in" visible" band."Mitigation" plan:" Address"problem"in"the"radar"band."Third,"optical"manipulation"at" large"scales"may"require"very" large" laser" power," or" too" many" lasers," hence" excessive" cost" to" implement."Mitigation"plan:"Currently,"the"Air"Force"uses"1QMW"lasers"for"missile"defense,"so"in"20–30"years,"larger"laser"power"(possibly"relying"on"spaceQbased"solar"power)"will"likely" be" available." Fourth," any" dust" clouds"might" create" unwanted" orbital" debris"due" to" leakage." However," this" issue" can" be" dismissed" by" the" fact" that" at" altitudes">1,000" km," orbital" debris" smaller" than" 10" cm" is" not" easily" tracked," and" the"collisional"crossQsection"of"debris"in"the"micron"size"is"negligible"compared"to"larger"debris."Mitigation"plan:"Turn"off"one"bank"of"the"counterQpropagating"containment"lasers" to"apply"preferential"pressure"to"cloud,"which"will"be"accelerated"away" into"space."Fifth,"electrostatic"charging"might"cause"undesired"aggregation"and"clustering"that" might" affect" the" surface" accuracy" of" the" aperture." Mitigation" plan:" Explore"appropriate"material"for"grains"and"electrostatic"behavior."Lastly,"the"previous"NIAC"study"on"the"LaserQtrapped"Mirror"[Grzegorczyk2014]"identified"a"difficulty"with"the"lack"of"natural"optical" cooling"of" the"grains" in" space."Mitigation"plan:"Our"work" in"Phase"I"[Quadrelli2012]"has"led"to"the"discovery"that"we"can"induce"optical"cooling"
actively"via"modulation"of"the"light"polarization,"thus"reducing"the"cooling"problem"to"an"active"control"problem.""
1.7)Technology)Challenges)"" Key" technologies" that" were" relevant" to" mature" the" concept" in" Phase" II" are"discussed"next."Granular" imaging" systems"will" require" complex"multistage" control"methodologies"and"diffractive"optics" techniques."To"achieve" this"goal," the"Phase" II"multiscale" system" simulation" of" the" science" campaign" was" essential" to" assess"systemQlevel" performance" for" representative" scenarios." Also," systemQlevel"
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integrated" modeling" and" simulation" of" reflective," refractive," and" diffractive"configurations"in"different"frequency"bands"is"essential"to"flow"down"requirements."Speckle" imaging" experiments" are" essential" to" demonstrate" that" optical" imaging"based" on" spatial" disorder" is" practical," and" we" have" begun" experimenting" with"computational" optics" techniques" (IBD)" to" retrieve" the" image" in" the" presence" of"noise."Optical"cooling"experiments"are"essential"to"demonstrate"the"multiple" levels"of"precision"in"trapping"and"containment"of"the"granular"aperture,"and"were"done"in"Phase" II." Recent"work" based" on" the" optical" vortex" [Valdlen2010]" expands" optical"manipulation" of" particles" into" a" gas"media" and" provides" full" control" over" trapped"particles," including" the" optical" transport" and" pinpoint" positioning" of" 100" micron"objects"over"a"meterQscale"distance"with"10"micron"accuracy."Finally,"a"costQbenefit"analysis" is" essential" to" make" the" cloud" aperture" more" promising" compared" to" a"monolithic" aperture." Preliminary" evaluations"of" total" system"cost"done" in"Phase" I,"based"on"existing"cost"models"available" in" literature" [Stahl2010],"demonstrate" the"enormous" cost" reduction" for" the"orbiting" cloud," compared" to" a"monolithic" system"(Figure"8)." In"our"view," the"cost"savings"alone"was"sufficient"reason"to"mature" the"concept"in"Phase"II.""The"key"feasibility"issues"related"to"cost"are"system"testing"and"system"integration."In" this" regard," the" inQdepth" study" of" reflective," refractive," and" diffractive" systems"will" provide" a" unique" approach" to" flow" down" imaging" requirements" down" to" the"cloud" level."The"key" feasibility" issues"related"to"system"performance"are"analyzing"whether" there" is" sufficient" sensing" and" control" authority" to" ensure" a" stable"wavefront" through" the" granular" medium." In" this" regard," we" will" also" explore"imaging" architectures" in" a" less" demanding" frequency" band" (i.e.," radar)," thus"accelerating"the"maturation"at"the"system"level."The"key"feasibility"issues"related"to"risk"are"providing"sufficient"system"verification"and"validation,"and"the"development"of"a"multiscale"system"simulation"will"make"requirement"verification"possible."The"key"feasibility"issues"related"to"system"development"time"are"sufficient"maturity"of"the" cooling" and" speckle" imaging" experiments." Successful" cooling" experiments"(critical" technology)" will" enable" the" demonstration" of" the" concept" feasibility" in" a"ground" laboratory," and" successfully" accomplishing" these" experiments" will"contribute"to"raising"the"system"TRL.""""
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2.)Summary)of)Work)Done)in)Phase)II))" The"approach"for"Phase"II"combined"both"experiments"and"simulations"to"mature"the" concept" to"TRL"3."Our" specific"nearQterm"objective"was" to" conduct" smallQscale"experiments" to" demonstrate" optical" manipulation" of" tenuous" granular" media" in"water," complemented" by" a" parallel" analysis" effort" to" model" and" simulate" the"behavior"of"the"granular"medium"as"an"element"of"an"imaging"system"in"orbit"being"controlled"by"light.""The"design"concept"in"Phase"II"followed"a"topQdown"approach."At"the"largeQscale,"the" imaging" system" is" held" in" shape" by" means" of" formation" flying" technology."Macroscopically," the" aerosol" cloud" forming" the" primary" aperture" can" then" be"thought" of" behaving" as" an" equivalent" rigid" object." Established"wave" front" sensing"and" control" techniques" of" adaptive" optics" are" then" used" to" stabilize" the" image"assuming"the"granular"aperture"behaves"as"an"equivalent"monolithic"aperture."We"then" invoke" methods" of" sparse" aperture" technology," such" as" Golay" arrays"[Brady2009]," to"precisely" formationQfly"many"clouds,"which,"at" the"microscale,"are"spatially" random," but" at" the" macroscale" form" a" regular" array." Through" optical"manipulation"technology,"we"sense"and"control"the"average"alignment"of"the"grains"within" each" cloud" to" provide" a" cloud" figure" shape" that" is" adequate" for" our" goals."Therefore,"the"topQdown"formation"flying"and"adaptive"optics"approach"merges"with"the"bottomQup"optical"manipulation"approach"to"achieve"our"goal."The"elements"of"this"approach"are"discussed"next."In" Phase" II," the" following" steps" were" completed" to" mature" the" concept:" a)" an"enhanced" focus" on" reflective," refractive," and" diffractive" optical" systems;" b)"exploration"of"radar"imaging"architectures"and"identification"of"the"most"promising"applications;" c)" experimentation" and" simulation" to" prove" the" active" cooling"approach"based"on"optical"feedback"mechanisms;"and"d)"use"of"integrated"modeling"and"simulation"to"determine"adaptive"optics"needs"required"by"aperture"to"function"as"an"imaging"system."Experiment"design,"as"well"as"preliminary"experimental"work"conducted"in"Phase"II,"were"based"on"demonstrating"the"grain"cooling"and"alignment"approach"on"an"optical"bench.""
In flow diagram form, Figure 9 describes the overall Phase II task flow. It starts in the 
upper left corner with the particle simulation engine, which was developed in Phase I. 
This engine computes the motions of the particles that make up the primary optic at the 
granular level. The orange rectangles represent the microscale control system of the 
particles. Its purpose is to “corral” the particles, keep them functioning as a unit, and 
ensure the optical properties of the conglomerate meet the requirements for the next 
stages of control. From the position and orientation of the particles, a complex 
electromagnetic pupil function is computed, from which the optical figure and pupil can 
be determined (green box). The red boxes represent the next stage of control, which is the 
relative position and orientation of the separate spacecraft imaging system. The 
spacecraft has its own thrusters and reaction wheels to maintain precision optical 
alignment using a laser metrology truss developed at JPL as a precision sensor. The light 
blue boxes represent the mid-level control systems. A STOP integrated model was 
created for a single patch/cloud and its corresponding correction/collections system. 
Drivers to the STOP model include thermal variations (purple circle) based on the 
trajectory of the system relative to the Sun and other thermal sources. The STOP model 
has two main control systems, one for LOS correction and an adaptive optics control 
system that uses a Shack-Hartmann sensor to control a deformable mirror. Combining 
information from multiple STOP models (one for each patch), a time-varying PSF is 
computed (green box). The relative positions of each cloud may vary with respect to each 
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other; therefore, an outer control system for maintaining precision phasing between the 
patches is necessary (shown in yellow). An IPO (In-focus PSF Optimizer) is another 
WFS&C algorithm developed at JPL for segmented optical systems. This algorithm will 
drive the optical delay lines to maintain the relative phase of each patch and will also 
provide feedback information to the LOS control to maintain pointing. Finally, the time-
varying PSF is convolved with an image (or “scene”). Speckle imaging and multiframe 
blind deconvolution algorithms was investigated to “clean up” the imagery to get an 
accurate estimate of the original scene."
"
Figure!9.!Phase!II!Task!Flow.!
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3.1)JPL)TeamJA)Study))"The"TeamQA"study"goals"were"to"identify"the"most"promising"science"mission"for"a"granular"imager."The"study"objectives"were"to"complete"the"parameter"space"for"a"granular"imager,"identify"the"strongest"science"mission"for"this"technology,"generate"one"or"more"mission"architectures"for"the"strongest"science"mission,"and"identify"driving"mission"requirements."The"key"results"were"that"the"team"identified"opportunities"and"challenges"for"a"range"of"wavelengths,"then"brainstormed"promising"future"mission"concepts"that"would"take"advantage"of"granular"imager"technology."The"four"most"promising"of"these"were"explored"in"more"detail."Finally,"the"team"outlined"a"technology"development"roadmap"to"take"the"concept"from"its"current"state"to"flight."The"Granular"Imager"configuration"considered"in"this"Study"included"the"following"assumptions:"Q! The"Granular"imager"(GI)"will"be"in"geosynchronous"Earth"orbit"(GEO)"Q! Focal"length"about"100"km"Q! Particles"could"stay"in"orbit"for"a"long"time"Q! GI"is"reconfigurable"and"can"be""selfQhealing”"Q! GI"is"susceptible"to"solar"wind,"coronal"mass"ejections"are"really"bad"Q! Need"6"trappingQsystem"S/C"per"GI"(per"cloud)"Q! GI"fill"factor"is"~30%""
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3.2)Imaging)Architectures)for)Astrophysics)and)Remote)Sensing)"The"three"optical"system"designs"from"Phase"I"were"evolved"to"become"a"part"of"a"larger"simulation,"as"described" in" the"Work"Plan."The" first"optical"design"assumed"
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the" cloud" would" contain" reflective" particles" and" be" controlled" in" a" manner" to"produce" a" semiQcoherent" reflective" phase" sheet." Although" not" continuous," the"surface" would" need" to" have" variations" less" than"  !2/ "! ," where" ! " is" the"bandwidth" of" light," to" achieve" meaningful" imagery" (in" any" frequency" band))." A"second"design" treats" the" cloud" as" a" refractive" element," e.g.," a" lens." Using" effective"medium"theory,"we"derived"a"theoretical"focal"length"of"a"system"based"on"particles"having"an"index"of"refraction"close"to"glass"and"having"a"fairly"dense"(1"part"in"1000)"fill" factor." Finally,"we" developed" a" third" optical" system"design" for" a" diffractive," or"“holographic”," lens" such" as" Palmer" [Palmer1980," Palmer1983," Palmer1991]" had"outlined."Compared"to"refractive"systems"in"the"visible"band"or"radar"imagers"in"the"microwave"band,"which"do"not"require"grain"level"control,"reflective"and"diffractive"imaging"systems"would"require"fine"control"down"to"the"grain"level.""The" control" system" architecture" for" each" of" these" designs" was" developed" and"simulated"as"well" in"Phase"II."The"highest"bandwidth"control"system"is" the" lineQofQsight" (LOS)" control" system," which" uses" a" fast" steering" mirror" to" maintain" the"pointing"of"each"of"the"individual"cloud"optics."The"next"fastest"control"system"is"the"midQspatial"frequency"wavefront"sensing"and"control"(WFS&C)"system,"which"uses"a"ShackQHartmann" (SH)"wavefront" sensor" to" control" a"deformable"mirror" to" correct"for"surface"figure"changes"of"the"primary"optic"up"to"several"waves."We"plan"to"use"a"combination" of" fast" steering" mirror" and" deformable" mirror," which" is" currently"under"development"by"Northrop"Grumman"Xinetics."Requirements"for"the"temporal"bandwidth" of" the" LOS" control" system" will" need" to" be" evaluated" as" well" as" the"necessary" pitch," stroke," and" speed" required" of" the" deformable" mirror" wavefront"sensing"and"control"system."Finally,"the"optical"delay"lines"of"each"individual"optical"system"will"also"need"to"be"evaluated"to"keep"each"of"the"“patches”"of"the"multiscale"design" in" phase"with" each" other." Since"we" expect" the" drivers" of" the" overall" patch"movement"to"be"thermal"effects,"the"bandwidth"of"this"control"system"is"expected"to"be" much" lower" than" the" previous" two" systems." The" Structural" Thermal" OPtical"(STOP)" simulation" model" will" allow" us" to" explore" the" requirements" for" this"integrated"control"system."The"diffractive"optical"system"design"created" in"Phase" I"was"a"strictly"monochromatic"design,"however,"it"was"mentioned"in"the"final"report"that" JPL"has"experience" in"designing"a"diffractive"optical" correction" system"with"a"10%"bandwidth.""To" combine" the" light" from" the" separate" clouds" to" create" an" effectively" larger"aperture," we" proposed" to" use" a" technique" developed" at" JPL" called" InQfocus" Point"Spread"Function"Optimizer" (IPO)" to"optically"maintain" the" relative"positions"of" all"the"clouds."This"technique"captures"nonQoptimal"images"from"a"point"source"on"the"science" camera" and" matches" the" images" to" a" physical" model" of" the" system." The"simulation"will" allow" for" each" individual" cloud" to"move"with" respect" to" the" other"clouds"and"IPO"will"determine"each"cloud’s"position"and"orientation"with"respect"to"the"collector"spacecraft."Once"IPO"determines"these"values,"it"can"compensate"using"the"optical"delay"line"for"phase"differences"between"the"patches"and"the"fast"steering"mirror" for"LOS"differences." IPO"is"a"proven,"robust" technique."Prof."Fienup"and"his"research"group"at" the"University"of"Rochester" [Fienup2010]"have"had" tremendous"success"using"nonlinear"optimization" techniques"with"numerous"kinds"of"diversity"to" solve" for" phase" errors" and" estimate" the" object." They" solve" for" the" full" complex"pupil"function"using"phaseQdiverse"data."In"addition,"they"have"invented"a"new"kind"of"diversity,"called"transverse"translation"diversity,"which"uses"a"shifting"pupil"mask"to" provide" image" diversity." Our" design" includes" a"microshutter" array" in" the" pupil"
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plane" for" a" similar" result." Thurman" and" Fienup" [Fienup2010]" described" an"algorithm" that" can" handle" random"misregistrations" of" the" pointQspread" functions"(PSFs)"collected"for"a"single"image"data"set,"a"situation"that"our"everQshifting"aerosol"optic"may"find" itself"needing"to"exploit."To"combine"data" from"several"apertures,"a"piston"diversity"technique"was"also"developed."In"addition"to"obtaining"satisfactory"images"from"a"single"cloud,"we"are"also"planning"on"combining"data"from"multiple"clouds"to"increase"or"effective"aperture.""In" Phase" II," we" explored" phase" diversity" to" estimate" the" object" under"investigation." Phase" diversity" is" a" technique" to" jointly" estimate" an" object," i.e.,"extended"scene,"and"phase"errors"in"an"optical"system."The"phase"errors"are"used"to"deconvolve"a"better"estimate"of"the"measured"object."This"technique"requires"a"set"of" diverse" images" to" be" taken" nearly" simultaneously." The" most" common" form" of"diversity"is"“phase"diversity”,"and"the"phase"is"most"commonly"a"focus"term."In"other"words," a" set" of" imagery," each"with" different" focus" terms," can" be" used" to" create" a"better"overall"estimate"of"the"scene"under"interrogation."Multiple"techniques"exist"to"solve" for" phase" errors," including" iterative" and" using" global" optimization." If" the"diversity"between" images" is" not" known"or"not" known"well," then"other" techniques"are" used" such" as" “blind" deconvolution.”" Multiframe" blind" deconvolution" was"developed" for" speckle" imaging," where" a" precise" measurement" of" a" stellar" object"from"the"ground" is"not"possible"due" to" the"changing" index"of" refraction"caused"by"the"Earth’s"atmosphere."" "
3.3#Applicability#of#Granular#Imager#to#Astrophysics#"
3.3.1#Exo<Planet#Measurement#Requirements#"
This section makes extensive use of the Exo-C STDT Final Report (2014).  The 
work accomplished by the Exo-C mission concept study is leveraged to quickly derive 
system requirements to achieve a similar mission.  The direct detection of exo-planets 
requires an imaging system to be able to detect the faint reflected light from the exo-
planet while not being blinded by the glare of the parent star the planet orbits.  This 
places stringent requirements on the system to be able to suppress the light from the 
parent star while leaving the light from the exo-planet intact.  For example, as seen from 
outside our solar system, the brightness of Jupiter at quadrature is given by, B=1/4 
(albedo)·(R_J⁄(5.2 AU))2  10-9 and detection of an Earth like planet would require 
starlight suppression on the order of 10-10.  Of course it is not enough to just suppress the 
starlight, you must also maintain starlight suppression stability over the time of a 
measurement.  Otherwise, you signal will be contaminated with stellar light and your 
contrast will degrade.  Exo-planets with stellar contrasts of 10-9 will have brightness in 
the range of V=23-29, with a median of V=27.  Therefore depending on the collection 
area of the imaging system, the integration time may be on the order of multiple days.  As 
a point of reference, the recent Exo-C mission study report quoted integration times of 10 
days to spectrally characterize a planet for that system’s 3m2 collecting area. 
The spatial field of view (FOV) is the area around a star where planets may be 
visible to our imaging system.  The spatial FOV is defined by two angular measurements: 
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the inner and outer working angles.  The inner working angle (IWA) defines how close to 
a parent star you can see the planet at the required contrasts stated above.  The IWA is 
limited by the imaging system’s resolving power and the control bandwidth of an 
imaging systems starlight suppression system.  The outer working angle (OWA) defines 
how far away from a parent star you can see a planet at or above the required contrast.  
The OWA is typically limited by the control bandwidth of an imaging system’s starlight 
suppression system.  For an ideal perfect imaging system the OWA is limited by the 
detector’s FOV.  The EXO-C mission study report quoted a desired IWA of 0.26” at 
900nm (0.16” at 550 nm) and a desired OWA of 1.4” at 900nm. 
After detecting an exo-planet, it will be highly desirable to characterize the 
spectral features of the exo-planet’s signal.  Detailed spectral analysis of an exo-planet 
can be used to determine if a planet has an atmosphere or not.  If the exo-planet does 
have an atmosphere, spectral analysis may enable us to determine the composition of the 
atmosphere as well.  In the previously mentioned Exo-C mission study report, it was 
determined that  to achieve exo-planet characterization a wavelength range of 0.45-1.0µm 
was desired. This range encompasses several absorption features that are characteristic to 
molecules needed to support life.  They also determined that Exo-planet characterization 
requires fine spectral sampling  to discern features in the spectra. a spectral resolving 
power of, R~70 was required to achieve exo-planet characterization.  Achieving a 
spectral resolving power of R~70 requires the system to maintain a decent signal to noise 
(SNR) over spectral elements on the order of SNR ~10. "
3.3.2#SNR#and#Exposure#Time#Computation#"" One" of" the" outcomes" of" the" AQTeam" study" was" the" need" to" look" into" how"many"photons"would" be" collected" by" the" granular" aperture," and"how" that" photon"count"would"be"useful" for"astronomy."We"took"the"performance"parameters"of" the"Hubble" detector" (see" Table" 2)," and" derived" an" expression" for" the" SNR" (signal" to"noise" ratio)" and" for" the" exposure" time." " Some" of" the" parameters" used" in" the"equations"below"are"shows" in"Table"2."For" the"star"Vega,"which" is"magnitude"zero"and"of"spectral"type"A0,"N0=108"photons/(secQm2Qnm)"centered"at"a"wavelength"of"550" nanometers" in" the" visible." The" photon" flux" hitting" the" detector" is"[Schoreder2000]:"" ""The"background"skyQphoton"flux"hitting"the"detector"is"[Schoreder2000]:"" "
(1) ""
6.6.2.1 Quantifying the number of photons collected by HST optics
Let’s get a feel for the size of the collected signal !Stotal using Equation 6.70. We select
the optical input constants corresponding to the HST’s Advanced Camera for
Surveys (ACS) in the Wide Fi ld Camera (WFC) mode [7, Table 17.3].
We calculate the signal !Stotal based on a 40 minute collection of the light from a
star of magnitude m ¼ 25. !Stotal is measured in units of signal-generated CCD
electrons, sometimes referred to as equivalent photons.
Input parameters
Star magnitude, m: 25
HST primary mirror diameter, D: 2.4m
Instrument filter bandpass, D!: 100 nanometers
Secondary mirror optical blockage, fraction of primary
diameter, ": 0.33
System transmittance; telescope, filter, relay optics to detec or,
Equation 6.68, " : 0.324
Fraction of 550 nm transmitted light that reaches the detector, #: 0.8
Quantum eﬃciency within the filter bandwidth, Q: 0.8
Exposure time (40 minutes), t: 2,400 seconds
S, the magnitude of the photon flux (photons/sec) hitting the detector is from
Equation 6.67
S ¼ ðN010#0:4 mÞð$D2=4Þð1# "2Þð"ÞðD!Þ
S ¼ ð108 % 10#10Þð$ð2:4Þ2=4Þð1# 0:332Þð0:324Þð100Þ ¼ 1:31 photons/s
)
ð6:71Þ
This is quite a low photon rate, but it is consistent with the weak light output
from a star of magnitude m ¼ 25. Note that a larger 4.8m primary mirror (double
that of the HST) would quadruple this flux to 5.24 photons/s.
In 2,400 seconds, the total number of photons that pass the aperture of the HST
and enter into the telescope’s optical system is
!Stotal photons ¼ St ¼ 3,144 photons ð6:72Þ
6.6.2.2 Quantifying the number of electrons output by the HST detectors
If we now take into account both the fraction of transmitted light that reaches the
detector through the telescope optical system, #, and the probability that photons
are converted into detectable electrons by the CCD elements, Q, then we obtain the
6.6 Back-of-the-Envelope modeling of the HST’s sensitivity 309]Sec. 6.6
The magnitude of B, the sky photon flux (photons/sec) hitting the HST wide field
camera detector with a 100 nm filter, is determi ed by Equation 6.85 to be
B ¼ ðN010#0:4m
0Þð!! 0Þð"D2=4Þð1# "2Þð#ÞðD$Þ
B ¼ ð108 %10#9:2Þð0:1Þ2ð"ð2:4Þ2=4Þð1# 0:332Þð0:324Þð100Þ ¼ 0:082 photons/s
9=;ð6:86Þ
This very low photon rate (only 82 photons in 1,000 s), falls in the range of sky
flux rates [0.01 to 0.09 photons/s] quoted above for the wide field camera.
The standard deviation of the sky background noise, %sky background, for Poisson




p ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð0:082Þð0:82Þð2,400 sÞp ¼ 12:7 electrons ð6:87Þ
In contrast, for the Poisson noise for the single star signal, the standard
deviation of that noise for an m ¼ 28 star with the same exposure time is
%Poisson noise from signal ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
&SQt
p ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ127p ¼ 11:3 electrons ð6:88Þ
It is evident that the signal-related and background-related noises are both
comparable for a star magnitude m ¼ 28.
For any value of m higher than 28, the major portion of the noise will be from
the background. Thus the signal to noise ratio can be calculated using solely the




p ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃSQtp % ﬃﬃﬃS
B
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% & for B& S ð6:89Þ











If the angular resolution of the focal plane cameras is diﬀraction-limited, as it is
for the HST, then ! ' $=D, and the proportionality relationship of Equation 6.90





This shows that the dependence of exposure time on aperture diameter D for the
sky-background-limited case is even stronger than it is for the signal-limited case,
with tsky-limited inversely proportional to D
4.
6.6.3.3 Photo-electron detector dark current and detector read-out noise
6.6.3.3.1 Detector dark current
The dark current mean from the CCD detectors, determined by measurements with
zero light exposure, is equal to the dark current rate Cdark electrons/pixel/s multiplied
by npixels, the number of pixels spanning the image, and the exposure time t. Since
314 Estimating the dimensions and performance of the Hubble Space Telescope [Ch. 6
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Schroeder2000].&Grain"diameter" 100"microns"Cloud"encircled"diameter,"D*fillFactor"" 1"m"Star"magnitude,"m" m"Detector"area"projected"onto"sky" 0.1"x"0.1"micron2"Instrument"filter"bandpass,""!" 100"nm"Secondary"mirror"optical"blockage,"#" 0.33"System""transmittance,"$" 0.324"fraction"of"550nm"transmitted"light"to"detector,"%" 0.8"quantum"efficiency"within"filter"BW,"Q" 0.8"Dark"noise,"Cdark" 0.003"electrons/s/pixel"Readout"noise" 5"electronsQrms/pixel"""
6.6.4 Final equation for signal to noise ratio
Using Equation 6.96 we can write down the final equation for SNR as a function of
time for a celestial source of magnitude m covering np pixels.
Substituting !total into Equation 6.65 for the signal to noise ratio, SNR is written
in the form presented by Schroeder [2, Section 17.3]
SNR ¼ "SQtﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð"S þ BÞQtþ ðCdarktþ R2Þ % npixel
q ð6:97Þ
In Equation 6.97 the source flux S (collected from a point-like star of magnitude
m, by a primary mirror of aperture diameter D) is given by Equation 6.67 based on
the parameters in Section 6.6.2.1. The background sky photon flux rate B is given by
Equation 6.86 with parameters suitable for the HST’s wide field camera, which has
an area projected on the sky of 0.1& 0.1 arcsec square [2, Table 17.3].
The HST’s detector dark current parameter is Cdark ¼ 0.003 electrons/s/pixel.
Also the readout noise per pixel R is equal to 5 electrons-rms/pixel for the HST
detectors [2, Section 17.4].
We can now plot SNR as a function of star magnitude m using all the
parameters in Equation 6.97.
6.6.4.1 SNR graph
Figure 6.13 plots, on a logarithmic scale, SNR as a function of magnitude (the
measure of star signal strength) for long (3,000 s), intermediate (300 s), and short
(30 s) exposure times.
According to Schroeder [2, Section 17.4] the maximum exposure time for any
single 90 minut orbit is pproximately 2,400 s (or 40 minutes, which is why we chose
this duration for our calculations above). This is the approximate dark time of a
single HST orbit. Also, multiple images can be collected and averaged together to
ncreas overall SNR and improve image quality.
A dashed line in Figure 6.13 at SNR¼ 10 shows the maximum star agnitude
that can achieve that high signal to noise ratio. Note that a weak m ¼ 27 star can
achieve an SNR> 10 with a 3,000 s exposure. But for only a 30 s exposure, the
brightest star that can be imaged and still achieve an SNR of 10 is one that has
m < 23.
6.6.4.2 Exposure time graph
We can invert the SNR problem presented above and determine the exposure time t
require to achieve an SNR of a given level. To do this we must solve a quadratic
316 Estimating the dimensions and performance of the Hubble Space Telescope [Ch. 6






















Figure 6.14 plots exposure time as a function of star magnitude m for two values
of SNR (SNR¼ 10 a high quality image, SNR¼ 2 a low quality, barely detectable
image).
Note the rapid increase in exposure time for the weak stars near m ¼ 30, with t
approaching 28 hours for SNR¼ 10. Such extremely long integrations require a
number of sub-images of shorter duration to be summed.
6.6.4.3 Estimating exposure time in the sky-limited case
We have obtained simple limiting or asympt tic solutions for exposure time, t, for
the signal-limited (Equation 6.84) and b ckground-sky-limited noise (Equ tion 6.90)
cases. The most important limit of interest for the HST system is when th signal is
so weak that he background sky noise dominates the total noise variance. Yet it is
the region where the HST attempts to image stars in the farthest reaches of the
universe, and the farthest back in time.
6.6 Back-of-the-Envelope modeling of the HST’s sensitivity 317]Sec. 6.6
Figure 6.13. SNR as a function of star magnitude m for several exposure times t. HST
parameters are used in Equation 6.97.
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Figure&17.&&SNR&vs.&apparent&magnitude&for&100%&fill&factor.&"Figure"14"shows"the"SNR"vs."apparent"magnitude"for"10%"fill" factor."Figure"15"shows"the"SNR"vs."apparent"magnitude"for"50%"fill" factor."Figure"16"shows"the"SNR" vs." apparent" magnitude" for" 70%" fill" factor." Figure" 17" shows" the" SNR" vs."apparent" magnitude" for" 100%" fill" factor." Figure" 18" shows" the" exposure" time" vs."apparent" magnitude" for" 10%" fill" factor." Figure" 19" shows" the" exposure" time" vs."apparent" magnitude" for" 50%" fill" factor." Figure" 20" shows" the" exposure" time" vs."apparent" magnitude" for" 70%" fill" factor." Figure" 21" shows" the" exposure" time" vs."apparent"magnitude"for"100%"fill"factor."These"plots"indicate"that,"even"for"low"fill"factor,"the"performance"of"the"granular"cloud"as"a"photon"bucket"is"still"satisfactory,"and" can" be" used" as" a" science" instrument" of" performance" comparable" to" HST"(assuming"all"other"detector"parameters"remain"the"same)."
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3.4#Applicability#of#Granular#Imager#to#Earth#Science##" "Large" lightQweight" aperture" collectors" and" highQefficiency" detectors" are"identified" as" a" critical" technology" both" in" microwave" and" optical" technology"applications" within" and" without" NASA" [NASA2004," NASAESTO2016a,"NASAESTO2016b]."In"general,"deployable"large"apertures"can"relax"requirements"on"transmitter" technologies" (because" of" the" higher" gain" provided)," enable"measurement"scenarios"from"small"satellite"platforms,"and"enable"observations"with"sufficient" resolution" from" specific" vantage" points" such" as" SunQEarth" Lagrangian"
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Points" (L1," L2)" or" Geostationary" orbit." In" [Michel2012]," the" possibility" of" imaging"the"propagation"of"seismic"waves"from"a"very"large"spaceQbased"optical"telescope"is"discussed."Images"of"seismic"waves"propagating"at"the"Earth’s"surface"would"be"an"invaluable"source"of"information"for"investigating"earthquake"physics"and"the"effect"of" the" subsurface" on" earthquake" ground"motions." This" application"would" require"ground"displacement"measurements"at"about"every"100"m,"with"cm"accuracy,"and"temporal" sampling" on" the" order" of" 1"Hz." A" geostationary" optical" telescope"with" a"large" aperture" appears" to" be" the" most" promising" system," and" [Michel2012]"considers" a" telescope" with" an" angular" field" of" view" of" 0.8◦" and" with" an" aperture"greater" than" 4" m," and" show" that" key" details" of" the" seismic" wave" field," hardly"detectable" using" groundQbased" instruments," would" indeed" be" imaged" by" such" a"system."Another"application"is"in"the"area"of"atmospheric"spectroscopy"from"L2,"as"discussed" in" [Mettler2004]." There" are" strong" scientific"motivations" for" placing" an"Earth"observatory"at"L2."The"occultation"due" to" the"orbital"geometry"at"L2" is"best"suited"for"longQterm"climate"change"studies."We"can"obtain"high"vertical"and"spatial"resolution"maps" of"many" chemical" species" twice" per" day" for" the" use" in" nearQreal"time" predictive" assimilation" models." A" similar" capability" would" require" a"constellation"of"multiple"spacecraft"in"low"Earth"orbit."Near"realQtime"production"of"the"final"products"for"timeQcritical"consumption"(forecast"models)"would"be"feasible."The"coQalignment"of"the"spectrographic"instruments"and"the"synchronization"of"the"operations"of"a"large"aperture"system"in"formation"with"a"detector"spacecraft"would"provide"a"sampling"of"the"same"air"mass"over"a"wide"band"of"wavelengths"(0.25"to"10.5"microns)."Atmospheric"monitoring"would"involve"obtaining"global"maps"of"the"vertical"distribution"of"O3,"CO2,"CH4,"H2O,"N2O,"key"members"of"the"NOx"and"CLx,"and" the" upper" tropospheric" and" stratospheric" clouds," sulfate" aerosol" mass,"temperature,"and"pressure"with"sampling"near"the"stratopause,"twice"per"day."LongQlived" chemical" species" would" be" used" to" monitor" the" global" circulation" (mean"meridional" and" planetary" wave" dynamics)" at" a" lower" vertical" resolution," and" the"changes" would" be" observed" in" the" tropopause" region," and" the" stratosphericQtropospheric" exchange" processes." These" capabilities" will" enable" such" a" system" to"determine"the"changes"in"the"forcing"and"the"responses"of"the"Earth’s"atmosphere,"where"forcing"is"due"to"natural"and"artificial"factors"that"influences"the"atmosphere;"to"understand"and"quantify" the"mechanisms"of" these"changes,"be" it"of" chemical"or"dynamical" origin;" to" improve" the" short" and" long" term"predictive" capability" of" the"climatic"changes"through"the"use"of"near"real"time"measurements"and"an"improved"understanding" of" the" dynamical," chemical," and" radiative" processes" in" the"atmosphere."The"required"resolution"for"the"observations"of"the"atmosphere"at"the"distance" of" L2" dictates" that" the" telescope" would" need" a" primary" mirror" with" an"unprecedented"diameter"of"many"10’s"of"meters."A"traditional"mirror"of"that"size,"or"a" multiQmirror" array," would" have" an" impractical" mass," and" would" be" extremely"difficult" to"build," and"maintain"with" the"necessary"optical"precision."This" is"where"the"Granular"Imager"becomes"competitive."" For" lidar,"deployable"apertures" larger" that"2"m"would"enable" reduced" laser"power" or" improve" system" performance," and" could" enable" some" missions" from"smallsats" [Cubesat2016]." AQthermal" large" aperture" fieldQwidened" interferometers"are"needed" for"wind"and"aerosols."An"emerging" technology" is"miniaturization:" the"
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burgeoning" additive" manufacturing" field" offers" potential" solutions" for" previously"impossible" enabling" constructs" (e.g.," largeQarea"mirrors" that" are" lightQweighted" in"ways" that" cannot" be" accomplished" through" other" means)." An" emerging" ancillary"receiver"technology"is"large"effective"area,"lightweight"telescopes,"with"areal"density"<"25"kg/m2,"and">3"m"aperture"diameter."" For" microwave" applications" apertures" of" several" tens" of" m" would" enable"observations"of" earth" from"Geostationary"Orbit" at" spatial" and" temporal" resolution"sufficient" to" resolve" the"evolution"of" several"processes" related" to"weather"and" the"water" cycle" [NRC2007]."Among" the" several"microwave"applications" requiring"GEO"deployment" of" large" apertures" summarized" in" [NRC2007]" we" note:" water" vapor,"hurricanes," biomass,"winds." In" general," the" great" advantage" of" GEO"or" Lagrangian"Point"observations" (that" is,"providing"a" timeQcontinuous" record"capable" to" resolve"various" processes" as" they" evolve)" is" countered" by" the" significant" investments"necessary" to" develop" very" large" instruments" necessary" to" achieve" sufficient"horizontal" resolution." LEO" solutions" are" often" simply" the" workable" compromise"where" affordability" becomes" the" fundamental" limiting" factor." For" active" systems"(i.e.,"radars)"the"problem"of"GEO"and"Lagrangian"Point"is"further"exacerbated"by"the"transmit" power" needed" to" obtain" detectable" returns." Once" again," the" use" of" very"large" apertures" is," in" principle," capable" of" mitigating" this" aspect" because" of" the"higher"gain"provided"by"the"aperture.""" Rather" than"attempting" to" enumerate" in"how"many" scenarios" an"extremely"large"and" tenuous"aperture"could"enable"Earth"Science"measurements" that" cannot"otherwise" be" achieved,"we"will" provide"here" a" few" representative" examples." A" 35"GHz"radar,"with"a"35"m"primary"reflector,"was"identified"more"than"a"decade"ago"as"a" viable" solution" to" place" a" Hurricane" monitoring" radar" in" GEO" [Smith2007,"Lewis2011]." Several" key" technologies"were" developed" and" demonstrated," and" the"final" hurdle" was" confined" to" the" actual" engineering" and" financial" challenges"associated"with" the" implementation"of" a" full" scale" instrument" to"be"deployed."The"measurement" concept" remains"desired"by" the" scientific" and"operational"hurricane"communities" and" yet" despite" the" specific" encouragement" in" [NRC2007]," little"progress" has" been" made" in" the" last" decade" to" make" this" instrument" any" more"affordable." Furthermore," its" size" was" already" a" compromise," since," ideally," an"aperture" of" a" 200"m"would" have" been" truly" the" definitive" answer" (to" provide" an"horizontal" resolution" of" 2" instead" of" 12" km)." That" concept" relied" on" a" spherical"reflector" geometry," with" a" feed" array" designed" with" fixed" configuration" to" preQcompensate" for" the" resulting" constant" aberration" and" moving" mechanically" to"achieve"angular"scan"and"the"desired"coverage"of"the"central"Atlantic," low"sidelobe"pulse" compression" and" a" 150W" solid" state" power" amplifier" completed" the"configuration" to" achieve" the" desired" detection" of" light" precipitation" (i.e.," 10" dBZ)."Fast" forward" to" present" time." Digital" and" electronic" scanning" active" phased" array"technologies" have" advanced" as" expected" demonstrating" that" the" feasibility" and"affordability"of"the"feed."" If" GI" technology" were" to" mature" in" the" next" few" years," and" a" 200" m"hemispherical"shell"were"to"become"feasible,"it"would"suffice"to"radiate"a"few"tens"of"Watts" (similar" to" for" example" the" RainCube" from" a" 6U" cubesat" [Peral2015])" to"achieve"continuous"monitoring"of"hurricanes"at"a"2"km"horizontal"resolution.""Going"
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to" longer"wavelengths,"an"aperture"of" this"class"could"enable" for"example"biomass"and" soil"moisture"monitoring" across" the" diurnal" cycle" at" horizontal" resolutions" of"10Q30"km."Going" to" shorter"wavelengths"one"could"envision" instruments" in" the" IR"deployed" at" SunQEarth" L1" to" provide" time" continuous" radiation" budget"measurements" that" account" in" real" time" for" the" incoming" solar" radiation." The"principle" of" GI" could" also" potentially" augment" closerQtoQEarth" systems" in" LEO" by"enabling"larger"apertures"because"of"higher"deployedQtoQpacked"size"ratios."" To" accomplish" the" goals" for" Earth" science," spatial" coherence" at" low"frequency," or" the" aperture" rigidity" in" orbit," must" be" achieved," by" relative" grain"control." The" system" libration" dynamics" in" orbit" must" be" stable," i.e." the" attitude"dynamics" of" the" aperture"must" be" stable"with" respect" to" the" local" orbiting" frame."This"can"be"achieved"by"a" favorable"orbital"distribution"of" the"grains." [Bekey1999,"Bekey2005]" consider" large" swarm" arrays" of" picosats" for" Astrophysics" and" Earth"science."In"addition,"large"swaths"of"the"Earth"could"be"continuously"monitored"with"an"extremely" faultQtolerant"system."Also,"spatial"coherence"at"high" frequency"must"be" achieved," and" could" be" obtained" by" containing" the" cloud" dispersion"electromagnetically."Finally,"the"signal"transmitted"or"received"by"the"aperture"must"exhibit" spatioQtemporal" phase" coherence" so" that" intensity" at" the" maximum" peak"lobe" of" the" array" pattern" is" maintained." This" could" be" achieved" by" limiting" the"differential" effects" of" orbital" perturbations." The" incoming" signal" must" be" also" in"phase"to"within"the"diffraction"limit"to"add"coherently"(this"amounts"to"approx."1"cm"of"relative"grain"motion"within"the"cloud"at"1.4"GHz)."The"motion"of"elements"near"the" symmetry" axis" will" cause" deQfocus," and" higher" order" aberrations" (coma,"astigmatism)" result" from" motion" of" the" offQaxis" elements" from" the" figure" plane."Consequently"some"form"of"figure"control"(i.e."wavefront"control)"is"necessary."Also,"to" accommodate" multiple" look" angles" (i.e.," boresight" control)," the" plane" of" the"aperture"must"be"able"to"tip/tilt"as"an"equivalent"rigid"aperture."The"determination"of" the" effective" aperture" size" and" cloud" density" to" fill" the" aperture," will" depend"strongly" on" the" chosen" wavelength," the" noiseQequivalent" temperature" at" the"detector,"and"also"on"the"diffraction" limited"ground"resolution,"surface"reflectivity,"dwell"time,"ground"spot"diameter,"and"source"temperature.""" In" this" regard," Figure" 22" shows" the" ground" resolution" vs." fill" factor" of" GI"passive" radiometer" at" GEO" at" several" wavelengths," showing" that" the" resolution"would"increase,"as"expected,"with"GI"fillQfactor"(nominally,"we"used"10,000"grains"in"the" calculation)." Preliminary" trends" of" the" GI" performance" as" a" passive" or" active"radiometer"from"GEO"looking"at"a"spot"on"the"ground"at"1.4"GHz,"for"three"different"grain" sizes," are" shown" in" Figures" 23," 24," and" 25," indicating" that" adequate"performance,"quantified"as"detector"area"and"achievable"ground"resolution,"can"be"achieved"with" a"much" lower"mass" GI," and" that" the" total" number" of" grains"would"much"smaller"in"the"case"of"an"active"system."""
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A"notional"system"architecture"of"the"Granular"Imager"in"operation"is"shown"in" Figure" 26." Figure" 27" shows" a" snapshot" of" the" simulation" of" the" system,"which"includes" a" sunQshade," a" figure" corrector" spacecraft," a" science" detector" spacecraft,"and" a"minimum"of" two" laser" sources" to" align" the" grains" and" shape" the" cloud" as" a"conic" surface." Figure" 28" shows" the" elements" of" the" imaging" system," including"multiple" granular" apertures" to" synthesize" an" equivalent" large" aperture" for"astrophysics" or" remote" sensing." More" details" are" discussed" in" the" section" on" the"system"optic"designs"and"on"wavefront"sensing"and"control.""
"
Figure&26.&Granular&Imager&configuration.&"
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Figure&30.&0.3&mm&hemispherical&grain.&"Figure"29"depicts" the"various"spatial"and"temporal"scales" involved" in" the"Granular"Imager"operation."Finally,"Figure"30"shows"a"photograph"of"one"microQfabricated"0.3"mm" diameter" grain" that" was" tested" in" the" buoyant" liquid" experiments," discussed"later"in"this"report."
&
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4.1#Interaction#of#cloud#with#space#environment#" We"had"several"discussions"with"Dr."Henry"Garrett"from"JPL,"space"environment"expert,"on"the"interaction"of"the"cloud"with"the"space"environment,"and"we"learned"the"following."Small"grains"can"be"dielectric,"or"not"conducting,"but"they"will"charge"negative"when"in"equilibrium"with"local"plasma"(and"shadowed),"due"to"continuous"bombardment" from"electrons—the" ambient" electron" current" typically" exceeds" the"proton" current" as" the" electrons," for" roughly" the" same" thermal" energy," have"significantly" higher" velocities." Once" illuminated" by" Sun," UV" radiation" will" cause"photoemission," equilibrium" potential" will" be" offset," and" grains" will" become"positively" charged," hence" disrupting" equilibrium." Continuous" electromagnetic"trapping"becomes"necessary" in" the"solar"wind"as" the"solar"plasma"will"entrain" the"charged"dust"(e.g.,"a"comet's"plasma"tail)—a"sunQshade"might"alleviate"the"problem"or" enveloping" the" cloud" inside" a" balloon" (inflatable)." Continuous" solar" wind" and"radiation"pressure"exposure"in"L2"could"complicate"particle"containment."Therefore:"1)! Within" the" Earth’s" magnetosphere" at" GEO," we" need" to" expect" additional"political" problems" associated" with" possible" space" debris" generation" and"associated"impact"on"expensive"assets.""Also,"the"Debye"length"is"large,"grains"can"interact"with"each"other,"which"will"not"preclude"clustering"of"grains,"like"West"Ford"needles."2)! Outside"of"magnetosphere"(Figure"31)," in"SunQEarth"L2," the"Debye" length" is"moderate," grains" will" still" interact" with" each" other." The" dynamics" will" be"dominated"by"solar"wind,"from"400"km/s"when"Sun"quiescent"and"up"to"3000"km/s"during"CME."Hence"grains"might"be"entrapped"easily"by"the"solar"wind."In" this" regime," it"will" need" continuous" confinement"mechanism," or" balloon"containment."In"any"case,"experiments"in"vacuum"will"become"necessary"for"next"Phase"of"work"after"NIAC."Also"plasma"PIC"(particleQinQcell)"simulations"are" needed" to" show" cloud" stability" in" space" environment," under" different"space"environment"and"trapping"mechanisms.""
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4.2#System#Configurations#Figure" 32" shows" a" prototype" configuration" for" 10" meter" Granular" Imager"with" electromagnetic" confinement" rings." This" configuration" is" examined" in" more"detail" in" the" section" on" the" modeling" and" simulation" of" various" levitation"mechanisms." In" Figure" 32," the" set" of" two" rings" in" the" lower" part" of" the" figure"represents" a" doubleQring" electromagnetic" confinement" system," and" the" cylinder"above"represents"the"adaptive"optics"stage,"with"science"camera."The"top"inflatable"ring" is" empty" inside," while" the" bottom" inflatable" ring" is" a" torus" which" keeps" the"membrane"with"the"electrode"patches"taut."The"granular"aperture"is"trapped"in"the"space"between" the" two"electrode" systems."The"model" in"Figure"32" is"obtained"via"finite"elements,"in"which"168"triangle"elements"and"121"nodes"form"the"membrane,"72"nodes"in"the"bottom"ring,"63"elements"and"nodes"in"the"top"ring.""Figures"33"to"38"shows"the"configuration"of"the"Granular"Imager"where"the"granular"medium"is"kept"floated"inside"an"inflatable"envelope,"filled"with"a"buffer"gas"such"as"Argon."The"need"for"this"confinement"inside"an"inflatable"envelope"originates"in"the"need"to"mitigate"the" orbital" debris" generation" problem." Figure" 33" shows" the" configuration" inside"inflatable" canopy."Figure"34" shows"a" scalable"architecture"with"multiple" inflatable"apertures."Figure"35"shows"a"prototype"configuration"for"10"meter"Granular"Imager"inside" inflatable" envelope." " Figure" 36" shows" a" system" configuration" for" granular"
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4.3#List#of#Key#Enabling#Technologies#" We" engaged" JPL"Costing"Group" (Hamid"HabibQAgahi" and"Michael"Dinicola),"who"provided" some" initial" support"material" based" on" the" preliminary"discussions"we" had" (basis" of" cost" analyses" and" proposed" costing" approach)." One" of" their"recommendations"was" to" put" together" an" itemized" list" of" elements" of" the" system"configuration,"with"perceived"TRL"levels."Now"we"have"a"preliminary"TRL,"mass,"and"cost"assessment"for"the"existing"configuration"of"the"Granular"Imager."Some"of"this"material"was"presented"at"the"Symposium"in"Seattle."See"Tables"3,"4,"and"5."Table"6"summarizes"the"details"of"three"proposed"Design"Reference"Missions,"that"were"also"examined"in"detail"during"the"TeamQA"Study."
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Orbit%% Low>alTtude5mapping5 Sun/Earth>moon5L25 Sun/Earth>moon5L25
Cloud%diameter% 105 1>105 1>105
Number%of%clouds% 25side5looking5 6>95 >95
Primary%diameter,%m% N/A55 20>1005 100>100055
Fill%factor% TBD%5 <5505%5 <550%5
Wavelength%% Microwave5(X>W5band)5 Visible/IR5 Visible/IR5
Spectral%width% Hyperspectral5 Broadband5 Broadband55
Sunlight%exposure% No5need5for5shielding55 Sun>shade5 Sun>shade5
FOV% 55deg5 15millirad5 <15millirad5
Resolu/on%% 1>105m5 <15milliarcsec5 <15micro5arcsec5
Average%retarge/ng,%deg% No5need55 105 105
Retarge/ng%/me,%min% No5need5 605 605
Targets%imaged%in%5%yr.% Surface5or5interior5 1e3>1e45 1e3>1e45
105
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5.#Radar#Modeling#and#Experiments#" The"objective"of"the"radar"modeling"and"simulations"work"was"to"investigate"the"conditions" to"manipulate"and"maintain" the" shape"of"an"orbiting"cloud"of"dustQlike"matter" so" that" it" can" function" as" an" ultraQlightweight" surface"with" useful" and"adaptable"electromagnetic"characteristics"in"the"RF,"or"microwave"bands."" The"proposed"cloud"architecture"is"to"construct"an"optical"system"in"space"in"which" the" nonlinear" optical" properties" of" a" cloud" of" micronQsized" particles" are"shaped"into"a"specific"surface"by"light"pressure,"allowing"it"to"form"a"very"large"and"lightweight" aperture" of" an" optical" system," hence" reducing" overall" mass" and" cost."Other"potential"advantages"offered"by"the"cloud"properties"as"optical"system"involve"possible" combination" of" properties" (combined" transmit/receive)," variable" focal"length,"combined"refractive"and"reflective"lens"designs,"and"hyperQspectral"imaging."" A" cloud" of" highly" reflective" particles" of" micron" size" acting" coherently" in" a"specific"electromagnetic"band,"just"like"an"aerosol"in"suspension"in"the"atmosphere,"would" reflect" the" Sun’s" light" much" like" a" rainbow." The" only" difference" with" an"atmospheric" or" industrial" aerosol" is" the" absence" of" the" supporting" fluid"medium."This" new" concept" is" based" on" recent" understanding" of" the" physics" of" optical"manipulation"of"small"particles"in"the"laboratory,"and"the"engineering"of"distributed"ensembles"of"spacecraft"swarms"to"shape"an"orbiting"cloud"of"micronQsized"objects."" While"achieving"the"feasibility"of"constructing"one"single"aperture"out"of"the"cloud"is"the"main"topic"of"this"work,"it"is"clear"that"multiple"orbiting"aerosol"lenses"could" also" combine" their" power" to" synthesize" a"much" larger" aperture" in" space" to"enable"challenging"goals"such"as"exoplanet"detection.""" The" concept" and" potential" of" these" granular" media" extends" into" the"microwave" bands," where" active" imaging" can" be" performed" in" the" radar" bands"through" either" refocusing" or" redirecting" energy" scattered" from" targets" and"mediums." Conceptually," the" goal" within" the" radar" bands," which" include" RF," or"microwave," is" to" develop" active" radar" techniques" that" use" cloud" physics" and"scattering"through"granular"media"in"space"to"enable:"" 1.! Tomographic" imaging:" Imaging" in" previously" inaccessible" areas" of" bodies"(comets,"asteroids,"etc.)"and"2.! Topographic" imaging:" HigherQresolution" imaging" through" focusing" (ground"mapping,"etc.)."""The" purpose" of" this" innovation" is" simple:" when" a" satellite" sensor" mission" is"employing"synthetic"aperture"imaging"(SAR)"imaging,"the"imaging"resolution"is"high"in" the" azimuth" direction" (directing" of" sensor" motion)," but" low" in" the" crossQtrack"direction" (direction" perpendicular" to" the" sensors"motion)." For" target" bodies"with"little"geophysical"activity," this" is"not"problematic" since" the"satellite"will" eventually"sense"the"entire"object"and"be"able"to"integrate"all"the"data"to"obtain"imaging"of"the"interior."However,"for"target"bodies"with"high"activity,"simultaneous"highQresolution"crossQtrack" imaging" is" extremely" desirable." These" include" targets" such" as" comets,"which"are"of"current" interest"to"the"science"and"geophysics"community."While"this"
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can" be" achieved" through" use" of"multiple" or"many" satellite" radar" sensors," there" is"usually"a"prohibitive"cost"associated"with"additional"satellites"or"sensors."" To" summarize," the" granular" medium" can" be" used" to" image" previously"inaccessible"regions"of"these"target"bodies,"or"perform"higher"resolution"imaging,"by"redirecting"or"focusing"energy"scattered"by"these"bodies"in"such"a"way"that"permits"very" large" aperture" SAR" imaging" through" a" very" limited" aperture." A" direct"application"of"this"is"the"simultaneous"highQresolution"crossQtrack"SAR"imaging"that"can"be"accomplished"using"scattering"through"granular"media"in"space."
5.1#Radar#System#Architectures#" Radar" remote" sensing" instruments" that" use" radar" imaging" and" sounding" enable"the" exploration" of" planets," comets," asteroids," their" atmospheres" and" interiors" at"higher" resolutions" than"possible"with"other"nonQpenetrating" instrumentation."Due"to"continued"success"in"scientific"exploration"of"these"subjects,"the"next"generation"of"remote"sensing"architectures"will"demand"even"higher"resolutions"to"enable"more"detailed"probing"and"experimentation."Generally"speaking,"radar"resolution"has"two"components:" the" “range”" resolution" and" the" “azimuth”" resolution." These" are"determined" by" many" factors," including" the" wavelength" of" the" electromagnetic"excitation" and" the" intervening" medium" within" which" the" electromagnetic" wave"propagates." Traditionally," radar" instrument" resolutions" have" frequently" been"limited"by" the" characteristic"of" the"medium"due" to"propagation" losses,"dispersion,"and" coherence" property" of" the" medium." For" example," lowQfrequency" sounding"radars"such"as" the"Mars"Advanced"Radar" for"Subsurface"and"Ionosphere"Sounding"(MARSIS)"is"able"to"detect"what"lies"beneath"the"surface"of"Mars"(up"to"about"3"km),"but" at" a" low" azimuth" resolution" due" to" ionospheric" scattering" and" dispersion."MARSIS"operates"with"a"very"high"fractional"bandwidth:"1"MHz"bandwidth"allows"a"vertical" resolution" of" 150" m" in" vacuum," which" corresponds" to" 50–100" m" in" the"subsurface."MARSIS"is"an"unfocused"synthetic"aperture"radar"with"bestQcase"alongQtrack"resolution"of"2"km."Another"example" in"sounding"radars" is" the"Mars"Shallow"Subsurface" Radar" (SHARAD)" on" board" the" NASA" Mars" Reconnaissance" Orbiter"spacecraft." SHARAD" operates" with" a" center" frequency" of" 20" MHz" and" 10" MHz"bandwidth." These" parameters" allow" vertical" resolution" on" the" order" of" 10–20"m."Data"coming"from"SHARAD"can"be"processed"with"focusing"algorithm"(chirp"scaling"algorithm),"giving"a"best"horizontal"resolution"of"300"m."Another"class"of"examples"are"highQfrequency"altimetry"mapping"radars"such"as"the"Poseidon"3"altimeter"radar"onboard" the" Jason" 2" satellite" provides" highQresolution" range" measurements" but"poor"alongQtrack"resolution"due"to"practical"but"large"antenna"beamQwidths.""Our"approach"is"to"increasing"the"resolution"of"a"typical"radar"remote"sensor"was"to"create"a"medium,"denoted"by"a"cloud"of"objects"(reflectors,"etc.),"within"which"the"physics" of" scattering" or" radiative" transfer" provides" a" favorable" or" focused" result"(Figure"39)."""
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&The"team"has"made"substantial"progress"in"demonstrating"experimental"capabilities"for" controlling" granular" medium" in" space." Theoretical" electromagnetic" scattering"work"has"demonstrated"potential"for"lasers"to"be"used"in"the"control"of"the"particles"in"space."Recent"levitation"experiments"conducted"by"the"team"has"verified"some"of"these" theoretical"works" in" a" laboratory,"where" heavy" liquid"was" used" to" suspend"glass"hemispheres"and"irradiated"with"980nm"lasers."These"works"have"resulted"in"a"number"of"new"technology"reports:"NTR's"30708,"48950,"49187."" Conceptually,"we" are" trying" to" develop" radar" instrument" architectures" that"use"cloud"physics"and"scattering"to"enable"(Figures"39"and"40):"A.! Tomographic"imaging:"Imaging"in"previously"inaccessible"areas"of"bodies"(comets,"asteroids)"Q"Rayleigh"or"small"particle"approximations"to"model"cloud"physics"B.! Topographic" imaging:" Higher" resolution" imaging" through" focusing"(ground"mapping)"Q"Radiative"transfer"theory"to"model"cloud"physics""
5.2#Methods#to#simulate#full<wave#scattering#of#arbitrary#clouds#"The" key" methods" to" model" fullQwave" scattering" of" arbitrary" clouds" and" their"effectiveness"as"a"granular"medium"to"image"in"the"radar"bands"are"developed"using"numerical" finite" differences" and" using" a" analytical" exact" solution" based" on" series"expansions"of"harmonic"solutions."The"numerical"finite"difference"technique"is"very"useful" in" the" timeQdomain," and" can" be" used" to" simulate" relatively" complex"heterogeneous" clouds"with" large" relative" bandwidths," however" is" limited" by" very"limited"ability" to"study" the"effect"of"variation" in"cloud"geometry."This" limitation" is"primarily"due"to"the"large"computation"and"memory"resources"required,"as"well"as"computation"time"needed"to"conduct"a"numerical"simulation"using"finiteQdifferences."To"permit"numerical"simulation"of"large"spectral"bandwidths"via"a"single"simulation,"the"finiteQdifference"timeQdomain"simulations"are"used."" When"the"effect"of"cloud"geometry,"particle"size,"spatial"distribution,"et"cetera"is" required" to" be" studied," then" an" analytical" method" is" better" suited" as" it" is"computationally" efficient" and" would" require" substantially" lower" computational"resources," time," and" memory." The" analytical" technique" will" however" have" to"consider"multiple"scattering,"though"it"can"be"practically"truncated"via"a"finite"series"expansion"of"some"sort."The"analytical" technique" is" typically"better"suited"and"can"be" convergent" if" constructed" in" the" frequency" domain," as" opposed" to" the" finiteQdifference" which" is" the" time" domain." The" technique" developed" in" this" work" to"simulate" the" fullQwave" scattering" uses" a" boundary" value" method" and" a" TQmatrix"solution"to"simulate"transverse"electric"or"transverse"magnetic"scattering"of"planeQwaves"via"an"arbitrary"distribution"of"particles" in"space."To"simplify" the"technique"and"convergence,"the"technique"is"developed"in"twoQdimensions.""
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5.2.1#The#finite<difference#time<domain#modeling#and#back<projection#technique#" The" finiteQdifference" timeQdomain" (FDTD)" technique"permits" simulations"of"the" full" electromagnetic" interaction" and" propagation" in" space" and" time." FDTD"utilizes"uniquely"defined"spatial"cell"structures"to"discretize"the"fields"in"the"spatial"domain."The"purpose"of"the"spatial"discretization"is"to"enable"numerical"calculation"of"the"electric"and"magnetic"field"in"space."A"common"method"to"discretize"the"cells"is" to"use" the"YeeQcell"model" as" shown" in"Figure"41." In" the" threeQdimensional" (3D)"case,"the"Yee"grid"cell"is"configured"in"such"a"way"that"the"electric"(E"field)"field"grid"centroid"is"spaced"a"half"spatial"step"from"the"magnetic"(H"field)"field"grid"centroid."In"FDTD,"the"electric"field"grids"throughout"the"entire"simulation"space"are"updated"numerically"before"the"magnetic"field"grids."Through"this"time"stepping"between"the"electric" and" magnetic" field," and" due" to" the" offsets" in" the" YeeQcell" model," the"electromagnetic"wave"can"be"modeled"for"propagation"and"scattering"behavior"until"all" transient" phenomena" or" steady" state" processes" are" complete." This" is" done" by"simply" by" calculating" the" electric" field" and" magnetic" field" in" subsequent" manner"under" the"YeeQgrid"configuration."FDTD"allows"accurate" transient"and"steady"state"simulations"for"scattering"and"propagation,"which"makes"it"ideal"to"study"scattering"from" complicated" bodies" such" as" a" comet" –" both" for" transient" analysis," and" for"scattering"sensing"or"imaging"purposes."""""
"
Figure&41.&The&Yee&grid&in&3D&FDTD&and&the&limiting&cases&for&2D&TE&and&TM&simulations&in&FDTD&
&"FDTD"can"be"developed"for"2D"or"3D."We"developed"FDTD"for"both"the"2D"and"3D"problem.""In"2D," the" simulations" can" take" the" form"of" the"2D" transverse" electric" (TE)"and" transverse"magnetic" (TM)" domains." In" comet" applications," the"most" common"scattering"stems"from"the"transverse"magnetic"domain."The"FDTD"model"used"here"is"a"2D"transverseQmagnetic"simulation"(TMQz)"[Taflove2000,"Scheider2010],"where"simulation"is"performed"on"the"xQy"plane"cutting"through"the"comet"model."For"the"2D" simulations," the" comet" has" a" scale" of" about" 4Q5km" on" each" side." The" FDTD"simulations" were" developed" for" an" arbitrary" wavelength" or" excitation" frequency,"though"the"simulations"conducted"so"far"focused"on"the"1MHz"center"frequency,"for"
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which" the" FDTD" comet"model" can" be" considered" electrically" large."We" satisfy" the"FDTD" stability" criterion" using" a" rectangular" spatial" YeeQcell" mesh" of" 1/30" of" the"wavelength"for"very"good"amplitude"and"phase"stability"[Taflove2000]."Due"to"use"of"TMQz"in"the"2D"simulations,"the"magnetic"fields"are"parallel"to"the"xQy"plane,"whereas"the"electric" fields"are"perpendicular" to" the"plane." Specifically,"we"use"Hx" to"model"the"magnetic"field"along"the"xQdirection,"Hy"along"the"yQdirection,"and"Ez"along"the"zQdirection."The"3D"FDTD"simulations"consider"the"full"electromagnetic"coupling"(not"limited"to"TE"or"TM"slice),"and"is"developed"using"the"framework"defined"in"Figure"41." The" fields" generated" for" the" 3D" FDTD" is" defined" as" an" exact" dipole" field" (by"deriving" the" timeQdomain" transient" electric" and" magnetic" field" of" a" dipole" in" 3D"space)." The" dipole" is" located" at" a" userQdefined" location" on" the" 3D" space," though"typically"far"away"from"actual"simulations"space."For"comet"simulations,"the"source"dipole" is" typically" located" at" 20Q100km" in" distances" from" the" simulation" domain."The"field"of"the"dipole"is"complete"in"the"sense"that"it"accounts"for"the"near"and"far"fields"of"the"comet"(quasistatic,"intermediate,"and"radiation"regions)."The"analytical"field"of"the"dipole"in"3D"space"is"used"to"calculate"the"electric"and"magnetic"fields"on"the" simulation" domain." Specifically," the" fields" can" either" be" injected" into" the"simulation"space"at"the"top"surface"region"or"it"can"be"used"to"calculate"the"fields"in"all"regions"of"the"3D"spatial"domain."The"analytical"fields"are"calculated"once"before"the" EQH" timeQstepping," and" the" FDTD" timeQstepping" subsequently" propagates" the"field" and" waves" into" the" simulation" space" transiently" and" until" steadyQstate" is"achieved"and"the"timeQstepping"is"stopped."
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&"" The"comet"body"or"the"target"to"be"simulated"is"located"inside"the"simulation"zone."The"body"needs"to"be"discretized"to"the"FDTD"cell"discretization"size,"and"the"3D" dielectric" and" conductivity" maps" for" the" discretized" model" needs" to" be"geometrically" interpolated" or" averaged" at" the" subQcell" level" to" enable" correct"location"and"value"definition"of"the"electric"material"(permittivity"and"conductivity)"and" magnetic" material" (magnetic" permeability" and" magnetic" conductivity)"properties."The"electric"materials"must"be"defined"on"the"electric"YeeQgrid,"whereas"the" magnetic" materials" must" be" defined" on" the" magnetic" YeeQgrid." This" step" is"critical"to"ensure"that"the"intended"isotropy"of"the"medium"is"preserved."" Once"the"FDTD"timeQstepping"is"started,"the"fields"and"waves"will"propagate"into"the"simulation"domain."They"will"then"reflect"off"the"hard"outer"boundary"of"the"simulation" zone," causing" substantial" perturbation" of" the" sensed" field" (fields" and"waves"scattered"back"into"the"simulation"domain"instead"of"propagating"outward)."This" is" due" to" the" impedance" boundary" at" the" simulation" edge," and" is" a" major"problem" in" fullQwave" numerical" simulations." To" solve" this" problem," a" perfectlyQ
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matched" layer" (PML)" is" specially" designed" to" absorb" the" fields," with" an" effective"isolation"measured" to" about" 100dB" [Scheider2010]." The"PML" (Figure"42)" ensures"that"scattering"in"the"computational"domain"is"not"generated"when"the"waves"hit"the"edge" of" the" computational" domain." " One" obvious" value" of" the" FDTD" software"developed" at" JPL" is" that" it" permits" an" arbitrary" PML" definition," which" allows" a"systems"engineer"to"control" the"effectiveness"of" the"PML"absorption"vs."size"of" the"FDTD" domain" or" computing" time." This" is" a" critical" feature" that" is" not" found" in"commercial" tools" and" that" is" valuable" in" space" research" and" systems" engineering"applications."" Once" the" fields" and"waves" scatter" from" the" target," the" resultant"waves"will"propagate"outward"in"all"directions."There"will"be"no"reflections"from"the"edge"of"the"simulation"boundary,"but" the"waves"will"not" travel" to" the"sensor"either."To"collect"the"energy"of"the"fields"and"waves"at"the"sensor,"we"need"to"calculate"the"scattered"fields"and"waves"at"a"chosen"location"of"the"sensor."We"assume"a"monoQstatic"sensor,"for"simplicity,"and"use"the"source"dipole"as"the"collector"or"receiver"as"well."We"use"a"nearQfield"to"farQfield"(NFFT)"transform"as"shown"in"Figure"43"to"transform"the"field"seen"at"the"boundary"of"the"PML"to"the"far"fields"seen"at"the"receiver"dipole.""The"NFFT"transform"uses"the"formalism"of"the"surface"equivalence"principle."The"surface"equivalence"principles"requires"calculation"of"the"electric"and"magnetic"vector" current" densities" on" a" surface" enclosing" the" body" in" order" to" enable"calculation" of" the" far" fields." In" the" setup" shown" in" Figure" 43," this" relates" to" the" 8"planar"surfaces"at"the"boundary"of"the"PML"and"simulation"space,"and"on"each"side"of"the"FDTD"region."However,"since"we"are"interested"in"the"monoQstatic"scattering"and"since"the"sensor"is"located"in"the"+z"direction"and"aligned"to"the"centroid"of"the"top" FDTD" plane," it" becomes" only" necessary" to" use" the" top" plane" to" calculate" the"NFFT"transform."This"is"indicated"in"Figure"43"as"the"colored"field"region."The"NFFT"collects"these"fields"and"converts"it"to"the"far"field."This"can"be"done"in"the"frequency"domain" or" in" the" time" domain." We" choose" to" apply" the" transform" in" the" timeQdomain," as" it" permitted" a" manipulation" that" enables" calculation" of" the" farQfield"solution"in"realQtime"(onQtheQfly)."To" study" the"3D"FDTD" simulations,"we"developed" an" integrated" simulation"module"that"permitted"the"complete"simulations"described"in"the"previous"section."The" simulation" domain" was" kept" small" (about" 8x8x8" wavelengths" or" 2.4x2.4x2.4"km)" to" permit" rapid" simulations." Figure" 4" describes" the" simulation" results" as" a"snapshot"in"time.""
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&"TN"denotes"the"simulations"at"step"an"arbitrarily"chosen"step"N."Figure"44"shows"T1"to" T3,"where" the" time" snapshots" 1Q3" occurs" in" increasing" time." At" T1"we" see" the"wave" being" injected" into" the" simulation" domain." A" backward" propagating" field" is"seen"propagating"into"the"PML."The"PML"absorbs"the"backward"propagating"wave"so"that"it"does"not"scatter"into"the"active"simulation"domain."For"T1,"the"left"plot"shows"the" result" in" the" xz" cutQplane,"whereas" the" right" plot" shows" results" in" the" yz" cutQplane."The"target"is"located"in"the"center"of"the"simulation"space"as"indicated"in"the"figure." The" point" target" is" not" an" ideal" point" tarfet," but" rather" defined" as" a" good"conductor" occupying" an" FDTD" material" cell." The" field" propagating" into" the"simulation"is"spherical"in"nature,"but"from"a"source"far"away"(100km),"so"that"it"does"not"look"spherical."Figure"44"shows"a"view"of"the"injected"field,"showing"its"spherical"nature.""
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&" When"the"injected"field"passes"the"pointQtarget,"energy"is"scattered"toward"in"the"backward"direction,"causing"a"strong"spherical"wave"to"propagate"backwards"in"T2."In"T3,"this"wave"passes"through"the"NFFT"boundary"and"into"the"PML."The"PML"absorbs" the"wave"so" that" it" is"not"reflected"back" into" the"active"simulations"space."The"bottom"plots"in"Figure"44"show"the"electric"field"components"tangential"to"the"NFFT"boundary"at"T3."These"results"are"used"by"the"NFFT"transform"to"calculate"the"far"fields"seen"at"the"sensor."" For"the"2D"comet"simulations,"the"sensor"is"located"at"20km"range"from"the"center" of" the" comet." The" space" between" the" sensors" location" and" the" edge" of"computational"domain"is"not"simulated"in"order"to"reduce"computational"space,"as"described" before." Instead," an" analyticalQfieldQpropagator" (AFP)" is" used" to"mathematically" inject" the" fields" of" the" sensor" into" the" top" vertical" edge" of" the"computation"domain"[Tan2010]."Due"to"use"of"TMQz,"we"use"a"zQdirected"dipole"at"the"sensor"location"and"model"the"exact"fields"of"the"dipole"at"the"top"interface"of"the"FDTD"computational"domain."The"calculated"fields"are"determined"in"the"frequency"domain" using" the" Hankel" function" in" the" frequency" domain" [Scheider2010]," and"then" converted" into" the" timeQdomain" prior" to" injection." The" E" and" H" fields" are"injected"in"a"leapQfrog"manner"corresponding"to"the"FDTD"method"of"timeQstepping"[Tan2010]."After"this,"the"simulations"are"timeQstepped"until"all"scattered"waves"are"undetectable." Based" on" the" stability" criterion" and" frequency," this" typically"corresponds"to"3Q8k"timeQsteps"with"a"simulation"time"of"about"30Q50"minutes"on"a"quadQcore" Intel"2.8Ghz" computer."The"RAM"memory"usage"was" typically" less" than"
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& To"simulate"the"circular"orbit"movement"of"the"sensor,"we"instead"rotated"the"comet" in" a" counterQdirection" to" that" of" the" intended" sensor" circular" orbit." This" is"simpler" in" the"sense" that"only" the"comet"can"easily"be"rotated"and"reQmeshed."For"the"simulation"setup"and"frequency"used"here,"we"used"rotation"angle"step"of"about"0.3"deg.,"resulting"in"about"120"simulations"for"0Q360"deg."simulations"of"the"comet."This"was"achieved"through"parallelization"of"6Q8"simulations"simultaneously"within"each"batch"on"a"multiQcore"Intel"platform."The"total"duration"0Q360"deg."simulations"were" approximately" 2" days." These" produced" complete" radarQgrams" for" the" comet"imaging"radar,"which"are"used"with"timeQdomain"backQprojection"to"obtain"inverted"maps"of" the"comet."The" radarQgrams"obtained" from" the"0Q360"simulations"contain"scattered"field"solutions"from"the"outer"and"interior"of"the"comets"in"timeQdomain."Often" the" solutions" also" include" multiQpath" and" multiple" reflections" and" can" be"ambiguous.""To" obtain" a" spatial" dielectric" map" of" the" comet," the" timeQdomain" backQprojection"algorithm"is"used"[Li2005]."First,"the"radarQgrams"are"interpolated"using"a" sinc" interpolator" and" converted" into" complex" values"by" taking"matched" filter" or"convolution"with"the"transmitted"analytical"signal"used"in"the"AFP."The"purpose"of"the" complex" valued" radargram" is" to" obtain" a" coherent" radar" signal"with" accurate"phase" information" of" the" scattered" field." Once" the" complex" valued" radargram" is"obtained,"the"timeQdomain"backQprojection"can"be"initiated."The"method"used"here"is"known"as"the"pixelQdriven"methodology,"where"each"pixel"in"the"image"backQplane"is"
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solved"in"a"sequential"manner."A"twoQdimensional"loop"is"used"to"sequentially"step"through" all" xQy" pixels," where" pixel" size" is" chosen" to" be" about" 10m," which"corresponded"to"the"FDTD"simulation"space"YeeQcell"discretization"as"well."For"each"pixel," the" distance" from" the" pixel" to" each" sensor" locations" (0Q360," or" about" 1200"sensor" locations)" is" calculated." Once" the" distance" to" each" sensor" is" known," the"interpolated"complex" field"values"corresponding"to"each"pixel"are" found"through"a"search" using" the" nearest" neighbor" on" the" range" domain." Using" this" approach" the"complex" value" at" the"pixel" is" found" for" all" 1200" sensor" locations." The"pixel" target"function"is"calculated"as"the"sum"of"all"complex"values"at"the"pixel."This"is"repeated"for"every"pixel"on"the"image"backQplane"to"obtain"an"image"target"function."Finally,"the" image" target" function" is" normalized" to" obtain" a"measure" of" the" relative" pixelQtarget"signal"strength."This"image"product"can"be"related"to"the"dielectric"map"when"the"conductive"losses"are"low,"i.e.,"for"lowQloss"dielectrics"such"as"in"most"comets."As"an"additional"higherQorder"correction,"we"also"implemented"a"rayQbending"solution"as"shown"in"Figure"46.""
"
Figure&47.&TimeVdomain&backVprojected&result&of&the&image&for&a&small&inclusion&comet&model&using&
FDTD.&Here" the" propagation" is" assumed" to" penetrate" the" comet" at" an" angle" that"statistically"corresponds" to" the"shortest"propagation"path"between" the"sensor"and"the" pixel." By" assuming" knowledge" the" comet" mean" background" dielectric," we"calculate" this" shortest" path" numerically" for" known" comet" exterior" boundary." This"new"shortest"path"is"used"instead"of"the"direct"pixel"to"sensor"range.""" Figure"47"shows"the"solution"for"a"model"of"the"comet"with"10m"resolution"and"sensor"angular"step"of"0.2"deg."in"the"circular"orbit."The"mean"relative"dielectric"
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permittivity"used"in"about"3.86,"which"is"found"from"the"comet"model,"and"is"used"in"the"rayQbending"calculations."This"model"is"known"as"a"smallQinclusion"comet"model,"where" the" interior" has" slowly" varying" spatial" dielectric" profile" with" embedded"pointQlike" targets." The" pointQlike" targets" exhibit" some" realistic" dielectric" contrast"that" can"be" seem"on" the"backQprojected" image" at" values" of" about" Q12dB" to" Q20dB."The"black"dots"in"the"image"are"the"actual"targets"embedded"within"the"comet."The"imaged" result" shows" that" the" complete" AFPQNFFTQFDTD" with" timeQdomain" backQprojection"works"well"to"form"an"accurate"image"in"2D."""
5.2.2#Analytical#solutions#to#scattering#using#the#T<matrix#boundary#value#method#"The" analytical" approaches" are" developed" using" series" expansions" in" either" the"transverse" electric" and" transverse"magnetic" planes." To" simplify" the" solutions," the"theoretical"formulations"are"considered"for"the"twoQdimensional"case"only."With"this"assumption," the" cylinders" can" be" considered" semiQinfinite" along" the" axis" of" the"cylinder."The"cylinders"are" then"used"to"represent"spherical"particles" in" the" threeQdimensional" problem," and" thus" the" solutions" are" analogous" to" the" extent" that" the"polarization" response" and" the" spreading" loss" differences" can" be" neglected," and"particles" can" be" assumed" to" be" located" in" a" 2D" space" only." The" technique" can" be"extended"to"3D,"however"the"insight"gained"from"a"fully"parametrized"3D"problem"over"that"of"a"2D"problem"may"be"inconsequential.""The" boundary" value" method" uses" the" solutions" of" the" Hertz" potential" near" the"boundary"of"a"collection"of"semiQinfinite"cylinders."The"cylinders"represent"particles,"and"can"have"an"arbitrary"size,"and"dielectric"and"loss"property."A"representation"of"the"twoQparticle"system,"for"simplicity,"is"shown"in"Figure"10."The"cylinders"are"nonQoverlapping," and" are" located" at" arbitrary" locations" in" space." The" cylinders" are"located"at"Pi"and"the"observation"is"at"location"P."The"farQfield"solution"due"to"planeQwave" scattering"of" a"monoQchromatic" incoming"wave"has"been"given" in" [Gu2006],"and"the"near"field"solutions"of"the"same"problem"has"been"given"in"[Lee1990].""The"medium"surrounding"the"particles"can"be"assumed"to"be"homogenous"given"by"a"refracting"index"n,"and"the"solutions"for"electric"and"magnetic"fields"can"be"found"by"solving"the"two"Hertz"potentials"[Schafer2008]:""
"
(4) "Once" the" solutions" to" the" potentials" are" known," the" fields" are" given" by"[Schafer2008]:""
located in the near fields. The far field solution can be
obtained by limiting value considerations of the near field
formulas. Apart from the far field solution also the near
field solution can play an important role in improving the
understanding of the scattering of electromagnetic waves
by small particles. Many interesting phenomena, like
photonic nanojets [16] or local field enhancement [17],
can only be described by considering the near field
solutions.
In this paper the near field solution for the light
scattering by multiple parallel infinite cylinders at per-
pendicular incidence is presented. In the first section the
theoretical derivation of the solution is sketched and the
relevant formulas are summarized. The next section
shows validation results for the numerical calculation of
the analytical solution in comparison to numerical results
obtained with the finite difference time domain (FDTD)
method [18]. The implemented formulas have been uti-
lized to examine the near to far field transition for the
scattering by multiple cylindrical particles which is
detailed in the subsequent section. In addition the trans-
port of energy of a photonic nanojet through a multi-
particle system has been investigated. In the last section
some concluding remarks are appended.
2. Theory
In this section the near field solution for the scattering
of a monochromatic plane electromagnetic wave by an
ensemble of parallel infinite cylinders at perpendicular
incidence is presented. The solution is based on the
multiple cylinder scattering formalism of Lee [13],
another solution has been presented by Henin et al.
[19]. The cylinders do not overlap but can have different
optical properties and radii. In an ensemble of N particles
the radius of each cylinder i 2 f1 . . .Ng is defined as ai, the
complex refractive index inside the cylinder is given by ni.
The cylinders are embedded in a non-absorbing outer
medium with real refractive index nm and illuminated by
a plane electromagnetic wave with vacuum wave number
k0. The wave number inside the outer medium is given by
km ¼ k0nm, the wave number inside each particle by
ki ¼ k0ni. In Fig. 1 a scheme of a two-particle scattering
problem is shown. The plane wave is incident at an angle
ji relative to the x-axis, the cylinder axes are aligned
parallel to the z-axis. The cylinders are placed at points Pi,
the near field is considered at point P¼ Pðr,fÞ. RiP is the
distance between point Pi and point P. The angle between
the positive x-axis and the connection line R
!
iP ¼ PiP is
defined as giP . Rjl is the distance between two cylinders j, l,
the angle between the connection line R
!
jl ¼ PjPl and the
x-axis is defined by gjl.
2.1. Hertz potentials
In a homogeneous medium with refractive index n the





can be expressed in terms of two scalar Hertz potentials







With known potentials the field solution inside a homo-
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For the case of infinite cylinders it is appropriate to
formulate the problem in cylindrical coordinates. Due to
symmetry along the axis of infinity (z-axis) the z-deriva-
tives vanish and the field solution in cylindrical coordi-









































The field solution splits up into two independent solu-
tions, the transverse magnetic mode (TM, u) and the
transverse electric mode (TE, v), respectively.
Fig. 1. Definition of the distance and angle parameters used for the
solution of the multiple cylinder scattering.
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tions, the transverse magnetic mode (TM, u) and the
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solution of the multiple cylinder scattering.
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Fig. 1. Definition of the distance and angle parameters used for the
solution of the multiple cylinder scattering.
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k0. The wave number inside the outer medium is given by
km ¼ k0nm, the wave number inside each particle by
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ji relative to the x-axis, the cylinder axes are aligned
parallel to the z-axis. The cylinders are placed at points Pi,
the near field is considered at point P¼ Pðr,fÞ. RiP is the
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8p ðcos jie^x"sin jie^yÞ: ð6Þ
2.2. Solution of the potentials
By solving the wave equation (1) and considering the
boundary conditions between different media the solu-
tion of the potentials can be obtained. The derivation of
t is solution for the scat ering by multiple cylinders has
been published elsewhere in detail [13]. The resulting
formulas for the potentials are shortly summarized here
and finally the near field solution will be presented.
The total field potentials outside the cylinders (ut, vt)













where (u0, v0) are the potentials of the incident field and
(us, vs) are the scattered field potentials. The incident field









where Jn is the Bessel function of the first kind and
dTM ¼ 1 for a TM mode incident wave or dTM ¼ 0 for a TE
mode incident wave. The solution of the scattered field














where Hn corresponds to the Hankel function of the
second kind. The expansion coefficients (ajn, bjn) are
related to the single cylinder scattering coefficients (a0jn,
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In the above expression d denotes the Kronecker delta and
Ej ¼ expð"ikmðxj cos ji"yj sin jiÞÞ is the phase shift of the
incident wave at the center point P
!
j ¼ ðxj,yjÞ of the jth
cylinder relative to the origin O of the reference frame.
The total field potentials inside cylinder l (ul, vl),
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are related to the expansion coefficients of the scattered

























The solutions of the potentials can be inserted into
Eqs. (4) to get the near field solutions.
2.3. TM mode field solutions
For the TM mode the solution of the scattered field at
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where"the"Jn"is"a"Bessel"function"of"the"first"kind,"and"the"delta"function"is"used"to"describe" a" transverse"magnetic" or" transverse" electric" solution." The" scattered" field"potentials"are"given"by"[Bohren1998]:""
 
(9) ""where"the"Hn"is"a"Hankel"function"of"the"second"kind,"and"a"and"b"are"the"expansion"constants" that" can" be" found" by" solving" a" system" of" equations" [Schafer2008,"Bohren1998]." For" simplicity," we" present" the" coQoriented" solutions" of" the" fields,"though" all" components" can" be" found" in" [Schafer2008," Bohren1998]." For" the"transverse"magnetic"solutions,"the"electric"field"equation"is"given"by"[Bohren1998]:""
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2.2. Solution of the potentials
By solving the wave equation (1) and considering the
boundary conditions between different media the solu-
tion of the potentials can be obtained. The derivation of
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The expansion coefficients for the internal fields (Aln, Bln)
are related to the expansion coefficients of the scattered

























The solutions of the potentials can be inserted into
Eqs. (4) to get the near field solutions.
2.3. TM mode field solutions
For the TM mode the solution of the scattered field at































In addition the solution for the total internal fields at any
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The solution of th time-averaged Poynting ve tor for the
scattere field can be derived using Eqs. (14):
Ssr ¼
c0kmnm














































Ssz ¼ 0: ð16cÞ
Also for the internal total fields inside cylinder l an










































Slz ¼ 0: ð17cÞ
2.4. TE mode field solutions
The solution of the TE mode scattered field at any point

























































The time-averaged Poynting vector for the scattered field
solution can be calculated as follows:
Ssr ¼
c0kmnm














































Ssz ¼ 0: ð20cÞ
In addition the Poynting vector for the internal total fields
inside cylinder l can be derived as
Slr ¼
c0klnl






































Slz ¼ 0: ð21cÞ
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vector" radiative" transfer" theory" to"describe" the"exact"phase"sensitive"scattering"of"incident" waves" by" the" granular" medium," which" may" be" complex" in" nature" with"various" particle" sizes," distributions," and" dielectric" and" conductive" properties." The"second"general"problem"involves"the"exact" image"inversion"theory"based"on"phase"sensitive" scattering"of" a" general" distributed" scene" to"be" imaged"–"which"may" also"contain"various" inclusion/target" sizes," distributions," and"dielectric" and" conductive"properties."These"two"problems"can"be"somewhat"decoupled"to"permit"development"of" each" independent"of" the"other."To"avoid"undue"and"unnecessary" complications,"the"approach"has"been"to"limit"the"problem"to"twoQdimensions"and"to"use"cylindrical"media" for" both" the" granular"medium" constituents" and" the" targets" in" the" imaging"scene."To"permit"coherent"imaging"of"the"target"with"aid"from"the"granular"media"in"directing" energy," both" problems" must" permit" multiple" scattering" and" complex"dielectric"properties"to"allow"volume"currents"inside"the"media,"as"opposed"to"just"surface"scattering"found"from"perfect"conducting"mediums."The" first" problem" has" been" recently" addressed" using" a" boundary" value"method" to" account" for" multiple" scattering" from" particles" using" various" sizes,"distributions," and" complex" permittivity" values." This" approach" decomposed" the"problem" into" transverse" electric" (TE)" and" transverse" magnetic" (TM)" wave"components,"and"solves"the"boundary"conditions"for"each"cylindrical"particle"using"the" usual" boundary" conditions." Presented" in" a" TQmatrix" solution," the" technique"permits"efficient"calculations"of"the"exact"planeQwave"scattering"of"TE"and"TM"waves"by"the"arbitrary"granular"media."See"Figure"49."""
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&" The" second" problem" is" addressed" using" a" similar" technique." The" scattered"field"is"computed"in"a"similar"manner,"but"instead"of"calculating"the"scattering"of"the"granular"media,"we"calculate"the"scattering"of"the"target"scene."This"scattered"wave"solution" is" then" used" to" form" an" image" using" the" timeQdomain" backQprojection"technique," which" projects" scattered" fields" in" time" into" specific" pixels" within" the"imaging" plane" in" a" coherent" manner" (Figure" 50)." To" simplify" the" current"development," we" use" backQscatter" from" the" target" scene" –" therefore" describing" a"monoQstatic"microwave"radar"problem."The"exact"scattering"permits"use"of"various"properties"and"configurations"of" the"scene" to"be" imaged."We" first" study" the"pointQtarget"response,"where"we"simulate"scattering"and"then"image"a"collection"of"small"targets,"where"the"targets"diameter"is"significantly"smaller"then"a"skinQdepth"(skinQdepth"of"EM"penetration"in"the"target)."""
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&" With"the"verification"of"the"scattering"and"imaging"complete"on"pointQtargets,"we"next"study"semiQrealistic"targets."As"an"example,"the"image"below"shows"a"small"collection" of" four" targets" being" imaged"using" coherent" and" incoherent" versions" of"the"timeQdomain"backQprojection" inversion."The"particles"are"of"different"sizes"and"the" imageQplane" is"shown"for"particles"that"have"properties"of" ice,"pure"water,"salt"water," and" the" ideal" target" case" of" perfect" conductors" (Figure" 51)." Even" in" this"simple" example," we" see" the" artifacts" of" scattering" in" the" image" due" to" lowQloss"dielectrics."Coherent"imaging"is"shown"to"reduce"these"artifacts"considerably"when"compared"to"incoherent"imaging.""The"goal" is" then"to"complete" the" theory"and"development" to"study"multiple"scattering"in"the"imaging"plan,"and"to"integrate"both"granular"scattering"and"imaging"problems." The" combined" analysis" will" permit" a" sensitivity" analysis" of" the" exact"imaging" problem" in" the" context" of" an" arbitrary" granular"medium." The" purpose" is"simple,"when"a"satelite"mission"is"conducting"SAR"imaging,"the"imaging"resolution"is"high"in"the"azimuth"direction,"but"low"in"the"crossQtrack"direction."For"target"bodies"with" little" geophysical" activity," this" is" not" problematic" since" the" satelite" will"eventually" sense" the" whole" object" and" be" able" to" integrate" all" the" data" to" obtain"imaging"of"the"interior."However,"for"target"bodies"with"high"activity,"simultaneous"crossQtrack" imaging" is" extremely" desirable."While" this" can" be" achieved" through" a"
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The"artifacts"due"to"crossQtrack"imaging"is"further"illustrated"using"a"limited"aperture" problem" and" results" are" shown" in" Figure" 52" to" show" the" benefit" of"simultaneous" crossQtrack" imaging." The" images" are" simulated" and" backQprojected"SAR" images" using" an" observed" aperture" in" the" crossQtrack." Note" that" the" 90" deg."aperture"in"crossQtrack"permits"a"good"reconstruction"of"the"4"targets,"whereas"with"a"0"deg."aperture,"extremely"poor"resolution"is"obtained"(note,"the"satellite"is"on"the"xQaxis"at"y"="0,"thus"the"arc"of"solutions"for"the"0"deg."aperture"case."The" above" considerations" permit" us" to" state" that" for" targets" with" high"geophysical" variability" in" crossQtrack" or" inaccessible" regions," it" is" useful" to" use"scattering" via" some" reQdirected"means" to" image" the" body." This"mechanism" of" reQdirection"can"be"achieved"via"preferential" scattering"of"waves" through"a"granularQbased"medium."In"addition,"since"higher"resolution"can"be"obtained"by"measuring"a"wider"aperture"through"use"of"scattering"via"a"granular"media,"it"is"obvious,"though"observed"through"Figure"52"as"well,"that"higher"resolution"can"be"achieved."To" simulate" the" effect" of" the" medium," we" first" obtain" a" model" for" the"scattering" the" target" body," then" redirect" scattering" through" the" granular"medium."This" redirected" scattering" is" essentially" a" second" scattering" problem," where" the"waves" scattered" from" the" target" body" is" scattered" again" by" the" granular"medium."The"redirected"waves"are"then"focused"to"the"sensor,"which"collects"the"energy"and"focuses" the" target" image" in" the" crossQtrack." The" top" left" figure" below" (Figure" 53)"shows"a"setup"for"the"simple"case"of"a"finite"planar"cloud"mirror."Here"the"mirror"is"constructed"of"a"number"of"closely"spaces"granular"media"to"form"a"planar"surface"that"is"about"18λ"wide."
"
Figure&53.&Scattering&result&for&finite&planar&cloud&mirror.&
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Through"measurement"of" the"biQstatic"transverse"magnetic"™"scattering,"we"obtain" the" angular" dependence" of" the" scattered" amplitude" and" phase" over" the"frequencies" required" for" the" radar" operation." The" TM" scattering" as" a" function" of"scattered"angles"is"obtained"for"each"frequency"bin"needed"for"radar"imaging."Next,"the"planar"mirror"is"placed"at"a"desirable"location"in"the"problem"space"such"that"its"reflectance"properties"become"useful"to"redirect"the"energy."For"example,"from"the"bottom"left"of"Figure"53,"it’s"clear"that"a"substantial"reflection"crossQsection"occurs"at"about" Q75" deg.," so" we" place" this" mirror" at" a" location" based" on" that" angle." This"optimization"step"is"to"be"discussed"in"detail"in"the"future."Once" the" location" is" selected," the" scattered" waves" from" the" target" is"calculated"using"the"usual"scattering"theory,"and"then"the"scattering"function"of"the"granular" medium" derived" previously" is" used" to" obtain" the" scattered" field" at" the"sensor."A"synthetic"aperture"in"the"crossQtrack"is"obtained"by"rotating"the"medium"to"image" different" perspectives" of" the" target" body." With" the" assumption" of" known"scattering"function"of"the"granular"medium,"we"can"remove"the"phase"perturbation"from"the"granular"medium,"and"are"left"with"the"correct"amplitude"and"phase"of"the"redirected"signal"after"removing"phase"artifacts"of"the"granular"medium."This"result"is" shown" in" the" bottom" right" figure" of" the" same" figure." To" compare" to" an" ideal"representation"without"the"granular"medium,"we"show"in"Figure"54"the"same"result"using" a" biQstatic" measurement" on" the" top" right" of" the" same" figure." Note" that"similarities" in" the" result." Note" also" that" the" biQstatic" approach" would" require" a"second" satellite" sensor,"whereas" the"monoQstatic" approach"with" granular"medium"only"required"a"single"satellite"sensor."The"result"of"this,"after"processing"for"imaging"through"SAR"approaches"is"shown"below."The"figure"on"the"top"right"is"from"using"a"monoQstatic"sensor"and"granular"medium"for"crossQtrack"SAR"imaging."We" studied" two" critical" topics" and" completed" some" initial" studies" on" both"topics." The" first" addressed" the" microwave" based" imaging" or" radar" imaging" of" a"target," by" scattering" energy" through" a" granular" media." The" purpose" is" to" enable"imaging"of"targets"that"are"either"occluded,"or"to"image"previously"inaccessible"parts"of" the" target." This" is" achieved" by" reQdirecting" energy" through" reflection" from" the"granular" media." The" second" topic" addresses" microwave" imaging" of" the" granular"media"itself,"for"the"purpose"of"enabling"feedback"control."For" the" first" topic,"we"developed"two"types"of" forward"simulation"methods,"one"using"analytical"series"expansion"of"the"scattered"field"–"for"a"quick"simulation"of"scattering"from"finite"spheres"(Figure"55),"and"the"second"using"finiteQdifference"timeQdomain" (FDTD)" to" simulate" fullQwave" scattering"of" arbitrarily" shaped"objects"(Figure"56).""""
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In"addition,"we"conducted"some"simple"experiments"to"first"verify"the"timeQdomain"backQprojection" algorithm" using" data" collected" from" a" pointQtarget" scattering"experiment"of"a"small"metallic"ball"collected"using"a"vector"network"analyzer"(VNA)"in"freeQspace"and"located"in"an"outdoor"environment."The"ball"was"held"in"space"and"interrogated" using" a" VNA" for" a" wide" spectrum" of" frequencies" using" a" simple"wideband"horn"antenna"(see"Figure"58)."
"
Figure&58.&Results&from&experiments&using&a&VNA&and&horn&antenna&over&a&wide&microwave&band,&and&
using&timeVdomain&backVprojection&for&the&inversions.&"The" next" step," was" to" develop" a" radiative" transfer" model" that" permits" multiple"scattering" from" the" granular" media," in" order" to" reQdirect" the" energy" from/to" the"target." We" developed" this" using" exact" transverse" electric" (TE)" and" transverse"magnetic"™"derivation"using"electromagnetic"potentials"and"boundary"conditions"on"particles."We"used"the"derivations"and"approach"described"in"the"previous"sections"to"describe"the"scattering"by"multiple"cylinders"using"the"analytical"scattered"fields"which"includes"multiple"scattering"(Figures"59"and"60).""
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5.4#Radar#Experiments#To"complete"this"work,"we"conducted"some"experiments"to"verify"the"validity"of" the"models"and"algorithms." " In"these"experiments,"we"used"a"planar"reflector"to"reQdirect" the" energy" and" image" a" target" through" the" reQdirected" energy," scattered"through"the"planar"reflector."" Figure"62"depicts"the"nature"of"the"experiments"conducted."A"vector"network"analyzer" is"used" to"measure" the"scattered"electromagnetic" fields" in" the" far" field"of"the"object"to"be"imaged."For"simplicity,"the"object"to"be"imaged"is"a"simple"particle."To"further"simplify"the"experiment,"we"restrict"the"study"to"two"dimensions,"which"permit" the" use" of" a" cylinder" to" model" the" particle." We" use" a" rod" to" model" the"cylinder" or" particle" in" twoQdimensions," and" use" two"wideQband" horn" antennas" to"generate"and"sense"the"fields."A"planar"finite"reflector"is"used"as"a"simple"reflector"system"to"reQdirect"the"energy"and"fields."A"frequency"of"1Q6"GHz"is"used.""
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& Figures"63"show"the"results"of"the"experiments"and"signal"processing,"along"with"pulse"conformation,"chirp" transforms,"and" filtering"as"well"as"range"gating" to"remove" artifacts" of" the" experiments." The" results" of" the" inversions" are" shown" in"Figure" 64," where" the" time" domain" backQprojection" technique" described" in" a"previous"section" is"used."The"results"confirm"the"ability" to" image"via"a"reQdirected"means"using"scattered"fields"through"a"granular"media"in"space.""
5.5#Effect#of#cloud#geometry#and#spatial#randomness#on#system#performance#" The" effect" of" the" cloud" geometry" plays" a" significant" role" in" the" scattering"process."In"addition,"the"spatial"randomness"effects"the"beam"collimation"(see"Figure"65)"and"can"have"an"effect"on"the" imaging"qualities"as" it"effects"effective"aperture,"coverage,"and"resolution"of" the"radar"techniques."These"must"be"studied"to" inform"about" the" control" of" the" granular" media" clouds" in" space" for" future" reQdirected"imaging"applications."
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5.6#Radar#imaging#of#granular#media#for#feedback#control#"In" addition" to" the" above" discussions," we" also" developed" imaging" techniques" to"enable" imaging" of" the" granular" media" for" feedback" control." We" used" the" cloud"physics"simulator"described"in"the"previous"sections,"that"use"pointQtarget"scattering"functions" in" cylindrical" coordinates," to" derive" scattered" fields" from" a" cloud"undergoing" variation" in" time" that" includes" shrinking" and" rotating" cloud"configurations."The"cloud"geometry"is"described"as"pointQlike"targets"for"simplicity,"so"that"the"scattered"fields"are"dominated"by"Rayleigh"scattering"mechanisms."The"exact" solutions" developed" by" analytical" means" are" used" in" twoQdimensions" to"simplify"the"problem,"as"implemented"in"previous"sections."The"imaging"is"achieved"in"transverse"magnetic"(TM)"basis,"again"for"simplicity,"and"in"addition,"the"particles"are"assumed"to"be"good"conductors."" Figure" 66" shows" an" example" of" shrinking" and" rotating" cloud" configuration"chosen"to"be"imaged."The"figures"show"snapshots"in"time."Figures"67"and"68"shows"results" for" the" forward"model" (exact"analytical" solutions" in"TM"basis)" and" inverse"solutions" using" time" domain" backQprojection" techniques" as" described" in" previous"sections." The" results" show" that" the" general" nature" and" geometry" of" the" cloud" can"
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Wavefront&" We" conducted" experiments" and" simulation" of" the" optical" response" of" a"granular" lens." In" all" cases," the" optical" response," measured" by" the" Modulation"Transfer"Function"(MTF),"of"the"hexagonal"reflectors"was"closely"comparable"to"that"of" the" spherical" mirror." We" conducted" the" analyses" further" by" evaluating" the"sensitivity" to" fill" factor" and" grain" shape," and"we" found" a"marked" sensitivity" to" fill"factor"and"no"sensitivity"to"grain"shape."However,"we"found"that"at"fill"factors"as"low"as"30%,"the"reflection"from"a"granular"lens"is"still"excellent."In"fact,"we"replaced"the"monolithic" primary" of" an" existing" integrated"model" of" an" optical" system" (WQFirst"Coronagraph)"with"a"granular"lens,"and"we"found"that"excellent"contrast" levels"are"provided"by"the"granular"lens"that"can"be"useful"for"exoplanet"detection."
6.1#Sensitivity#Studies##Analyses" have" been" carried" out" at" JPL" to" compute" the" optical" modulation"transfer"function"(MTF)"of"the"entire"aperture"as"a"function"of"spatial"randomness,"wavelength,"fill"factor,"and"other"errors"such"as"random"tip"and"tilt"of"the"grains,"on"the"wavefront."These"analyses,"which"began"in"the"last"period,"provide"insight"on"the"sensitivity"of"the"optics"to"spatial"randomness,"fill"factor"levels,"and"positioning"and"stabilization"requirements"that"need"to"be"placed"on"the"aperture."Some"preliminary"results" are" shown" in" Figures" 69" through" Figure" 72." Figure" 69" shows" plots" of" the"random"mask,"generated"without" the"exclusion"process"(so"some"overlap"between"grains" can" take" place)," compared" to" the" filled" aperture." Figures" 70" to" 72" show"
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Poisson&exclusion&process&(nonVoverlapping&grains),&fill&factor&=&5%.&"By"varying"11"error"parameters"of"the"MCB/HLC"optical"system"(AFTA),"we"wanted"to" verify" that" we" could" get" a" good" agreement" between" the" measured" and" the"simulated"closedQloop"mean"contrast,"and"determine"the"degree"of"accuracy"of" the"11"error"parameters" chosen"by" comparing" the"measured"and" the" simulated"openQloop"contrast"curves,"changing"the"value"of"one"error"term"at"a"time."This"exercise"validated"the"results"obtained"last"year"just"before"the"midterm"review,"and"give"us"confidence"of" the" advantages"of" the" random"spatial" disorder" and" low" fill" factor" to"synthesize" an" image" with" sufficient" photon" count." Figure" 73" shows" the" pupil"amplitude,"Figure"74"the"point"spread"function,"Figure"75"the"contrast"metric"for"2"mm"particles"with"20%"fill"factor,"Figure"76"shows"the"sensitivity"of"the"Modulation"(MTF)"to"fill"factor,"and"Figure"77"shows"the"details"of"the"generation"of"an"elliptical"random"mask." Figure" 78" shows" the" results" of" the" generation" of" elliptical" random"masks" with" random" orientations." Figure" 79" shows" the" details" of" a" pupil" with"partially"filled"with"random"masks."Figure"80"shows"the"generation"of"six"different"random"masks"at"different"fill"factor"levels."Figure"81"shows"the"result"of"the"MTF"of"six"sets"of"random"masks"compared"to"ideal"monolithic"aperture."Finally,"Figure"82"shows" the" Strehl" ratio" vs." fill" factor." In" the" next" period," we" will" continue" the"
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Figure&82.&Strehl&ratio&vs.&fill&factor.&""The"Modulation"Transfer"Functions"(MTF)"of"various"random"masks"were"evaluated"numerically," including"the"effect"of" the"grain"shape."Figure"83"shows"a"single"pixel"random"mask." Figure"84" shows"a"2x2"pixel" random"mask." Figure"85" shows"a"3x3"pixel"random"mask."Figure"86"shows"a"4x4"pixel"random"mask.""Figure" 87" shows" a"5x5"pixel"random"mask."Figure"88"shows"the"effect"of"rounding"edges"in"single"grain."Figure" 89" shows" a" 5x5" pixel" random"mask"with" rounded" edges." Figure" 90" shows"grains"with"rounded"edges"with"more"pixels."Figure"91"shows"a"7x7"pixel" random"mask"with"rounded"edges."Figure"92"shows"the"effect"of"grain"shape"and"pixel"size"
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Figure&96.&PSF&and&MTF&of&ideal&lens.&"However," in" this" experiment,"we" first" imaged"a" collimated"beam"using"a" spherical"mirror" (D" =" 25mm," beam" diameter" ~" 20mm)." " Because" of" the" limitations" in"hardware," space" and" time," we" had" to" operate" the" spherical" mirror" at" a" large" tilt"angle"(angle"of"incidence"of"~"20"degrees)."This"introduced"severe"aberration"in"the"measured"PSF" image,"and"also" resulted" in"a"poor"MTF"characteristics" (see"Fig."97,"two"left"plots).""""
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Figure&97.&Comparison&of&MTF&of&ideal&lens,&spherical&mirror,&and&granular&hexagonal&mirror.&"""Next,"we" sandwiched"small," hexagonal" reflectors"between"a" concave"and"a" convex"lens" having" the" same" radius" of" curvature," as" shown" in" Fig." 93," bottom" left." " By"reflecting" a" collimated" beam" from" that" reflecting" subQassembly," we" produced" an"image,"as"shown"in"the"topQright"plot"of"Fig."97.""We"also"calculated"its"MTF."Figure"98" compares" the" 1QD" MTF" curves" of" an" ideal" PSF," the" image" obtained" with" the"spherical"mirror,"and"the"image"obtained"with"the"hexagonal"reflectors." "As"we"can"see," the" MTF" of" the" hexagonal" reflectors" is" comparable" to" that" of" the" spherical"mirror.""
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The optical forces and torques that allow trapping and manipulation of micron 
sized particles in beams of light result from the transfer of momentum and angular 
momentum from the electromagnetic field to the particle—the particle alters the 
momentum or angular momentum flux of the beam through scattering. Thus, the problem 
of calculating optical forces and torques is essentially a problem of light scattering. In 
some ways, it is a simple problem: the incident field is monochromatic, there is usually 
only a single trapped particle, which is finite in extent, and speeds are so much smaller 
than the speed of light that we can for most purposes neglect Doppler shifts and assume 
we have a steady-state monochromatic single scattering problem. Although typical 
particles inconveniently are of sizes lying within the gap between the regimes of 
applicability of small-particle approximations (Rayleigh scattering) and large particle 
approximations (geometric optics), the particles of choice are often homogeneous 
isotropic spheres, for which an analytical solution to the scattering problem is available— 
the Lorenz–Mie solution. The source of the difficulty lies in the usual paraxial 
representations of laser beams being solutions of the scalar paraxial wave equation rather 
than solutions of the vector Helmholtz equation. Our method of choice is to use a least 
squares fit to produce a Helmholtz beam with a far field matching that expected from the 
incident beam being focused by the objective. At this point, we can write the incident 
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field in terms of a discrete basis set of functions !"($"%) , where n is the mode index 
labelling the functions, each of which is a solution of the Helmholtz equation, 
 '$"% = )"!"($"%),+"  
(12) 
where an are the expansion coefficients for the incident wave. In practice, the sum must 
be truncated at some finite nmax, which places restrictions on the convergence behavior of 
useful basis sets. A similar expansion is possible for the scattered wave, and we can write 
 ',%-. = /0!0(,%-.)+0 , 
(13) 
 
where pk are the expansion coefficients for the scattered wave. As long as the response of 
the scatterer—the trapped particle in this case—is linear, the relation between the 
incident and scattered fields must be linear, and can be written as a simple matrix 
equation 
 /0 = 10")"+"  
(14) 
or, in more concise notation, P = TA, where Tkn are the elements of the T -matrix. This is 
the foundation of both GLMT and the T-matrix method. In GLMT, the T -matrix T is 
diagonal, whereas for non-spherical particles, it is not. The T -matrix depends only on the 
properties of the particle—its composition, size, shape, and orientation—and the 
wavelength, and is otherwise independent of the incident field. This means that for any 
particular particle the T –matrix only needs to be calculated once, and can then be used 
for repeated calculations of optical force and torque. This is the key point that makes this 
a highly attractive method for modelling optical trapping and micromanipulation, since 
we are typically interested in the optical force and torque as a function of position within 
the trap, even if we are merely trying to find the equilibrium position and orientation 
within the trap. Thus, calculations must be performed for varying incident illumination, 
which can be done very easily with the T -matrix method. This provides a significant 
advantage over many other methods of calculating scattering, where the entire calculation 
needs to be repeated. This is perhaps the reason that optical forces and torques have been 
successfully modelled using methods such as the finite-difference time domain method 
(FDTD), the finite element method (FEM), or other methods. Since, as noted above, the 
optical forces and torques result from differences between the incoming and outgoing 
fluxes of electromagnetic momentum and angular momentum, calculation of these fluxes 
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is required. This can be done by integration of the Maxwell stress tensor, and its moment 
for the torque, over a surface surrounding the particle. Fortunately, in the T -matrix 
method, the bulk of this integral can be performed analytically, exploiting the 
orthogonality properties of the VSWFs. In this way, the calculation can be reduced to 
sums of products of the expansion coefficients of the fields. 
For spherical particles, the usual Mie coefficients can be rapidly calculated. For 
non-spherical particles, a more intensive numerical effort is required. We use a least 
squares overdetermined point-matching method. For axisymmetric particles, the method 
is relatively fast. However, as is common for many methods of calculating the T -matrix, 
particles cannot have extreme aspect ratios, and must be simple in shape. Typical particle 
shapes that we have used are spheroids and cylinders, and aspect ratios of up to four give 
good results. Although it can take a long time to calculate the T -matrix for general non-
axisymmetric particles, it is possible to make use of symmetries such as mirror symmetry 
and discrete rotational symmetry to greatly speed up the calculation. We include a 
symmetry-optimized T -matrix routine for cubes. Expanding the range of particles for 
which we can calculate the T -matrix is one of our current active research efforts, and we 
plan to include routines for anisotropic and inhomogeneous particles, and particles with 
highly complex geometries. Once the T -matrix is calculated, the scattered field 
coefficients are simply found by a matrix–vector multiplication of the T -matrix and a 
vector of the incident field coefficients. 
As noted earlier, the integrals of the momentum and angular momentum fluxes 
reduce to sums of products of the expansion coefficients. It is sufficient to give the 
formulae for the z-components of the fields, as given, for example, by [Crichton2000]. 
We use the same formulae to calculate the x and y components of the optical force and 
torque, using 90◦ rotations of the coordinate system. It also possible to directly calculate 
the x and y components. The axial trapping efficiency Q is 
 2 = 34 5" "67 89()"5∗ ;"5 − /"5∗ ="5) − 7"67 " "63 ">5>7 ("6567)3"67 (3"6?)"5@>"+"@7 1/2 ×89()"5)"67,5∗ + ;"5;"67,5∗ − /"5/"67,5∗ − ="5="67,5∗ )  
 
(15) 
in units of nħD per photon, where n is the refractive index of the medium in which the 
trapped particles are suspended. This can be converted to SI units by multiplying by nP/c, 
where P is the beam power and c is the speed of light in free space. The torque efficiency, 
or normalized torque, about the z-axis acting on a scatterer is 
 EF = G( )"5 3 + ;"5 3 − /"5 3 − ="5 3"5@>"+"@7 )/I 
(16) 
in units of h per photon, where  
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I = )"5 3"5@>" + ;"5 3+"@7  
(17) 
is proportional to the incident power (omitting a unit conversion factor which will depend 
on whether SI, Gaussian, or other units are used). This torque includes contributions from 
both spin and orbital components, which can both be calculated by similar formulae 
[Crichton2000]. Again, one can convert these values to SI units by multiplying by P/ω, 




We did the simulation of the optical trapping of a cube using the T-matrix approach. The 
cube has faces of 2λ/nmedium across, and has a refractive index of n = 1.59, and is trapped 
in water. Since the force and torque depend on the orientation as well as position, a 
simple way to find the equilibrium position and orientation is to ‘release’ the cube and 
calculate the change in position and orientation for appropriate time steps. The cube can 
be assumed to always be moving at terminal velocity and terminal angular velocity. The 
cube begins face up, centred on the focal plane of the beam, and to one side. The cube is 
pulled into the trap and assumes a corner-up orientation. The symmetry optimizations 
allow the calculation of the T -matrix in 20 min; otherwise, 30 h would be required. Once 
the T -matrix is found, successive calculations of the force and torque require far less 




Figure&99.&The cube has faces of 2λ/nmedium across, refractive index n = 1.59, and is trapped in water. Force and 
torque depend on orientation and position, to find equilibrium – we “release” the cube and calculate the change 
in position and orientation for appropriate time steps 
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The same simulation was repeated for an ellipsoid trapped in water with refractive 
index n = 1,59 of particle itself and n = 1,33 of the medium (water). This dynamics 
simulation simulates the trap in some hypothetical substance. It does not represent any 
physical system except that it displays the same kind of dynamics as a trapped particle 
capable of rotation. Given the initial values, the normalization factors were chosen 
empirically to give a more interesting simulation.  We assume big rotations. This 
corresponds to low resistance. The change of coordinates of the old particle position from 
xyz to spherical polar coordinates was implied. The ellipsoid simulation is generating 
vectors i,j, each consisting 21 points. Force and torque depend on orientation and 
position, in order to find equilibrium – we “release” the ellipsoid and calculate the change 
in position and orientation for appropriate time steps. (Figure 100). The initial vertex 
from where it starts to rotate is  k = [-1,-1,-1], it is the reference point from where 
rotational matrix Rtotal starts to rotate, this parameter varies with rotational matrix for 
different geometries. A Matlab routine generates radii and normals to the surface for a 
range of shapes for which the surface is a function of angle (θ,φ). With respect to the 
cube, the number of shape parameters was changed from 1 to 3. The surface is defined by 
spherical coordinates r = r(θ,φ). The surface area element and normal are dS n = r2 sin(θ) 
σ(θ,φ) JKL, where σ(θ,φ)= M - 7N  ONP  *J - 7N,$"(P) * ONQ  *L .    It takes from 72.9131 to 86,512  
seconds to calculate the T-matrix for the ellipsoid.  
 
 
Figure&100.&The ellipsoid, with refractive index n = 1.59, trapped in water 
 
Future work would include the investigation of a Multiple sphere T-matrix 
analysis for calculation of the electromagnetic scattering and absorption properties of a 
system of spherical surfaces and arbitrary configurations of spherical surfaces.   ""
6.4#Laser#confinement#subsystem#"
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We"conducted"a"preliminary"assessment"of" laser" subsystem"characteristics,"and"used"laser"system"performance"models"to"determine"sizing"parameters"such"as"distance" to" beam" waist" and" relation" to" granular" patch" area" to" apply" pressure"effectively"(Fig."101,"Fig."102).""The"Laser"Acquisition,"Tracking"and"Point"Assembly"would"include:"Beacon"Transmit"Module"to"scan"for"cloud;"Beacon"Receive"Module"to" acquire" and" confirm" link;" Processor" Module" to" establish" and" maintain" link" to"cloud." It" would" also" include:" Optical" Assembly" with" a" Telescope" Module," with"Telescope,"aperture,"gimbal,"and"mounting"support;"Jitter"Control"Module,"with"Fast"steering"mirror," adaptive" optics;" VibrationQisolation" stage" to" cancel" noise," and" an"Optical"Pathway"Module"with"Polarizers,"filters,"beam"formers,"and"fiber"optic"cable."Technical" challenges" include:" precise" laser" beam"pointing," stray" illumination" from"solar"background"light,"the"need"for"lowQcost"large"diameter"telescopes,"and"the"line"of"sight"pointing"and"stabilization"requirements."See"Figures"101"and"102.""
"
Figure&101.&Laser&confinement&subsystem&drivers."
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6.6#Experimental#tests#of#Radiation#Pressure##Radiation" pressure" experiments" were" conducted" in" liquids" to" lessen" the"effects" of" gravity" and" surface" forces." " Experience" shows" that" the" motion" and"orientation" of" large" millimeter" scale" objects" is" easier" to" discern" than" small"micrometer"scale"ones.""We"placed"glass"hemispheres"of"diameter"~1mm"in"a"nearly"saturated" solution" of" sodium" polytungstate" (also" called" sodium" metatungstate),"which"has" a"density" that" can"be"matched" to" that"of" glass." "By" adding"or" removing"water" from"the"solution"we"can"made" the"hemispheres"near" the"neutral"buoyancy"condition.""The"refractive"index"of"the"solution"of"nearly"identical"to"that"of"glass"too,"so" the" index" contrast" in" the" experiment"was" low." " An" index" contrast" is" needed" to"achieve" radiation" pressure" and" torque." " As" the" frames" of" recorded" video" show"below," the"hemisphere" is" attracted" toward" the"beam" (compare" t=4s" and"8s)." "The"hemisphere"stops"moving"when"the"beam"is"turned"off"(see"t=12s"and"16s).""Motion"is" resumed" when" the" laser" beam" is" turned" back" on" (t=20s)." " As" the" hemisphere"enters"the"beam,"it"also"changes"its"attitude"(orientation).""Initially"the"front"face"of"the" hemisphere" is" facing" the" viewer." " At" t" >" 28s" the" face" clearly" rotates." " This" is"evidence"of"laserQinduced"torque"on"the"hemisphere."See"Fig."103.""
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flips&from&bottom&side&down,&to&bottom&side&at&~60°.&""Two" mechanisms" can" give" rise" to" the" observations" described" above:" Radiation"pressure" or" LaserQinduced" flow." " The" latter" occurs" when" the" laser" heats" a" liquid"along" a" column" defined" by" the" laser" beam." " The" density" of" the" heated" liquid"experiences"a"buoyant"effect." "A"viscous" liquid"can"entrain"a"volume"of" liquid" flow"that"is"larger"than"that"of"the"laser"beam"volume.""To"determine"the"severity"of"liquid"heating" from" the" laser" we" borrowed" a" spectrophotometer" from" a" colleague," and"using" a" white" light" source," we" measured" the" transmission" spectrum" below." " Our"radiation" pressure" laser" operates" at" 532" nm," and" thus," the" transmission" of" the"sodium"polytungstate"solution"was"~90%."Nevertheless,"a"10%"absorption"value"is"significant,"and"thus,"we"cannot"easily"rule"out"thermal"effects"(Figure"104).""
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7.#Granular#Imager#Optical#System#Design#"In" this" section," we" present" some" ideas" regarding" the" optics" and" imaging"aspects"of"granular"spacecraft."Granular"spacecraft"are"complex"systems"composed"of"a"spatially"disordered"distribution"of"a" large"number"of"elements," for" instance"a"cloud"of"grains"in"orbit."An"example"of"this"application"is"a"spaceborne"observatory"for" exoplanet" imaging," where" the" primary" collecting" aperture" is" a" cloud" of" small"particles"instead"of"a"monolithic"aperture.""
7.1#Reflective#Optical#Designs%
 
We developed concepts for refractive, reflective and holographic systems and 
designed optical correction and collection systems.  We designed an optical imaging 
system for multiple aerosol optics that combines several layers of sensing and control to 
adapt to possible misalignments and shape errors in the aerosol.  The design also 
combines the light from several of these “clouds” to synthesize a large, multiple-aperture 
system to increase light throughput and resolution.  A two-dimensional version that 
includes two separate Granular Telescope, is shown in Fig. 108.  The entire system is 
represented in the diagram on the right.  Starlight enters from the left, reflects off the two 
separate patches, and is slowly focused toward the formation-flying spacecraft that 
collects, corrects, and combines the light from individual patches to a single detector.  
The diagram on the left is an enlarged drawing of the separate spacecraft/optical “bench” 
that contains all the optics to perform line-of-sight and mid- to low-spatial frequency 
wavefront sensing and control for the optical system.  The sequence of optics is as 
follows: the starlight is focused by granular spacecraft optic “patch”, creating a spherical 
wavefront. Light from all patches converges at an intermediate focus, which can be seen 
in the left side of Figure 108. The light reflects off secondary mirror (Gregorian) and the 
light from each patch is collimated (Fig. 109). 
 
 Figure"108."A two-dimensional slice of a multi-patch reflective system, with"optical"rays"shown"in"red,"is 
displayed on the right.  An expanded view of the Optical “Bench” is displayed on the left 
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forming&the&aperture.&"The" collimated" light" from"each"patch" then"continues" to"a" separate"adaptive"optics"system." A" combined" fast" steering"mirror" and" deformable"mirror" correct" pointing"and"low"to"midQspatial"frequency"aberrations."An"optical"delay"line"is"used"to"correct"phasing" difference" between" the" patches" and" enables" Fourier" transform"spectroscopy."A"beamQsplitter"is"included"to"allow"some"of"the"light"to"go"to"a"ShackQHartmann" sensor" to" measure" aberrations" in" the" system" and" provides" a" feedback"mechanism"to"the"deformable"mirror.""The"ShackQHartmann"placement"can"be"seen"in"Figure"109"in"blue.""The"light"continues"to"the"collector"system,"which"consists"of"a"Cassegrain"telescope"that"combines"and"focuses"the"light"from"all"the"patches"onto"the"science"detector.""Figure"110"shows"a"3D"solid"picture"of"the"optics,"including"8"optical"“patches”."
For this system, the selected approach for cloud management/sensing/control is 
multistage, with an outer stage for formation stabilization, and an inner stage for 
telescope wavefront sensing and correction, relegating fine adaptive optics to a 
deformable/fast steering mirror stage in the optical bench. The system’s relative 
range/bearing sensing and metrology is based on virtual telescope formation flying, in 
which distributed relative sensing is accomplished using Ka-Band transceivers/patch 
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antennas, and a centralized laser metrology system, relying on a single laser source on the 
main light-collecting spacecraft, while single reflecting target are on other free-flying 
elements except granular spacecraft. 
For the reflective optical system, height variations of the optical surface must be 
less than !2/"!, where "! is the bandwidth of light, to achieve meaningful imagery.  
Longer wavelengths (e.g. >10 um) and smaller optical bandwidths make this requirement 
achievable with micron-sized particles for the cloud.  Creating and maintaining a 
perfectly continuous surface is not likely to be achieved using the techniques we are 
considering in our approach, therefore sophisticated image processing algorithms will be 
required to synthesize an astronomical image.  For example, taking several short 
exposures and using speckle imaging techniques would allow for weaker tolerances on 
the reflective surface.  Instead of correcting for atmospheric instabilities, as is typical for 
speckle imaging, we would correct for the small changes of the mirror surface due to 
particles being constantly in motion [Labeyrie1970], [Beavers1989].  Multiframe blind 
deconvolution [Ayers1988] is a related technique to process multiple imperfect images to 
obtain a better estimate of the object. Utilizing multiple clouds would be a natural 
extension that would be applicable to speckle interferometry and increase the effective 
resolution of the system inversely proportional to the separation of clouds [Weigelt1977, 
Fienup1980]. In addition to the techniques mentioned above, the addition of a diversity 
mechanism to the optical path would allow for phase diversity [Paxman1992] techniques 
to be used.  We plan to use a MEMS-based microshutter array as a programmable coded 
aperture in a pupil plane. Using optimized patterns in the coded aperture, and taking 
multiple images, would allow phase diversity to reconstruct the “phase” of our reflective 
surface as well as obtain an enhanced estimate of the “object”. 
7.2#Refractive#Optical#Designs%
In addition to the system design we created for treating the cloud as reflective 
optical surface, we also designed an optical system for treating the cloud as a refractive 
optic, or lens, to maintain maximum flexibility of the cloud physics for future work.  One 
such system design is shown below in Figure 111. The diagram on the left shows light 
from an object passing through a medium (our cloud).  The cloud causes the light to 
come to a focus and is then relayed to our separated spacecraft that contains the rest of 
the optical system, shown on the diagram on the right.   The corrector/collector design is 
identical to the reflective system.  The solid optics view on the bottom left shows 8-
apertures, each consisting of one aerosol optic, forming an equivalent lens.  The solid 
optics view on the bottom right shows a three-dimensional view of the corrector/collector 
system. 
7.3#Bruggeman#Effective#Medium#"
One approach for creating a refractive optic using aerosols is to assume very 
small particles dispersed evenly throughout a volume and use Bruggeman effective 
medium theory to compute the focusing power of the volume of particles.  The 
containment mechanism of the particles could be as simple as a thin transparent bladder 
that is released and filled in space.  Other approaches could include a laser containment 
system. The following computations assume particles with a refractive index 
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approximating that of glass, for example, n = 1.5. According to Bruggeman effective 















F is the fill fraction, and n is the refractive index of the particles. If we have cloud of 
diameter 2R = 10 meters, a fill fraction of 10-3, and particles with an index of refraction 
of n = 1.5 then the focal length of the cloud is f  = 23 km.  The f-number is f /D = 2.3 x 
103.  The Airy disk (1.22 f/D) is then 1.4 mm (at  D = 0.5 micrometers), where the 
camera pixels would ideally be about this size to have a reasonable Q.  The f-number is 
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The angular resolution (!/D) is independent of the fill fraction.  If n = 1.5 is replaced with 
n ≈ 1, the focal length tends toward infinity.  This represents a very “slow” optical 
system, however, since our plan is to have a separate spacecraft to collect the light, 
separation of several kilometers is not unreasonable. 
 
7.4#Diffractive#Optical#Design#"
Another application of our orbiting rainbow that we considered is to create a 
holographic, or diffractive, optic for our system (Fig. 112).  Projects such as DARPA’s 
Membrane Optic Imager Real-Time Exploration (MOIRE) [MOIRE, Ball] are striving to 
create a “Fresnel Lens” in space using a thin membrane.  The goals of that program are 
similar to ours, to develop a space-based telescope with apertures larger than 10 meters.  
It would rely on a separate spacecraft for with a chromatic corrector.  Laboratory 
demonstrations of a 50 cm class diffractive primary mirror with long f-numbers (f/50) 
have been published [Barton2001].  Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, through 
the “Eyeglass” program, has created a 5 meter diameter f/50 transmissive diffractive 
optic composed of 50 cm segments [Hyde2003]. 
Palmer [Palmer1983] considered using the nonlinear optical index of glass beads 
or aerosol droplets to organize the particles and trap them into Fresnel-like three-
dimensional holographic gratings.  Extrapolating from this concept, we have designed a 
third optical system that has a diffractive optical element (DOE) as its primary lens.  The 
system design is nearly identical to the other two systems we designed, but with the 
primary optics replaced by a thin holographic lens.   
A diffractive lens is inherently monochromatic, it only brings light to a focus for 
the wavelength it was designed for.  However, it is straightforward to design an all-
refractive chromatic correction system that provides a diffraction limited system with a 
10% bandwidth.  Meinel and Meinel published a basic design for such a system 
[Meinel2002a, Meiner2002b].  M. Rud at JPL created the design pictured below (Fig. 
116) for a concept for the MOIRE project.  More complex correctors that include a 
reverse Fresnel lens have also been proposed for space telescope applications [Lo2006]. 
Table 7 compares the three optical systems considered, and Table 8 compares the 
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A granular imager is a space-borne imaging system that makes use of a collection 
of small reflective grains to form a sparsely filled primary mirror.  The concept is 
depicted graphically in Fig. 3, where a cloud of reflective grains is constrained by a 
space-borne optical trap into the parabolic shape of a primary mirror.  Light reflected 
from each grain is then focused into a back-end system consisting of a control system and 
detector. However, to be an effective imager with a useful point spread function, the 
wavefronts reflected from the parabolic surface of the cloud must be corrected.  This 
section details a control system that may be used in conjunction with the optical trapping 
system to correct the wave-fronts so that the granular imager will generate high 
resolution image that fully realize the potential of larger aperture sizes. 
The challenge of a wavefront control system for a granular imager is to correct for the 
scattered speckle field when the effective surface roughness of the granular media is on 
the order of  m. It is unlikely that a single deformable optic will have both the range and 
control accuracy to correct for such roughness. Therefore, we opted for a staged control 





The wavefront control process follows the following steps: 
1.! Granular Cloud Shaping – Grains are trapped in an optical trap, where they are 
shaped into a parabola  
2.! Sub Aperture Coarse Alignment – The trapped grains may be broken into 
regions or sub-apertures.  Correcting for coarse misalignments between sub-
apertures, corrects the low spatial frequency surface roughness of our granular 
imager, thereby making the PSF of the granular imager more compact. 
3.! Figure Control – Now that each sub-aperture is controlled globally with respect 
to each other, we can control the figure of each sub-aperture. 
4.! Computational Imaging.  A combination of PSF deconvolution techniques and 
computational imaging will be used to compensate for less-than-ideal imaging as 
a result of the granular nature of the primary mirror. 
An optical design that implements the above described wavefront control architecture 
is depicted in Fig. 109.  In this design, the cloud of grains is re-imaged onto an array of 
fast steering deformable mirrors (DM/FSM).  The tip/tilt of each cloud sub-aperture are 
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controlled so that the entire collections of clouds fit onto a curved surface. A Shack-
Hartmann wavefront sensor is used to sense the figure error that the DM/FSM must 
correct.  In addition, there is an optical delay line that can be used to phase multiple 
granular telescopes together as a hybrid segmented granular imager design as depicted in 
Fig. 109. 
To detect exoplanets requires near perfect optical systems that are figure 
controlled to the sub-nanometer level. To achieve this goal one must have excellent 
control hardware but also must employ control algorithms that can command the control 
system appropriately. The development of wavefront control algorithms that can meet 
such demand is a topic of intense research.  In 2007, Give’on et al [Giveon2006, 
Giveon2007] proposed a general correction methodology called electric field conjugation 
(EFC) to control a coronagraph’s residual scattered speckle field.  This technique is 
applicable to a granular imager because it is a method for controlling coherent scatter, 
which we know will be the limiting factor on performance.  With EFC the electric field in 
an image plane is corrected by applying the conjugate electric field as the correction, as 
opposed to phase conjugation techniques that try to correct for phase errors in the pupil 
plane [Giveon2007].  The EFC correction process is outlined in Fig. 114.  The most 
challenging aspect of the control process is the inversion of the G matrix, where several 




We may also use EFC to sense the electric field in the image plane by using the 
conjugate field as a method to probe the wavefront.  Give’on et al [Giveon2007] 
demonstrated that it is possible to derive the electric field in the image plane by applying 
sets of opposite probe patterns.  An example of a set of probe patterns and their responses 
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are depicted in Fig. 116 and Fig. 117, respectively.  The estimated image plane electric 
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Wavefront Sensing (WFS) is the measurement of the overall effect of the optical 
aberrations in an imaging system, such as a space telescope. Phase Retrieval is an image-
based WFS tool, taking as its input data defocused images of an unresolved object such 
as a star or an optical pinhole or fiber. It computes a WF map – a 2-dimensional array of 
Optical Path Difference values – showing the deviation of the actual wavefront from its 
spherical ideal. For telescopes equipped with actuated optics, such as deformable or 
movable mirrors, this WF map provides the information needed for control of WF errors, 
and it does so in the actual science cameras, without requiring a dedicated WFS 
instrument 
Phase Diversity is a superset of Phase Retrieval that attempts not only to estimate 
phase errors in a system, but also the object that forms an image.  Therefore, it is not 
limited to an unresolved point source, but utilizes an extended scene.  There are many 
methods for performing phase diversity, one of which, multiframe blind deconvolution, is 
described in detail in the following section. 
Shack-Hartman wavefront sensing utilizes a dedicated instrument, which includes 
a lenslet array at a pupil to convert wavefront slope to centroid offsets on a separate 
detector.  Therefore, part of the light from the science path must be “picked off”, 
typically using a beamsplitter, for this instrument.  The advantage of a Shack-Hartman 
wavefront sensor is that is has a relatively high dynamic capture range and the image 
processing requirements are low.  Therefore is can make rapid phase estimates (typical 
systems run at 500 Hz or greater, including corrections on a deformable mirror).  
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However, the spatial frequencies that it can measure are limited to the number of lenslets 
and it does not work across discontinuities, such as a segmented telescope system will 
have.  Our system is not segmented, and therefore we would use this kind of wavefront 
sensor to interrogate and keep aligned individual aerosol clouds.  When combining 
imagery from multiple apertures, or clouds, we plan to investigate using phase diversity. 
 
8.2#Multiframe#Blind#Deconvolution#"
Technique such as “blind deconvolution” [Kundur1996] are used if the diversity 
terms between images is not known or not well known.  Multi-frame Blind 
Deconvolution [Schulz1993] was developed for speckle imaging, where a precise 
measurement of a stellar object from the ground is not possible due to the changing index 
of refraction caused by the Earth’s atmosphere.  Schulz developed the technique for 
ground-based imaging of finite extent objects and Van Kampen and Paxman extended the 
technique to infinite extent objects, or objects that extend beyond the field of view 
[vanKampen1998].  
In general, multi-frame blind deconvolution works by taking multiple images 
through the optical system.  Ground-based techniques assume that the effect of the 
atmospheric effects are not known exactly, or not measured.   However, certain 
information, such as measuring the Fried parameter (r0) and relying on Kolmogorov 
statistics, are used in the algorithm.  Recent work [Scharmer2010] has shown that high-
order aberrations can be estimated and compensated for computationally.  In our Phase 2 
work, we simulated the cloud physics, and explored using multi-frame blind 
deconvolution to determine the quality of imagery that can be reconstructed using these 
advanced computational optics techniques.  Another form of diversity that can be 
exploited for post-processing of multiple images to better estimate the object is 
wavelength diversity.  This was discussed by Gonsalves [Gonsalves1982] and a blind-
image deconvolution approach was developed and tested more recently by Ingelby et al 
[Ingelby2005].  Assuming our system is polychromatic, we plan to pursue this technique 
as well. 
 
8.3#Sequential#Control#Steps##"" In" the" following," we" outline" the" modeling" and" control" architecture" we"envision" to" realize" a" closed" loop" control" system" that" makes" use" of" the" granular"primary" shape" estimation" scheme." " We" divide" this" control" architecture" into" an"acquisition" step," a" trapping" step," a" rigidification" step," a" static" step," and"a"dynamic"step."""
8.3.1%Acquisition%Step%The" acquisition" step" begins" when" the" cloud," previously" ejected" from" a"canister,"is"detected"and"its"position"and"attitude"are"acquired"by"a"lidar"system.""
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8.3.2%Trapping%Step%Once"acquired,"the"trapping"step"involves"the"capture"and"stabilization"of"the"cloud"inside"a"capture"volume."See"Figure"119."The"capture"volume"is"defined"as"the"volume"in"space"where"a"granular"patch"needs"to"be"placed"as"an"element"of"a"sparse"aperture" system." The" cloud" is" trapped" by" an" external" trapping" mechanism" of" an"electrostatic"or"magnetostatic" type."The"external" confinement"mechanism" is"based"on"the"principle"of"the"Optical"Tweezer."It"relies"on"a"combination"of"the"scattering"and"gradient"optical"force"on"the"grains"to"trap"them"into"equilibrium"states.""
"
Figure&119.&Cloud&inside&capture&volume.&
8.3.4%Rigidification%step%The" rigidification" step" assumes" that" the" trapped" cloud" is" first" driven" to"crystallization" inside" the" capture"volume"by" the"external" confinement"mechanism."Once" rigidified" inside" the" capture" volume," the" cloud" takes" the" form" of" a" thin"compressed"carpet,"and" is"kept"stably" in"that" form."Low"frequency"oscillations"can"and"will" occur," due" to" long" period" perturbations" such" as" gravitational" harmonics,"but"essentially,"the""cloud"behaves"like"a"rigid"body"inside"the"capture"volume.""
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8.3.6%Static%step%Once" shaped," the" cloud" behaves" like" an" equivalent" rigid" reflector." Once" a"model" is"developed"of"a"shaped"granular" layer," the"capability" is"available"to"model"the" entire" spherical" mirror" surface" undergoing" static" deformations." " The" static"solution" for" the" mirror" displacement" is" used" to" optimize" the" electrode" potential"distributions" so" that" the" resulting" aberrations" are" gone." " Therefore," an" iterative"process"is"required"to"optimally"distribute"the"electrode"potentials." "To"do"this,"we"propose" a" quasiQstatic" modal" control" approach" for" the" granular" mirror" shape"control."For"reference,"Figure"120"shows"the"modal"shapes"for"a"segmented"mirror,"obtained"from"modal"analysis."In"this"approach,"the"shape"of"the"mirror"is"given"in"terms" of" orthonormal" polynomials" defined" on" a" unit" disk," which" are" known" as"Zernike" polynomials" [Tyson1997]."Then," an" algorithm" that" computes" the" required"boundary"actuation"will"adjust"the"coefficients" in"these"series" in"order"to"establish"the"desired"spherical"mirror"shape."The"general" two"dimensional"Zernike"series" is"given"in"the"following"form:""
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(22) "and"Anm"are"Zernike"coefficients."Figure"121"(right),"shows"the"Zernike"polynomials"used" to" describe" the" wavefront." Consequently," the" surface" deformations" for" the"mirror" can" be" effectively" described" by" using" these" polynomials," and" there" are"techniques" available" to" extract" the" coefficients" of" these" polynomials" from" sensed"information."Our"approach" is" to"define"a"desired"shape"for" the"mirror,"and"then"to"describe"the"deviation"from"this"shape"in"terms"of"Zernike"series,"and"to"adjust"the"Zernike" coefficients"with" a" control" actuation." At" the" SunQEarth" L2" point," the" large"mirror"will"be"exposed"to"disturbance"forces,"which"vary"extremely"slowly,"such"as"solar" pressure." Therefore," we" can" treat" the" shape" control" of" the" large" mirror" as"finding" the" control" forces" to" correct" the" static" deformations" at" a" given" time." The"
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dynamics" of" the"mirror" are" ignored" in" this" approach," so" the" approach" is" static" in"nature." But," since" this" correction" is" done" frequently," and" the" external" control"actuation"can"be"applied"very"rapidly,"this"is"a"reasonable"simplification."""
"
Figure&120.&Modal&shapes&of&hexagonal&segment.&
8.3.7%Dynamic%step%Once" this" initial" static" step" is" completed," the" system" dynamics" can" be"computed," and" the" system" modal" data" evaluated." This" is" the" beginning" of" the"dynamics"loop.""An" integrated"modeling" approach" previously" considered" for" highQprecision"space" telescopes" is" followed" in" the" development" of" the" system"model" for" control"design"[Moser1998]."The"granular"aperture"dynamic"model"is"a"model"of"the"system"in" modal" space," obtained" from" the" mass" and" stiffness" (M,K)" set." " The" solution" is"based"on"a"continuous"to"discrete"transformation"in"2nd"order"form""
!!ηk + 2ΣΛ !ηk +Λ
2ηk =Φ
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(23) where"&,"'" are"diagonal" (n"x"n)" and"(k" is" (n"x"1)," and"n" is" the"number"of" retained"modes." In" stateQspace" form," where" A" is" (2nx2n)" and" B is" (2nxn)," this" system"becomes:"
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(25) "From" the" global" stiffness" matrix" of" the" cloud," we" can" derive" the" generalized"compliance,"i.e."the"influence"functions."Influence"functions"are"the"mappings" ∂uKi
∂fNj
,"where"uKi"is"the"displacement"at"location"K"in"the"iQth"direction,"and"fNj"is"the"control"action" at" location" N" in" the" jQth" direction." For" reference," Figure" 122" (left)" shows"influence" functions" for" a" hexagonal" segment," obtained" by" applied" unit" actuator"inputs"circumferentially"around"the"mirror.""
"
Figure&121.&Influence&functions&for&hexagonal&segment&(left),&and&Zernike&polynomials&used&to&describe&
wavefront&aberrations&(right).&" Mirror"surface"deformations"are"then"computed"at"each"time"step"given"the"external" perturbation" sources" and" the" actuator" inputs."With" these"mirror" surface"deformations," the" deformed" granular" reflector" shape" can" be" synthesized." The"
Zernike'Polynomials'Used'To'Describe'Wavefront'Aberrations'
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coefficients"of"the"Zernicke"polynomials"are"then"identified,"and"the"corresponding"control" inputs" are" then" computed." These" voltages" are" compared" with" the" static"voltages" required" to" attain" the" ideal" spherical" surface," and" a" corrective" control"action"is"requested"with"an"additional"voltage"correction."""
 
8.4#Wavefront#Sensing#and#Control#System#Performance#"
In this section, we examine the optical imaging performance of a granular imager 
for two types of systems: a high-resolution imager and a high-contrast coronagraph.  The 
first system is depicted graphically in Fig 122. In this case the most important metric of 
performance is resolution.  The modulation transfer function measures how the 
modulation of a sinusoidal intensity variation in the image plane will vary as a function 
of spatial frequency.  An ideal system will pass the zeroth spatial frequency perfectly but 
the modulation slowly decreases with spatial frequency until it reaches the cutoff 
frequency, 2*Nyquist Rate, where the modulation falls to zero.  Traditionally, an object is 
considered resolvable if it modulates the intensity by greater than 10%.  It has also been 
shown that low contrast images are able to be boosted back to nominal using a Wiener 
filter as long as the signal to noise (SNR) of the system is sufficiently high [Pratt1972], 
which often correlates with a 10% spatial frequency cutoff. 
In the simulations presented in this section, the parabolic primary mirror of the 
granular imager was filled randomly with small, unresolved grains (grain size << 
granular imager focal length).  The fill factor, or the fraction of the aperture that is filled 
with grains, was allowed to vary from 0.2 to 1.0.  In addition, the wavefront phase 




In the first simulation, the fill factor of the granular imager is allowed to vary but 
the wavefront phase had no phase aberrations in the pupil (0 waves rms).  Fig. 123 is a 
plot of the granular imager MTF vs. spatial frequency for several fill factor values. As 
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expected the modulation decreases as a function of fill factor.  However the resolution 
doesn’t change appreciably until the fill factor is below 0.3.  The 10% resolution cutoff 
for a perfect system occurs at approximately 1.6*Nyquist rate, even with a fill factor of 
0.4, the resolution cutoff has only degraded to 1.4*Nyquist or approximately 12%.  
Although the contrast suffers as we decrease the fill factor, we may still be able to 
recover ~90% of the image in post processing using standard Wiener filtering techniques. 
In the second simulation, the fill factor of the granular imager is now kept 
constant at fill factor = 1.0 and wavefront phase error (WFE) was allowed to be vary 
from 0.1 – 0.5 waves rms aberration.  Fig. 128 is a plot of the granular imager MTF vs. 
spatial frequency for several WFE cases.  These plots reveal, that even with a fully filled 
aperture, the WFE limits the performance of the system severely when the WFE is 
greater than approximately 0.2 waves.  Therefore, it’s important to correct the optical 







High Contrast coronagraphy is a more challenging case for the granular imager 
and the wavefront control system is critical.  The granular imager was modeled in 
conjunction with a hybrid Lyot coronagraph (HLC) [Trauger2014] as depicted in Fig 125.  
In the results presented here, the grains were small, unresolved spheres that scattered 
light equally in all directions and the entrance pupil limited the surface roughness of the 
coronagraph to a simple power law power spectral density function with an peak-to-
valley phase error of 200nm (30 nm rms), and an amplitude uniformity error of 8% peak-
to-valley (1.2% rms).  The coronagraph acts as a high-pass spatial filter, suppressing the 
light from an on-axis star, but leaves the light from nearby objects such as planets 
relatively intact.  The difficulty of using a granular imager for this application lies in the 
fact that the grains will scatter light from the star into the mid-spatial frequencies where 
they will drown out the light from nearby objects, rendering the coronagraph ineffective.  
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However, the use of a wavefront control system can help mitigate this issue.  A 
wavefront control system was placed before the entrance aperture of the coronagraph as 
shown in Fig 125.  In this configuration, two deformable mirrors (DM1 & DM2) are used 
to control the electric field at the occulter.  One is placed in a pupil plane and another is 
placed outside the pupil plane.  At least two DMs are required because a single DM 
located at the Coronagraph pupil could not control both phase and amplitude errors 






Contrast is a measure of how much the light from the on-axis star has been reduced as 
compared to nearby objects.  The greater the contrast, the fainter an object can be and still 
be detected.   Simulations of the contrast provided by the system above were run for a fill 
factor of 1.0 (normal aperture) and a fill factor of 0.5 (sparse aperture) are shown in Fig 
130.  As we expect when the fill factor is reduced from 1.0 to 0.5, light is scattered in all 
directions to form a speckle field. Note that in the normal aperture case (fill factor = 1.0) 
the scattered light rolls off as a power law as we defined it.  However in the sparsely 
filled case (fill factor = 0.5) the light is scattered in all directions as expected.  The 
control system allows us to dig a dark hole in the scattered light as shown in the zoomed 
in insets in the lower half of Fig 126.  Although the contrast in the dark hole has 
decreased from 10-10 to 10-8, we are still able to control the majority of the scattered light 
from the grains using the EFC algorithm in conjunction with two deformable mirrors 
(DM). See Fig. 126. If the wavefront control system were not able to control the scattered 
light, no dark hole would form.  Two DMs gives you more controllability than one 
because we are increasing the number of degrees of freedom that we can use to control 
each point in the image plane.  Therefore, it may be possible to increase the contrast by 
increasing the number of DMs used.    
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Now we ask the question: How sparse can an aperture be before we lose all 
controllability?  To answer the question for the case of 2 DMs, we performed simulations 
where the fill factor was allowed to vary from 0.1 to 1.0.  The mean contrast in the dark 
hole was plotted as a function of fill factor in Fig 127.  As can be seen, the contrast in the 
dark hole increases for fill factors greater than 0.3 regardless of whether or not phase 
errors were present.  This suggests that the granular cloud does not have to be perfectly 
shaped into a parabola but rather just needs to be shaped with an RMS surface roughness 
that is within the capture range of the wavefront control system.  This allows one to trade 
between grain trapping error and the wavefront control capture range.  
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system." The" spacecraft" has" its" own" thrusters" and" reaction" wheels" to" maintain"precision" optical" alignment" using" a" laser" metrology" truss" developed" at" JPL" as" a"precision" sensor." The" light" blue" boxes" represent" the"midQlevel" control" systems." A"STOP"integrated"model"was"created"for"a"single"patch/cloud"and"its"corresponding"correction/collections"system."Drivers"to"the"STOP"model"include"thermal"variations"(purple"circle)"based"on" the" trajectory"of" the"system"relative" to" the"Sun"and"other"thermal" sources." The" STOP" model" has" two" main" control" systems," one" for" LOS"correction" and" an" adaptive" optics" control" system" that" uses" a" ShackQHartmann"sensor"to"control"a"deformable"mirror."Combining"information"from"multiple"STOP"models" (one" for" each" patch)," a" timeQvarying" PSF" is" computed" (green" box)." The"relative"positions"of"each"cloud"may"vary"with"respect" to"each"other;" therefore,"an"outer" control" system" for" maintaining" precision" phasing" between" the" patches" is"necessary" (shown" in" yellow)." An" IPO" (InQfocus" PSF" Optimizer)" is" another"WFS&C"algorithm"developed"at"JPL"for"segmented"optical"systems."This"algorithm"will"drive"the" optical" delay" lines" to"maintain" the" relative" phase" of" each" patch" and"will" also"provide" feedback" information" to" the"LOS"control" to"maintain"pointing."Finally," the"timeQvarying" PSF" is" convolved" with" an" image" (or" “scene”)." Speckle" imaging" and"multiframe" blind" deconvolution" algorithms" were" investigated" to" “clean" up”" the"imagery"to"get"an"accurate"estimate"of"the"original"scene."The" integrated" modeling" simulation" is" needed" to" provide" a" simulation"environment" with" which" to" assess" the" system" performance." " This" simulation"leverages" the" preliminary" simulation" engine" initially" developed" in" Phase" I." The"simulation" flow" starts" in" the" upper" left" corner" with" data" provided" by" the" optical"manipulation"experiments."This"engine"computes" the"motions"of" the"particles" that"make"up"the"PMC."It"was"modified"as"necessary"as"data"from"the"planned"laboratory"experiments" becomes" available." The" orange" rectangle" in" the" left" represents" the"microscale" control" system" of" the" particles." Its" purpose" is" to" “corral”" the" particles,"keep" them" functioning" as" a" unit," and" ensure" the" optical" properties" of" the"conglomerate"meet"the"requirements"for"the"next"stages"of"control."Assuming"now"that" the" system" is" successfully" contained" and" trapped" in" space," from" the" known"position"and"orientation"of"the"particles,"a"complex"electromagnetic"pupil"function"is"computed," from"which"the"optical" figure"and"pupil"can"be"determined"(green"box)."The"red"box"in"Figure"128"represents"the"next"stage"of"control,"which"is"the"relative"position"and"orientation"of"the"separate"spacecraft"imaging"system."Each"spacecraft"in" the" formation" has" its" own" thrusters" and" reaction"wheels" to"maintain" precision"optical"alignment"with"the"equivalent"“virtual"truss”."The"light"blue"boxes"in"Figure"128" represent" the"midQlevel" control" systems" involving" the"wavefront" sensing" and"control." A" STOP" integrated" model" was" created" for" a" single" patch/cloud" and" its"corresponding" correction/collections" system." Drivers" to" the" STOP" model" include"thermal"variations"(purple"circle)"based"on"the"trajectory"of" the"system"relative"to"the"Sun"and"other"thermal"sources."The"STOP"model"has"two"main"control"systems,"one" for" LOS" correction" and" an" adaptive" optics" control" system" that" uses" a" ShackQHartmann" sensor" to" control" a" deformable" mirror." Combining" information" from"multiple"STOP"models"(one"for"each"patch),"a"timeQvarying"PSF"is"computed"(green"box)." The" relative" positions" of" each" cloud" may" vary" with" respect" to" each" other;"therefore," an" outer" control" system" for"maintaining"precision"phasing"between" the"patches" is" necessary." Finally," the" timeQvarying" point" spread" function" (PSF)" is"
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convolved"with" an" image" (or" “scene”)," at" the" right" of" Figure"128." Speckle" imaging"and"multiframe"blind"deconvolution"algorithms"were"investigated"to"“clean"up”"the"imagery"to"get"an"accurate"estimate"of"the"original"scene.""
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-! F_C"Q"Define"the"PMC"frame"F_C"by"3"fiducial"points"at"the"periphery"of"the"PMC"membrane." The" z" axis" is" defined" normal" to" the" fiducial" plane," and" in" the"direction"of" the"nominal"LOS"of" the" telescope."The"F_C" frame" is" located"at" the"“mechanical" center”" of" the" PMC," defined" by" the" mean" location" of" the" three"fiducial"points."
-! F_O" Q" Define" the" Orbital" frame" F_O" of" the" PMC" for" a" geosynchronous" or"heliocentric" orbit." The" orbital" frame" is" defined" with" x_O" axis" along" positive"radial" vector" r" from" Sun" center" to" the" mechanical" center" of" the" PMC," and"z_O=rXv,"where"v"is"the"orbital"velocity"vector."The"orbital"frame"is"assumed"to"be"located"at"the"mechanical"center"of"the"PMC."
-! F_T"Q"Telescope"Formation"Frame"F_T," is"an" inertial" frame" located"at"center"of"PMC," which" specifies" the" desired" attitude" of" the" telescope" (this" points" the"telescope"LOS"to"a"desired"J2000"location,"and"maintains"acceptable"twist"angle"of" the" formation).Thus"defined," the" z" axis"of" F_T," is" labelled"as" the" axis"of" the"desired"telescope"LOS."
-! Define"body"frames"F_fpa,"F_pfs,"and"F_lcts"for"the"free"flying"elements"FPA,"FPS,"LCTS,"respectively."
-! q_A" Q" Define" the" formation" attitude" q_A" as" the" quaternion" (or" equivalent"direction" cosine"matrix" A)"which"maps" the" F_I" frame" into" the" F_T" frame," i.e.,"F_T="A"F_I"
-! q_R"Q"Define"the"PMC"alignment"as"the"quaternion"q_R"(or"equivalent"direction"cosine"matrix"R)"which"maps"the"F_T"frame"into"the"F_C"frame,"i.e.,"F_C=q_R"F_T""
9.1.2&Kinematics&and&Kinetics&of&System&in&Orbit&"The"assumptions"we"used"to"model"the"dynamics"follows"[Quadrelli2003],"and"are"as"follows:"1)"The"inertial"frame"F_I"is"fixed"at"Earth’s"center."2)"The"orbiting"Frame"(ORF)"F_O"follows"a"Keplerian"orbit."3)"the"cloud"system"dynamics"is"referred"to"F_O."4)"the"attitude"of"each"grain"uses"the"principal"body"frame"as"body"fixed"frame."5)"the" atmosphere" is" assumed" to" be" rigidly" rotating" with" the" Earth." Regarding" the"grains" forming" the" cloud:" 1)" each" grain" is" modeled" as" a" rigid" body;" 2)" a" simple"attitude"estimator"provides"attitude"estimates,"3)"a"simple"guidance"logic"commands"the"position" and"attitude"of" each" grain," 4)" a" simple" local" feedback" control" of" local"states" is" used" to" stabilize" the" attitude" of" the" vehicle." Regarding" the" cloud:" 1)" the"cloud" as" a" whole" is" modeled" as" an" equivalent" rigid" body" in" orbit," and" 2)" an"associated" graph" establishes" grain" connectivity" and" enables" coupling" between"modes"of"motion"at"the"micro"and"macro"scales;"3)"a"simple"guidance"and"estimation"logic"is"modeled"to"estimate"and"command"the"attitude"of"this"equivalent"rigid"body;"4)"a"cloud"shape"maintenance"controller"is"based"on"the"dynamics"of"a"stable"virtual"truss" in" the" orbiting" frame." Regarding" the" environmental" perturbations" acting" on"
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the"cloud:"1)"a"nonQspherical"gravity"field"including"J0"(Earth’s"spherical"field)"zonal"component," J2" (Earth’s" oblateness)" and" J3" zonal" components" is" implemented;" 2)"atmospheric" drag" is" modeled" with" an" exponential" model;" 3)" solar" pressure" is"modeled" assuming" the" Sun" is" inertially" fixed;" and" 4)" the" Earth’s"magnetic" field" is"model"using"an"equivalent"dipole"model."The"equations"of"motion"are"written" in"a"referential" system"with"respect" to" the"origin"of" the"orbiting" frame"and" the"state" is"propagated"forward"in"time"using"an"incremental"predictorQcorrector"scheme."""
"
Figure&130."Geometrical&description&of&orbiting&cloud&in&orbit.&"Figure"130"shows"the"kinematic"parameters"of"a"1000"element"cloud"in"orbit." "The"motion" of" the" system" is" described"with" respect" to" a" local" verticalQlocal" horizontal"(LVQLH)" orbiting" reference" frame" (x,y,z)=FORF" of" origin" OORF" which" rotates" with"mean"motion"Ω"and"orbital" semiQmajor"axis"R0."The"orbital"geometry"at" the" initial"time" is" defined" in" terms" of" its" six" orbital" elements," and" the" orbital" dynamics"equation" for" point" OORF" is" propagated" forward" in" time" under" the" influence" of" the"gravitational"field"of"the"primary"and"other"external"perturbations,"described"below."The"origin"of" this" frame"coincides"with"the" initial"position"of" the"center"of"mass"of"the"system,"and"the"coordinate"axes"are"z"along"the"local"vertical,"x"toward"the"flight"direction," and" y" in" the" orbit" normal" direction." " The" inertial" reference" frame"(X,Y,Z)=FI" is" geocentric" inertial" for" LEO" (X" points" toward" the" vernal" equinox," Z"toward" the" North" Pole," and" Y" completes" the" right" handed" reference" frame)," and"heliocentric"inertial"for"other"applications."The"orbit"of"the"origin"of"FORF"is"defined"by" the" six" orbital" elements" a" (semimajor" axis)," e" (eccentricity)," i" (inclination)," ΩL"(longitude"of"ascending"node)," "(argument"of"perigee),"ν"(true"anomaly),"and"time"of"passage"through"periapsis."From"Figure"130,"the"position"vector"of"a"generic"grain"
!
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with" respect" to"OORF" is"denoted"by"ρi," and"we"have"ri=R0+"ρi."We"define" the" cloud"state"vector"as""" "






(29) ""where:"Ai="rotation"matrix"of"iQth"body"frame"wrt."Inertial;""R0="orbital"radius"vector"to" origin" of" ORF;" " Ω" =" orbital" rate;" Csi=" rotation"matrix" of" cloud" body" frame"wrt."Inertial;" fa,e" =" actuation"+" external" forces" (gravity," aerodynamics,"magnetic," solar);"mi,s"="grain/cloud"mass;"wi,s"="body," cloud"angular" rate;" τa,e"="actuation"+"external"
X = rE, rE,R0, R0,…ρi,qi, ρi,ω i,R s, R s,ρs, ρs,qs,ω s( )
 
V0 = R0
v i = ρi
Rbi = −ω
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Vs = R s
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ρi = − V0 − Ω
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(fJ 2 + fJ 3)s
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ρs = − Vs − Ω
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×Ω×ρs − 2Ω
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f pert + fJ2 + fJ3
m
"(ORF"orbital"dynamics)" (32)""where:" !!=!relative!position!vector!of!mass!with!respect!to!ORF,!R0!=!orbital!radius!vector! to! origin! of! ORF,! ! "=! orbital! rate,! µE! =! gravitational! parameter,! fa! =!thruster! actuation! force! vector,! fs! =! solar! pressure! force! vector,! f3! =! third>body!forces!vector,!m!=!spacecraft!mass!with!rotors!added,!and!fpert,!fJ2,!fJ3=!resultants!of!higher!order!gravitational!terms!from!the!primary!acting!on!the!entire!system!as!an!extended!body.!The!rotational!dynamics!equations!of!a!spacecraft!with!a!gyroscopic!distribution! about! its! center! of! mass! (for! example,! reaction! wheels! or! control!moment!gyros)!are:!!! ! (33)!! !(i=1,…,!number!of!rotors)! (34)!!where! !=!spacecraft’s!body!angular!rate,!ge!=!external!perturbation!torques!(solar!pressure,!gravity!gradient,!J2,!etc.),!ga!=!thruster!actuator!torques,!gw!=!rotor!control!torque,!J!=!spacecraft!moment!of!inertia,! =!angular!momentum!of!the!i"th!rotor.!! An! integrated!modeling! approach! previously! considered! for! high>precision!space! telescopes! is! followed! in! the! development! of! the! system!model! for! control!design![Mosier1998,!Mosier2000].!The!vehicle!plant!model!is!a!model!of!the!system!in! modal! space,! obtained! from! the! system! mass! and! stiffness! matrix! set.! ! After!solving! the! eigenvalue! problem!
 KaΦa = Λa MaΦa



































Ua = AaZa + BaUa ! (35)!!
 !!ρ = −






fa + fs + f3
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!where! Σ,! Λ! are! diagonal! (n! x! n)! and! ηk! is! the! modal! displacement,! and! n! is! the!number!of!retained!modes.!In!state>space!form,!where!A!is!(2nx2n)!and!B!is!(2nxn),!!this!system!becomes:!!
 
!xk = A !xk + Buuk + Bwwk
yk = Cyxk + Dyuk + v
zk = Cz xk
!
(36)!! where!uk! is! the!actuator! input,!wk! is!a!disturbance! input,!and!v! is! sensor!noise,!representative! of! the! spacecraft! gyro! noise.! Bw! deﬁnes! how! the! disturbances! are!input! into! the! system,! Bu! deﬁnes! how! the! actuator! commands! are! input! to! the!system,!Cy!relates!the!sensor!outputs!to!the!states,!!z!are!the!performance!outputs,!Cz!relates!the!performance!outputs!to!the!states,!Dy!relates!the!performance!outputs!to!the! control! inputs,! and! y! are! the! sensor! outputs.! The! inputs! and! outputs! of! the!model! are! defined! based! on! the! desired! disturbances,! performance! outputs,! and!control! systems.! The! equations! of! motion! for! the! flexible! spacecraft! in! global!coordinates!can!be!written! in!terms!of! the!configuration!vector!q! (of! length!ng+1),!which! contains! the! nodal! displacements! and! rotations! of! each! node! in! global!coordinates!plus! the!rotor! rotation!angles!plus! the!rigid!body!degrees!of! freedom.!The! global! equations! need! to! be! reduced! from! the! global! set! ng! of! dependent!configuration! variables! to! a! set! of! independent! degrees! of! freedom!ne,! and! this! is!done! by! a! transformation! q=Tqe,! where! T! is! of! dimension! ng×ne.! Splitting! the!equations!in!elastic!(e)!and!rigid!(r)!coordinates,!we!have:!!
! ! (37)!where!now!Mee=TTMgT,!and!similarly!for!the!other!matrices.!!!!
9.2$Confined$Aperture$Pointing$Control$! !!!!Robust!and!realistic!control,!sensing,!estimation,!and!system!identification!methodologies! and! algorithms! are! common! to! most! of! the! gossamer! spacecraft!envisioned! in! NASA! missions.! This! commonality! stems! from! the! fact! that! their!control! design! and! performance! is! very! sensitive! to! modeling! errors.! These! may!arise!from!unmodeled!flexibility!in!large!structures,!unmodeled!sensor!and!actuator!dynamics,!and!uncertainties! in! the! interaction!with! the!environment.!The! long! life!expectancy! of! these! envisioned! missions! (3! to! 5! years)! requires! a! sensing! and!actuation!scheme,!which!must!be!robust!to!uncertainties!in!the!plant!model.!There!are! a! variety! of! dynamics! and! control! issues! associated! with! gossamer>like!spacecraft,! which! have! only! begun! to! be! addressed.! Some! are! common! to! other!spacecraft!as!well,!but!in!general!they!present!additional!problems.!!
 
Mee!!qe +M er !Ω+(Gee +Dee ) !qe +K eeqe = fe
Mre!!qe +Mrr !Ω = fr
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The!Granular!imager!aperture!would!be!light,!possibly!very!large,!and!hence!simultaneously!quite!flexible.!The!pointing!issues!of!large!flexible!spacecraft!cannot!be! addressed! as! if! they!were!more! traditional! structures.! The! problem! is! difficult!because!a!high!control!bandwidth!is!necessary!for!tight!requirements,!relative!to!the!low!frequency!structural!modes.!One!issue!related!to!the!momentum!control!of!the!Granular!imager!is!that!solar!torques!will!be!large!because!the!surface!is!large!and!opaque,! and! the! center!of!pressure! to! center!of!mass!offset! is! also! large.!This! can!lead! to! substantial! propellant! requirements! to! maintain! pointing.! For! very! large!reflectors,!the!propellant!mass!alone!could!be!prohibitive.!!In! general,! the! control! problem! for! gossamer! spacecraft! is! multifaceted.!There!exist!problems!arising!from!shape!errors!originating!in!manufacturing!errors,!fabrication!errors,!and!errors!deriving!from!dynamic!noise!and!ageing.! In!terms!of!attitude! control,! as! structures! get! larger,! and! more! flexible,! control>structure!interaction! becomes! the! dominant! cause! for! possible! instability.! Translational!control! becomes! necessary! if! the! gossamer! spacecraft! must! fly! in! a! formation.!Pointing! control! is! very! demanding! when! inflatable! apertures! are! used! in!interferometric!instruments.!Momentum!control!becomes!necessary!to!compensate!for! solar! pressure! disturbances.! Shape! control! represents! a! challenge! for!maintenance!of! surface!accuracy.!Deployment! control! is! advisable,! since! inflatable!structures! are! tightly! packaged! with! tendency! to! crease! formation! in! the! film!material,!which!has!an!influence!on!the!deployment!trajectory.!!!Based!on!the!Hubble!Space!Telescope!test!data,!also!used!for!the!James!Webb!Telescope![Mosier1998,! Mosier2000],! the! disturbance! forces! and! torques! can! be!modeled!as!consisting!of!discrete!harmonics!of!the!reaction!wheel!speed,!frwa,!with!amplitudes!proportional!to!the!square!of!the!wheel!speed:!!
! (38)!!where!m(t)!is!the!disturbance!torque!or!force,!Ci!is!an!amplitude!coefficient,!hi!is!the!harmonic! number,! and! ϕ! is! a! random! phase! (uniform! over! [0;! 2π]).! Using! this!model,!estimating!the!amplitude!coefficient!and!the!harmonic!number!is!equivalent!to! determining! the! amplitude! and! frequency! of! each! component! as! a! function! of!wheel!speed.!The!disturbances!that!can!be!measured!are!forces!in!the!plane!of!the!wheel! (radial! forces),! force! along! the! wheel's! axis! of! rotation! (axial! force),! and!wobble! torques! (radial! torques).!Experimentally,! torque!about! the!axis!of! rotation!(torque! ripple! and! motor! cogging)! was! found! to! be! insignificant.! With! standard!sensing! equipment! located! on! board! the! bus,! i.e.! three>axis! accelerometers,! gyro!unit,!and!a!global!attitude!determination!system!such!as!an!on>board!star! tracker,!both!inertial!position!(in!inertial!coordinates),!inertial!attitude!(with!respect!to!the!inertial! reference! frame,!which! is! being!propagated! through! ephemeris! in! the! on>board!computer)!and!their!rates!can!be!determined.!Some!estimation!procedure!is!necessary!when!the!full!dynamic!state!cannot!be!measured.!With!this! information,!the!nonlinear!gyroscopic!terms!in!the!equations!of!motion!can!be!cancelled!from!the!
( )2
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equations.!This! cancellation! results! in!a! feedback! linearized!equation!of!motion! in!the! direction! of! the! controlled! axes,! namely! we! achieve! near! perfect! state!decoupling,!and!we!can!design! the! local!controllers!assuming! independent!control!loops.!!The!pointing!control!algorithms!would!rely!on!a!feedback!linearization!of!the!dynamics! to! derive! a! globally,! exponentially! stable! controller! for! the! pointing!dynamics.!An! attitude! estimator! on!board! the!bus!provides! real>time! estimates! of!the! attitude! quaternion! and! angular! velocity.! A! command! profiler! specifies! the!command! to! be! tracked,! in! the! form! of! a! constant! or! a! step! versus! time.! These!commands! are! provided! to! the! controller! in! the! form! of! desired! attitude,! angular!velocity,! and! angular! acceleration.! It! is! desired! to! cancel! all! possible! dynamic!nonlinearities! arising! from! gyroscopic! and! centrifugal! terms,! as! derived! from! the!equations!of!motion.!The!rotational!control!torque!vector! !is!then!of!the!following!form! ! ! ! (39)!!where! Γpi! and! Γvi! are! rotational! control! gain! matrices,! JP! is! the! payload!moment!of!inertia!matrix,!λ!is!the!unit!eigenaxis!of!rotation,!θerr!is!the!magnitude!of!rotation!corresponding! to! the!difference!between! the!commanded!((⋅)Cmd)!and! the!estimated! ((⋅)Est)! quaternion,! hcancel! is! the! vector! of! the! centrifugal! and! Coriolis!nonlinear!terms!to!be!cancelled,!which!can!be!obtained!from!the!appropriate!terms!in!the!equation!of!motion,!and!NωP!and!NαP!are!the!angular!velocity!and!acceleration!vectors! of! the! payload! respectively.! The! desired! control! forces! and! torques! are!subsequently!fed!to!the!thruster!selection!logic!and!to!the!reaction!wheel!selection!logic.! The! thruster! selection! logic! features! a! nonlinear! programming! logic,! which!computes! the! desired! onEtime! durations! of! all! thrusters! such! that! a! weighted!combination! of! force! and! torque! errors! (as! differences! between! achievable! and!commanded)!is!minimized!with!the!constraints!of!positive!onEtime.!In!a!similar!way,!the! torque! command! is! distributed! on! the! reaction! wheels! depending! on! their!orientation!in!the!spacecraft!body!frame.!!!
9.3$Formation$Control,$Sensing,$and$Estimation$!The! Granular! Imager! Formation! Control! diagram! is! shown! in! Figure! 131.! The!translation!control!actually!implemented!on!the!iEth!spacecraft!is!of!the!form!!!!
fi=(Kpi(qCmdiEqEsti)+(Kvi(vCmdiEvEsti)+MiaCmdi!! (40)!!where!Kpi! and!Kvi! are! translation! control! gain!matrices,!Mi! is! the! spacecraft!mass!matrix,!qEsti! and!qCmdi! represent! the! estimated! and! commanded! translation! state,!respectively.!!The!rotational!control!instead!is!of!the!following!form!!!
[ ] N N Npi err Cmd err Est vi Cmd Est P Cmd cancel= ( ) - ( ) + ( - )+ +P P P! !τ Γ λ λ Γ ω ω J α h
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 Ti=Γpi( ( err)CmdiE !λ!( err)Esti)+ (Γpi( CmdiE  Esti)+Ji Cmdi! (41)!!where!Γpi!and!Γvi!are!rotational!control!gain!matrices,!Ji!is!the!spacecraft!moment!of!inertia! matrix,! λ! is! the! eigenaxis! of! rotation,! θerr! is! the! magnitude! of! rotation!corresponding! to! the! difference! between! the! commanded! and! the! estimated!quaternions,!and! !and! !are!the!angular!velocity!and!acceleration!respectively.!!!!!!
!
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spacecraft!is!decentralized.!Star!tracker!and!gyro!measurements!are!each!spacecraft!are! processed! to! give! the! spacecraft! attitude! relative! to! an! inertial! frame.!Accelerometer!and!relative!position!measurements!in!the!form!of!an!RF!metrology!sensor!are!also!available.!!!
(
Figure(133.(Proposed(Formation(Estimator!!!
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9.5$Stochastic$Guidance$of$Granular$Medium$using$Optimal$Transport$! Optimal! transport!(OT)! is!an!optimization!approach!that! is!used!to! find!the!optimum!transference!plan!from!an!initial!distribution!µ!to!the!desired!distribution!
!!with!respect!to!the!given!cost!function![Villani2008].!OT!has!been!previously!used!for!the!formation!control!of!swarms!of!spacecraft![Bandyopadhyay2014].!Since!the!cloud! of! particles! can! be! modeled! as! a! distribution! over! the! state! space,! OT! is!applicable! for! this! problem.! ! As! shown! in! Fig.! 135,! the! initial! distribution! of! the!swarm!µ0!is!a!uniform!distribution!over!the!state!space.!The!desired!distribution!!!is!a! parabolic! telescope! shape.! The! objective! of! our! control! law! is! to! drive! the!distribution!of!the!particles!to!the!desired!distribution.!!!!A! further! complication!arises!due! to! the! fact! that! the!particles!do!not!have!any! onboard! actuators,! and! external! electric! fields! are! used! to! control! all! the!particles! simultaneously.! Moreover,! the! number! of! actuators! are! significantly!smaller! than! the! number! of! particles! and! the! effect! of! the! particles! due! to! each!actuator! depends! on! the! strength! of! the! control! input! and! the! distance! from! the!actuator.!Therefore,!the!timeEvarying!nature!of!the!swarm!distribution!is!given!by:!! ! (42)!!where! uk! is! the! control! input! at! the! kth! time! instant! and! fk(µk)! is! a! deterministic!linear!function!of!µk.!Therefore,!the!OP!problem!at!the!kth!time!instant!is!given!by:!!
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10.$Granular$Medium$Trapping$and$Confinement$! We! developed! techniques! for! the! modeling! and! simulation! of! trapped!granular!media,!within!the!context!of!the!Granular!Imager!project.!After!describing!the! physics! of! trapped! granular!media! in! space,! we! discussed! the!methodologies!used!to!stably!confine!and!shape!such!a!medium!using!electromagnetic! fields.!The!numerical!models!have!also!been!validated!with!results!in!the!literature,!obtaining!excellent!agreement.!The! results!of! the!numerical! tests! indicate! that! it! is!possible,!with!structural!arrangements!of!rings!and!plates!at!different! levels!of!electrostatic!potential,!to!stably!confine!one!or!more!charged!particles,!when!driven!by!voltages!that!can!be!modulated!in!time!and!space.!!!
10.1$Trapping$and$Confinement$Techniques$!We!have!been!exploring!options!for!trapping!and!confinement!based!on!techniques!being!used! to! contain!and! levitate!atmospheric! aerosols! (clouds!of! ice! crystals)! in!ground! laboratories.! Some! of! these! include! aerodynamic! levitation,! acoustic!levitation,!optical!levitation,!electric!levitation,!magnetic!levitation,!radioE!frequency!levitation!and!superconducting!levitation.!The!most!promising!techniques!are!based!on! electroE! dynamic! trapping! using! electrodynamic! balances! [Major2005],![Davis2012].! There! are! different! possibilities! that! are! relevant! to! the! Orbiting!Rainbows! task! (i.e.,! levitation! in! vacuum).! Some! of! these! options! are! shown! in!Figure!137,!taken!from![Davis2012].!These!are:!
-! Electrodynamics!levitation:!Small!particles!can!be!confined!by!electrodes!in!an!electrostatic! trap! (Penning! trap).! A! Paul! trap! includes! a! lateral! magnetic!confinement! field,!which! adds! stability.! A!major! issue! in! levitation! is! particle!stability,!and!stability!requires!that!the!suspended!object!have!forces!exerted!on!it,!which! return! it! to! its! initial!position!when! it! is! slightly!displaced! from! that!position.!
-! Parallel!plate!capacitor.!Since!the!parallel!plate!Millikan!condenser!cannot!exert!a!restoring!force!on!a!charged!droplet!in!either!vertical!or!horizontal!directions,!the!particle!drifts.!
-! Electrostatic! balances.! Although! the! electrostatic! balance! of!Millikan! does! not!provide!stable!suspension,!the!use!of!electroEoptic!feedback!control!allows!for!a!weak!restoring!force!in!virtue!of!the!electrode!shape.!
-! Electrodynamic! balances.! By! inserting! a! ring! electrode! at! the! center! plane!between!the!plates!of!a!Millikan!condenser!and!by!applying!an!AC!potential!to!the! ring! electrode,! the! charged! particle! can! be! focused! at! the! center! of! the!balance.!
-! Lorentz!coupling!with! the!planetary!magnetic! field,!assuming! that! the!grain! is!electrically!charged.!
-! Optical! levitation.! In! a! threeEdimensional! gradientEforce! optical! trap! for!microscopic!dielectric!particles!was!demonstrated! in!1986.!They! showed! that!lowEabsorbing,!dielectric!spherical!particles!with!an! index!of!refraction!higher!
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than!that!of!a!surrounding!liquid!could!be!trapped!in!three!dimensions!by!use!of!a! strongly! focused! Gaussian! laser! beam.! This! phenomenon! was! suggested!earlier! for!moving!atoms!and!more!recently!has! led!to!biomedical!and!related!applications! involving! micromanipulation! of! living! cells,! chromosomes,! and!motor! proteins.! However,! the! conventional! gradientEforce! trap! based! on! the!design! of! Ashkin! [Ashkin1970]! has! some! limitations.! Trapped! particles! are!susceptible! to!optical!damage!by!absorptive!heating!because! the!center!of! the!trap!is!located!in!the!highEintensity!focal!region!of!the!beam.!Another!limitation!is! that!multiple!particles!may!be!attracted! into! the!same!trap;! thus! isolating!a!single!particle!requires!dilute!samples.!Furthermore,!the!trapping!of!lowEindex!particles!such!as!bubbles!and!droplets!or!of!absorbing!particles!such!as!metallic!fragments!requires!a!rotating!beam!when!a!conventional!gradientEforce!trap!is!used.! There! are! probably! other! options,! involving! multiEphysics! coupling! at!different!levels.!!
!
Figure(137.(Various(types(of(electrodynamic(traps((from([Davis2012])(!!Two! or! more! atoms! stripped! of! their! outer! electrons,! trapped! by! electric! fields!array! themselves! in! structures! that! behave! like! both! liquids! and! solids.! The!possibility!of!achieving!a!regular!structure!of!a!plasma!and!the!ability!of!this!plasma!to!be!controlled!remotely!by!the!direct!control!of!electric!and!magnetic!fields!lead!us!to!the!concrete!realization!of!an!adaptive!and!reEconfigurable!lens.!Employing!the!control!over!the!temperature!and!position!of!ions!(atoms!stripped!of!one!or!more!of! their!electrons)! it! is!possible! to!obtain!a!particular!state!of!matter!called!microplasma!by!extension!from!the!large!groups!of!ions!and!electrons!known!
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as!plasmas.!A!microplasma!is!made!by!applying!electric!fields!in!order!to!confine!a!certain!amount!of!ions!in!a!specified!region!of!space.!Consequently!a!cooling!process!called! laser! cooling! cools! the! ions! near! to! zero! kelvin.! The! final! temperature! is!related! to! the!behavior!of! the! ions!as!a!whole!entity.!As! it! is! explained!below,! the!lower! is! the! temperature,! the!more! solidElike! the! behavior! of! the! plasma!will! be.!Microplasmas!can!serve!as!models!for!the!dense!plasmas!in!stellar!objects.!Like!the!atoms! in! liquids,! the! ions! in! some! cold! microplasmas! can! diffuse! through! a!somewhat!ordered!state.!In!other!cases,!the!ions!can!resemble!the!atoms!in!solids,!diffusing!very!slowly!through!a!crystal! lattice.!The!nature!of!microplasmas!is!quite!different!from!that!of!conventional!liquids!and!solids.!Whereas!common!liquids!and!solids!have!densities!of!about!1023!atoms!per!cubic!centimeter,!microplasmas!have!concentrations! of! about! 108! ions! per! cubic! centimeter.! Furthermore,! whereas!internal! attractive! forces! between! the! atoms! hold! conventional! liquids! or! solids!together,! external! electric! fields! hold! the! trapped! ion! microplasmas! together.!Indeed,!the!ions,!which!all!have!the!same!charge,!actually!repel!each!other!and!tend!to!disperse!the!microplasma.!The! specific! heat,! melting! point! and! other! thermodynamic! properties! of! a! oneEcomponent!plasma!depend!greatly!on!the!density!and!the!temperature!of!the!mobile!particles;!This!explains!why!the!electromagnetic!confinement!is!essential!in!order!to!obtain! and! manipulate! the! physical! properties! of! a! oneEcomponent! plasma.! The!dimensionless!parameter,!which!expresses!the!structural!behavior!of!the!plasma!is!called!the!coupling.!It!can!be!derived!from!the!temperature!and!the!particle!density,!and! it! provides! a! measure! of! how! strongly! the! neighboring! ions! interact.! The!coupling! is!defined!as! the!Coulomb!potential! energy!between!nearest!neighboring!ions!divided!by!the!kinetic!energy!of!the!ions:!!
! (44)!!!The!Coulomb!potential! energy!VC!depends! on!both! the! average!distance!between!the!ions!(a!function!of!density)!and!the!charge!of!the!ion!species!!!
! (45)!!!in!which!qi!and!qj!are!multiple!of!the!elementary!charge!(the!smallest!conventional!charge)! e!=!1.602!×!10−19C.!The!kinetic! energy!EK! is! simply! the! temperature! (T)!multiplied!by!a!physical!constant!known!as!the!Boltzmann!constant!KB!=!1.3806!×!10−23m2kg!s−2K−1!!
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!!Let!us! consider! a! oneEcomponent!plasma!made!of!dissipative!particles! in! a!controlled!outer!space!environment.!These!particles!behave!like!ions!once!they!are!hit! by! space! radiations.! The! hypotheses! are! Teq! =! 300K,! Q! =! 10−14C,! hence! we!obtain!!!
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! (47)!!in! which! r! could! be! considered! an! evaluation! variable! in! order! to! obtain! all! the!possible!plasma!structures.!Hence!we!can!achieve!a!different!global!behavior!simply!by!varying! the!average!distance! that!separates! ions!(Table!10).!One!method! is! the!electrode! activeEcontrol! that! acts! on! the! VC! parameter! by! varying! the!electromagnetic!field!intensity,!otherwise!the!other!parameter!we!can!change!is!the!temperature!(EK)!by!heating!or!cooling!the!oneEcomponent!plasma.!Because!the!thermodynamic!properties!of!a!oneEcomponent!plasma!depend!only!on!the!coupling,!a!oneE!component!plasma!that!is!cool!and!diffuse!can!have!the!same!properties!as!a!oneEcomponent!plasma!that!is!hot!and!dense.!The!configuration!of! the!Paul! trap!and! the!Penning! trap!are! the!same;! they!both! consist! of! a! cylindrical! symmetrical! structure! composed! by! three! electrodes.!one! is! ring! electrode! and! the! other! two! are! endEcap! electrodes.! The! difference!between!the!two!type!of!trap!regards!the!nature!of!the!inside!fields.!In! the!Paul! trap! there! is! a! combination!of!DC!and! radioEfrequency!voltages!applied!to!the!electrodes.!The!equations!of!motion!of!an!ion!inside!the!this!type!of!trap! are! Mathieu! differential! equations,! which! lead! to! both! stable! and! unstable!solutions!depending!on! the!operating!parameters.!By!controlling! these!parameter,!ions! of! a! desired! m/e! range! can! be! confined,! other! ions! which! are! intrinsically!unstable!or!have!large!amplitudes!collide!with!the!trap!or!are!lost.!All!the!traps!here!described! are! used! to! confine! any! charged! particle,! so! we! refer! to! these! charges!calling!them!ions.!The!Penning!trap!uses!an!axial!magnetic!field!and!in!addition!an!electric!field!with! both! the! endEcap! electrodes! at! positive! potential! (for! positive! ions/charges)!with! respect! to! the! ring! electrode.! The! associated! radial! electric! field! is! repulsive!and!tends!to!push!ions!out!of!the!trap.!It!is!the!axial!magnetic!field!which!forces!the!ions!into!stable!epicyclic!trajectories!resulting!in!their!confinement.!!
10.1.1$Paul$Trap$! We!will!now!provide!a!conceptual!explanation!of!how!and!why!the!Paul!trap!works.!In!order!to!understand!the!operation!of!Paul!trap!we!firstly!start!considering!the! ion! motion! in! a! twoE! dimensional! quadrupole! device! and! then! extend! the!concept!to!a!threeEdimensional!quadrupole!field!which!is!the!basic!form!of!Paul!trap!concept.!It!is!also!useful!to!consider!firstly!the!form!of!the!electromagnetic!potential!of! the! quadrupole! field! and! then! move! to! the! single! ion! motion! in! the! twoEdimensional!and!threeE!dimensional!field.!In!threeEdimensional!space!the!quadrupole!field!potential!is!given!by!
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! (48)!!where!"0!is!an!externally!applied!electric!potential,!#,!$,!%,!are!constants!that!depend!on!the!nature!of!the!field,!and!r0!depends!on!the!physical!structure!of!the!field.!To!satisfy!the!Laplace!equation!we!write!! ! (49)!!!!In! the! twoEdimensional! quadrupole! field! (Fig.138)! the! coordinate! z! =! 0.! In! the!specific!case!of!constants!equal!to!1,!the!potential!equation!is!a!function!of!x!and!y!assumes!the!following!form:!
! (50)!!This!is!possible!if!the!potentials!on!the!surfaces!of!the!four!rods!are!!
! (51)!!The!result! is! that! the!equations!of!motion!of!a!charged!particle!characterized!by!a!given!m/e!are!!
! (52)!!In! this! case,! the! particle! will! move! along! zEaxis! with! constant! velocity! due! to! 2D!simplifications.!Introducing!the!following!substitutions!!
potential of the quadrupole field and then move to the single ion motion in the two-dimensional and three-
dimensional field.




( x2 +  y2 +  z2) (7)
where  0 is an externally applied electric potential,  ,  ,   are constants that depend on the nature of the
field, and r20 depends on the physical structure of the field. To satisfy the Laplace equation we write
r2  =  0
2r20
(2 + 2  + 2 ) = 0 (8)
so this is verified if
( +   +  ) = 0 (9)
in the trivial case of  0 = 0.
Figure 2. Electrode structure of a two-dimensional quadrupole field
Figure 3. Stability diagram for Mathieu equations.
In the two-dimensional quadrupole field (Fig.2) the coordinate z = 0. In the specific case in which
  =    = 1 the potential equation is a function of x and y assumes the following form:
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This is possible if the potentials on the surfaces of the four rods that constitute the device are ± 0/2 in which
 0/2 = (U   V cos⌦t)/2 and U is the DC voltage and V cos⌦t is the radio-frequency voltage of angular
velocity ⌦.












(U   V cos⌦t)y = 0 (13)
z¨ = 0 (14)










⌦t = 2⇣ (17)
the equations along x-axis and y-axis become
d2x
d⇣2
+ (a  2q cos 2⇣)x = 0 (18)
d2y
d⇣2
  (a  2q cos 2⇣)y = 0 (19)
that are the so called Mathieu di↵erential equations for x and y.
Depending on the parameters a and q the Mathieu equation has stable or unstable solutions. The
symmetry properties along a-axis (Fig.3) means that if a stable solution is found for a couple of a, q then
the same stable solution must be found for the couple a, q. In order to achieve a stable motion of the ion
both solutions of the two Mathieu equ tions must be stable, so if we compute the results we can define the
stability values for the parameters a and q, and then x and y. In three-dimensional space the quadrupole




( x2 +  y2 +  z2) (20)
We assign the values to the three constants as   = 1,   = 1,   =  2, in this case the geometry of the
structure allows us to write r20 = 2z
2
0 . Hence the potential has the form
  =  0(
x2 + y2   2z2
2r20
) (21)












(U   V cos⌦t)z = 0 (23)
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= qz =  2qr (25)
⌦t = 2⇣ (26)
the Mathieu equations 22 and 23 become
d2r
d⇣2
+ (ar   2qr cos (2⇣))r(⇣) = 0 (27)
d2z
d⇣2
  (az   2qz cos (2⇣))z(⇣) = 0 (28)
Some typical Paul trap trajectories are given in the figure 4. One can notice an high-frequency micro-
motion and a secular low-frequency motion.
Figure 4. (left) Trajectory of a charged positive ion in a Paul trap. az =  3.5⇥ 10 6, qz = 0.095 in x  z plane.
(right) Trajectory of a charged positive ion in a Paul trap. az =  0.6, qz = 1.2 in x  z plane. (Pradip K. Ghosh,
Ion Traps, Clarendon Press, Oxford 1995, p.17).
B. Penning Trap
The structure of this trap is identical to the previous one: three electrodes, two end-caps and one ring
electrode. What that makes this trap di↵erent from the Paul trap is that this doesn’t use the radio-frequency
field, but it uses a uniform magnetic field along z-axis. The end-caps electrodes have positive charge if the
ions confined are positive. The main e↵ect of the electric field is the shift of the ions toward the center of the
trap; the force that acts toward the ion is proportional to the displacement of the ion in respect of the origin.
This interaction results in harmonic oscillations of the ion along the axial direction. Due to the repulsive
electric field along x- and y-direction the ion tends to be pushed out from the trap in the radial direction.
As soon as the motion of the ion takes a the radial direction, due to the presence of the magnetic field, it is
turned back along a cyclotron-type orbit. Studying the overall motion of the particle we can assume that the
main motion is given by the harmonic component along the z-axis and the other two components of motion
given by the cyclotron and magnetron drift motion (caused by the crossing of electric and magnetic field
E ⇥B) again along z-axis. The result is a precessional motion in the equatorial plane around the z-axis.
The motion of an ion in a Penning trap is induced by the combination of the magnetic and electric field.
For a constant electromagnetic field the vector potential A and the scalar potential   can be chosen for a
constant electric field as
A = 0 (29)
  =   (30)
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10.1.2$Penning$Trap$! The!structure!of! this! trap! is! identical! to! the!previous!one:! three!electrodes,!two!endEcaps!and!one!ring!electrode.!What!that!makes!this!trap!different!from!the!Paul! trap! is! that! this! doesn’t! use! the! radioEfrequency! field,! but! it! uses! a! uniform!magnetic!field!along!zEaxis.!The!endEcaps!electrodes!have!positive!charge!if!the!ions!confined! are! positive.! The!main! effect! of! the! electric! field! is! the! shift! of! the! ions!toward!the!center!of!the!trap;!the!force!that!acts!toward!the!ion!is!proportional!to!the! displacement! of! the! ion! in! respect! of! the! origin.! This! interaction! results! in!harmonic! oscillations! of! the! ion! along! the! axial! direction.! Due! to! the! repulsive!electric!field!along!xE!and!yEdirection!the!ion!tends!to!be!pushed!out!from!the!trap!in!the!radial!direction.!As!soon!as!the!motion!of!the!ion!takes!the!radial!direction,!due!to!the!presence!of!the!magnetic!field,!it!is!turned!back!along!a!cyclotronEtype!orbit.!Studying!the!overall!motion!of!the!particle!we!can!assume!that!the!main!motion!is!
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⌦t = 2⇣ (26)
the Mathieu equations 22 and 23 become
d2r
d⇣2
+ (ar   2qr cos (2⇣))r(⇣) = 0 (27)
d2z
d⇣2
  (az   2qz cos (2⇣))z(⇣) = 0 (28)
Some typical Paul trap trajectories are given in the figure 4. One can notice an high-frequency micro-
motion and a secular low-frequency motion.
Figure 4. (left) Trajectory of a charged positive ion in a Paul trap. az =  3.5⇥ 10 6, qz = 0.095 in x  z plane.
(right) Trajectory of a charged positive ion in a Paul trap. az =  0.6, qz = 1.2 in x  z plane. (Pradip K. Ghosh,
Ion Traps, Clarendon Press, Oxford 1995, p.17).
B. Penning Trap
The structure of this trap is identical to the previous one: three electrodes, two end-caps and one ring
electrode. What that makes this trap di↵erent from the Paul trap is that this doesn’t use the radio-frequency
field, but it uses a uniform magnetic field along z-axis. The end-caps electrodes have positive charge if the
ions confined are positive. The main e↵ect of the electric field is the shift of the ions toward the center of the
trap; the force that acts toward the ion is proportional to the displacement of the ion in respect of the origin.
This interaction results in harmonic oscillations of the ion along the axial direction. Due to the repulsive
electric field along x- and y-direction the ion tends to be pushed out from the trap in the radial direction.
As soon as the motion of the ion takes a the radial direction, due to the presence of the magnetic field, it is
turned back along a cyclotron- ype orbit. Studyin the overall motion of the particle we can assume that the
main motion is given by the harmonic component along the z-axis and the other two components of motion
given by the cyclotron and magnetron drift motion (caused by the crossing of electric and magnetic field
E ⇥B) again along z-axis. The result is a precessional motion in the equatorial plane around the z-axis.
The motion of an ion in a Penning trap is induced by the combination of the magnetic and electric field.
For a constant electromagnetic field the vector potential A and the scalar potential   can be chosen for a
constant electric field as
A = 0 (29)
  =   (30)
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B ⇥ r (31)
  = 0
For a mass m of the particle and for the potential as ( , 12B ⇥ r) we obtain the Lagrangian
L = m2 r˙
2 + e2c [r,
˙r,B]  e + R dV L0
= m2
 
x˙2 + y˙2 + z˙2
 










( x2   y2 + 2z2) (33)
and B points toward the positive direction of z-axis. The
R
dV L0 term is the field-free Lagrangian and can
be neglected. Applying the Euler-Lagrange equation




y¨ =  !cx˙+ 1
2
!20zy (35)
z¨ =  !20zz (36)













At this point by using the equation (34) and the equation (35) and defining a new variable u = x + iy
the equation for the radial motion is obtained:
u¨ =  i!cu˙+ 1
2
!20zu (39)
As said above the motion of each ion for this type of trap is the result of three di↵erent motions: axial,
cyclotron motion and magnetron motion. These three motions are uncoupled and completely independent.
Some examples of these complex motion are given in the figures 5 to ??.
Figure 5. (left) Ion trajectory in Penning trap @ B = 1T , U = 1V , r0 = 5mm. (right) Ion trajectory in Penning
trap @ B = 5T , U = 1V , r0 = 1mm.(Pradip K. Ghosh, Ion Traps, Clarendon Press, Oxford 1995)
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! (66)!!As! said! above! the! motion! of! each! ion! for! this! type! of! trap! is! the! result! of! three!different! motions:! axial,! cyclotron! motion! and! magnetron! motion.! These! three!motions! are! uncoupled! and! completely! independent.! ! Figure! 141! shows! a! typical!trajectory!of!a!particle!inside!a!Penning!trap.!!
!
Figure(141.(Typical(trajectories(in(Penning(trap((from([Gosh1995]).(!!!
10.1.3$Trapping$simulations$with$rings$and$plates$! In! the! following,! we! analyze! the! twoEdimensional! and! threeEdimensional!electrostatic!stability!of!the!cloud!of!granular!matter,!floated!between!the!electrode!rings.! The!twoEdimensional!geometry!is!a!simplified!trap!model!that!is!not!sensitive!to! the! stability! problems! due! to! the! fact! that! it! ignores! the! Earnshaw’s! theorem.!Despite! it! doesn’t! have! a! strong! correspondence! to! the! real! behavior! of! the!charges/ions,!it!is!still!useful!to!understand!how!and!why!the!charge!moves!along!a!given!trajectory!and!what!we!can!do!to!influence!it.!The! geometry! (Fig.142)! consists! of! two! electrodes,! one! ring! and! one! plate,!positioned! along! the! symmetry! axis! (xEaxis)! and! other! two! electrodes! positioned!
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symmetrically!with!respect!to!the!xEaxis.!The!ring!and!the!plate!provide!the!constant!electric!field!(DC)!and!the!two!others!provide!the!radio!frequency!(RF).!Due!to!the!twoEdimensional! analysis! the! ring! is! substituted! by! two! dimensionless! charges! of!the!same!value,!so!they!generate!a!radial!electric!field!named!E21!and!E22.!The!plate!is!positioned!in!the!origin!(O)!of!the!reference!system!and!it!generates!an!uniform!electric! field!E1!acting!only!along! the! in!xEaxis.!The!other! two!electrodes!generate!also! an! uniform! and! constant! electric! field! (Variable! EF)! along! the! yEaxis.! In! each!couple!of!coordinate!xEy!it!is!possible!to!define!the!local!electric!field!direction!and!magnitude! by! summing! all! the! local! contributes! from! each! electrode.! The! model!assumptions! are! that! the! ring! is! substituted! by! two! dimensionless! charges! of! the!same!value,!that!the!plate!generates!a!uniform!and!constant!electric!field!along!the!xEaxis,!and!that!all!the!edge!effects!are!neglected.!The!threeEdimensional!geometry!is!a!result!of!several!improving!steps!that!has!been!carried!on!during!the!trap!design.!The! first! tested! trap! was! the! twoEdimensional! one! in! which! a! zEaxis! was! added.!Working! in! a! threeEdimensional! volume!we! decided! to! decouple! the! equations! of!motion!organizing!them!in!order!to!describe!the!resultant!accelerations!along!each!axis!separately.!The!fixed!points!found!in!this!configuration!result!to!be!unstable,!so!we!decided! to! change! it! using! firstly! just! two! rings! and! then! the! classic!Paul! trap!configuration!with!two!flat!electrodes!and!one!ring!in!the!middle.!!Next,! we! summarize! the! design! changes! that! have! been! made! during! the!development:!
-! The! first! geometry! correspond! to! a! threeEdimensional! version! of! the! twoEdimensional! design:! it! has! a! single! fixed! point! located! between! the! two!electrodes.!The! fixed!point!coordinate!depend!on!the!charge!value!of!both!the!ring!and!the!plate;!in!this!case!we!have!it!at!x!∼=!0.25!(see!Fig.!(143))!where!the!sum!of!each!electric!field!sources!is!zero.!This!fixed!point!is!characterized!by!an!unstable!equilibrium:!in!fact!while!the!xEcomponents!are!null!in!this!particular!coordinate,!the!yE!and!zEcomponents!are!not!zero!and!tend!to!repulse!the!charge!toward!radial!direction.!
-! The!second!design!is!represented!by!two!concentric!ring!electrodes!positioned!along!the!xEaxis!(Fig.(144)).! Initially! the!tests!were!conducted!using!two!rings!with!the!same!size!but!the!only!things!that!follows!the!size!change!is!the!electric!field! pattern! and! not! the! nature! of! the! fixed! point(s)! stability.! Having! two!identical!electrodes!both!of!them!positively!and!equally!charged!the!fixed!point!is! located! between! them! along! the! xEaxis.! Focusing! on! the! electric! field!magnitude! close! to! the! center! of! the! rings! is! well! understood! why! the! fixed!point! in! the!middle! of! the! trap! is! unstable:! the!mutual! influence!between! the!two!electrodes!creates!an!yEz!plane!at!a!certain!xEcoordinate!(x!=!0.25)!in!which!all!the!forces!and!accelerations!are!null.!Even!though!the!charged!particle!in!this!particular! xEcoordinate! lacks! motion! in! the! xEcomponent,! it! has! acceleration!components!that!make!the!particle!leave!the!trap!along!a!trajectory!that!lies!on!the!yEz!plane!(Fig.144).!By!using!an!additional!RF!to!overcome!the!Earnshaw’s!theorem! it! is! possible! to! establish! a! dynamic! stability! similar! to! the! one!expressed!by!Mathieu!equation,!so!this!opportunity!opens!to!new!point!of!view!regarding!ion!trapping.!Focusing!on!the!main!purpose!of!this!examination!this!
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design!allows! the!development!and!control!of!optic!devices!due! to! the! lack!of!plates!in!the!light!trajectory.!
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Configuration+with+two+electrodes:+one+ring+and+one+plate+!Multiple! tests! confirm! that! the! configuration! with! a! plate! and! a! ring! tends! to! be!unstable! and! the! ions! escape! the! trap.! All! the! electric! forces! are! in! the! same!direction!because!there!is!no!null!force!spot!along!the!xEaxis.!The!maximum!electric!field!that!comes!from!the!ring!is!still!lower!than!the!one!that!comes!from!the!plate,!therefore!there!is!no!stability.!!
Configuration+with+two+electrodes:+two+rings+!
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This! configuration! gives! a! good! stability! margin! when! the! RF! is! appropriately!applied.!Having!two!rings!guarantees!the!location!of!the!fixed!point!in!the!center!of!the!trap!if!they!have!the!same!electrostatic!charge.!In!Fig.!146,!and!Fig.!147!as!well,!we!have!two!ring!positioned!respectively!at!x!=!−1m!and!x!=!1m,!so!the!fixed!point!where!the!two!potentials!match!and!erase!each!other!is!on!the!center!of!the!trap!in!x!=!0m.!!
!
Figure(146.(Electrostatic(potential(along(x`axis.(The(two(rings(are(at(x=`1m(and(x=+1(m.(!!In!order! to!maintain! the! charge! in! the! center!of! the! trap! it! is!necessary! to! set! the!right!parameters.!If!the!conditions!are!not!respected!all!the!ions!will!leave!the!trap!after! a! certain! period! (Fig.147)! dependent! on! the! potential! value! and! the! charge!magnitude!of! the!particle.!The!evolution!of! the!xE,! yE,! zEcomponents! is! reported! in!Figure! 147! and! shows! how! rapidly! two! of! the! three! charges! leave! the! trap!increasing!their!velocity.!!
!
Figure(147.(Two(ring(configuration,(and(components(of(particle(position(vs(time.(!
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A! second! simulation! reports! the! trapping! of! three! ions! using! the! twoEring!configuration.! The! resultant! trajectories,! as! we! will! see,! are! similar! to! the! ones!obtained!with! the!Mathieu!model!and! they!can!be!easily! controlled!by!change! the!ring!parameters! and! the!RF.!The!parameters!used! in! the! following! simulation! are!described!in!Table!11.!The!result!is!shown!in!Figure!148!where!all!the!particles!tend!slowly!(C!=!0.1)!to!reach!the!fixed!point!in!the!center!of!the!trap.!The!phase!planes!are!shown!in!Figure!148!and!are!again!comparable!with!the!Mathieu!mathematical!model.!We!can!recognize!two!main!frequencies:!a!highEfrequency!microEmotion!and!a! secular! lowEfrequency! motion! as! the! trapping! theory! predict.! Sometimes! the!evolution!in!time!is!not!perfectly!regular!due!to!the!interference!with!the!motion!of!the!other!particles.!The!Phase!diagrams!for!the!two!given!particles!demonstrate!the!capability! of! the! trap! to! maintain! low! average! velocities! and! bounded! xE,! yE,! zEpositions.!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Configuration+with+three+electrodes:+one+ring,+two+plates+(first+parameter+set)++!The!following!configuration!is!similar!to!a!classic!Paul!trap.!The!electrodes!are!set!as!hemispherical! (see! Table! 11)! and! for! certain! conditions! and! parameters! we! can!achieve! different! shapes! of! the! final! arrangement! of! the! particles.! Using! specific!conditions! it! is! possible! to! achieve! different! particle! distributions:! two! tests! have!been!carried!out!using!the!settings!reported!in!Table!11.!!These!settings!lead!to!a!final!stabile!annulus!pattern!where!the!single!particles!keep!moving! just! along! the! yE! and! zEaxis! in! a! limit! cycle! while! their! xEcoordinate! is!constantly!x!=!0.!For!a!better!explanation!can!be!useful!to!observe!the!phase!plabne!
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figures!149,!where!one!can!notice!the!quick!response!of!the!xEcomponent!that!reach!the! equilibrium! position! with! few! oscillations,! while! a! limit! cycle! is! established!along!the!other! two!axes.!A!better!view!is!given!by!the! figure!149!which!shows! in!particular! the! frequency! of! the! two! cycles.! ! More! simulation! results! have! been!obtained!getting!the!same!results;!when!the!number!of!particle!rises!it!is!more!clear!the!final!annulus!shape!as!the!figure!149!shows.!!! !
Configuration+with+three+electrodes:+one+ring,+two+plates+(second+parameter+set)++!Changing! some!key!parameters! (see!Table!11)! it! is!possible! to! achieve! the! classic!Paul!trap!ions!trajectories,!an!example!is!shown!in!the!figure!150.!The!final!position!of! the! ions! in! this! case! form! a! cuspElike! shape! that! can! be! modified! by! varying!parameters!such!RF!or!electrodes!charge!values.!!All!the!ions!are!trapped!and!tend!to! reach! the! fixed! point! at! the! center! of! the! trap! if! there!was! no! damping! all! the!particles! would! move! close! to! the! fixed! point! achieving! a! dynamic! equilibrium.!Studying!one!of!these!trapped!particles!it!is!possible!to!notice!again!two!frequency!components!on! the! trajectory! (Fig!150),! the!high! frequency!microEmotion!and! the!lowEfrequency!motion.!Looking!at! the!phase!diagrams! the!motion! is!well!bounded!and!both!velocity!and!position!tend!slowly!to!reach!the!designed!position.!!!
Example+of+particle+trapped+by+fans+The! next! example! is! related! to! a! first! attempt! to! trap! particles! in! an!environment!without!gravity!subjected!to!an!initial!random!velocity.!In!order!to!do!that! six! fans! have! been! used,! two! per! every! direction! and! the! particle! whose!behavior! is! under! investigation! is! a! sphere.! ! The! simulation! tool! called!Chrono::Engine4!was!used.! ! In! this! case,! even! if! the! goal! of! the!present!work! is! to!trap! particles! throughout! electromagnetic! force! fields,! they! have! been! used! fans!since! as! a! first! attempt! "rough"!wind! forces! has! been! considered.! One! of! those! is!present!in!one!of!the!tutorial!on!projectchrono.org!and!explain!well!how!to!manage!rotations! and! force! field! in! Chrono::Engine.! The! force! applied! to! each! body! is!function!of!their!velocity!vi!and!of!two!constants,!the!speed!of!the!wind!vw!and!the!density!of!the!mean!ρ.!! ! (67)!!In! the! Chrono! simulator,! these! forces! can! be! treated! as! functions! acting! on! the!bodies,!depending!on!their!states.!The!most!interesting!things!to!notice!in!previous!figures!are!that!the!particle!reaches!a!steadyEstate!condition,!and!in!particular,! the!particle! is! stopped! and! fixed! in! the! space!by! the! force! field.! In! one! simulation! set!with!20!particles,!with!the!same!module!for!initial!velocities!and!angular!velocities,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4!www.projectchrono.org!
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10.2$Inverse$determination$of$electric$and$magnetic$fields$for$confinement$! A!molecular!dynamics!simulation!effort!was!also!conducted.!The!problem!is!treated!as!a!coupled!set!of!semiEdiscrete!differential!equations!for!each!grain.!Given!the!position!and!velocity!of!each!particle!at!one!time!step,!the!algorithm!estimates!these! values! at! the! next! time! step.! To! compute! the! next! position! of! each! particle!requires! the! evaluation! of! the! right! hand! side! of! its! corresponding! differential!equation.! Since! each! of! these! calculations! is! independent,! there! is! a! potential!speedup! if! the! program! can! take! advantage! of! parallel! computing.! A! Gaussian!random!process!generator!generates!an!initial!distribution!of!grains.!The!“cloud”!is!placed!in!an!orbit!identified!by!the!six!classical!orbital!elements.!The!cloud!is!subject!to! gravitational! harmonics! from! the! Earth! (JGM3! Earth! gravity! model,! with! 20!harmonic!components).!Currently,!we!are!adding!thirdEbody!disturbances!from!the!Sun!and!the!Moon,!solar!radiation!pressure,!and!atmospheric!drag.!The!simulation!results!shown!in!Figure!153!were!obtained!by!commanding!the!grains!to!conform!to!a! prescribed! optical! surface.! The! cloud! is! first! shaped! into! a! disk,! then! into! a!paraboloid! of! specified! focal! length! and! diameter.! The! numerical! results! indicate!that!the!force!required!to!shape!1!meter!diameter!disk!into!parabola!is!of!the!order!of!10E8!N.!Assuming!a!grain!shape!which!is!asymmetric!to!incoming!light,!the!torque!required!to!align!1!micron!grain!is!of!the!order!of!10E15!Nm.!!
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Figure(153.(N=1000(grains(aligned(to(wavefront.(!We!can!derive!a!control!law!to!track!a!desired!surface!as!follows.!Define!the!tracking!error! ! (69)!!where!qd(x,y)!describes! the!desired!surface,!and!q(x,y)! the!current!position!of! the!grain! with! respect! to! the! origin! of! the! orbiting! reference! frame.! By! imposing! an!exponentially!stable!error!dynamics!in!the!form:!!
!
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(70)!!where!ω! is! the!natural! frequency,! and! ξ! the!damping! ratio,!we!can!make! sure! the!error!eZ!is!driven!to!zero.!Therefore,!using!the!equations!of!motion!expressed!in!the!moving! frame! (the! orbiting! reference! frame! E! ORF),! the! control! law! with!components!in!ORF!becomes:!!
! (71)!!where! fpert! is! the! resultant! of! perturbation! forces! on! the! grain! (gravity,! solar!pressure,!etc),!fgyro!are!the!Coriolis!and!centrifugal!forces!acting!on!the!grain,!Kd!is!a!derivative!gain,!and!Kp!is!a!proportional!gain.!!Once!the!control!force!to!shape!the!cloud!has!been!computed,!the!electric!and!magnetic!field!to!produce!that!reEshaping!can!be!computed!as!follows.!A!grain,!of!mass!m!and!charge!q,!moving!with!inertial!velocity!v,!and!subject!to!an!electric!field!E!and!to!a!magnetic!field!B,!is!subject!to!a!Lorentz!force!given!by:!!
! (72)!!In!components!in!ORF,!we!obtain: !
! (73)!!where! I33! is! the! 3×3! identity! matrix,! and! the! operator! (v)×! denotes! the! skewEsymmetric! matric! operator! associated! with! the! vector! product.! Using! the! matrix!pseudoEinverse!operation!(v)†!,!we!obtain:!!
! (74)!!
 !!
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Figure(154.(Re`shaping(of(a)(amorphous(cloud(to(b)(disk(and(c)(paraboloid.(!Figure! 154! shows! the! results! of! the! integrated! simulation! of! coherent! and!incoherent!imaging!of!a!growing!cloud.!Figure!155!and!156!show!the!components!of!the!Electric!and!Magnetic!field,!as!a!function!of!Julian!date,!involved!in!the!trapping!mechanism! required! to! rigidly! retarget! the! parabolic! shaped! cloud! of! 60! degrees!about!the!xEaxis!(in!cloud!body!frame).!!!
a)# b)# c)#
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10.3$Ion$trap$Levitation$Experiments$! We! used! an! ion! trap! to! test! different! configurations! of! levitated! granular!media.!The! ion! trap!was!procured! from!Newtonian!Labs,! Inc.,! from!Pasadena,!CA5.!!The!ion!trap!allowed!us!to!conduct!a!broad!range!of!qualitative!and!quantitative!ion!trapping! experiments.! Components! of! the! ion! trap! include:! a)! Three! plugEin! ion!traps! (The! Ring! Trap,! The! Linear! Trap,! The! Single! Particle! Trap);! b)! A! HighEDefinition!still+video!camera,! including! liveEview!HDMI!video;!c)!Macro!and!micro!optics!for!video!viewing!of!trapped!particles;!d)!A!steerable!green!laser!for!particle!illumination,!e)!a!HDMI!TV!screen.!Figure!157!shows!the!installed!ion!trap!setEup.!!!We! have! successfully! stably! levitated! single! particles! and! aggregates! of!multiple!particles!inside!an!ion!trap.!While!the!ion!trap!technique!is!very!promising!for! the! Granular! Imager,! we! were! able! to! levitate! grains! with! a! q/m! ration!comparable!to!that!of!10E100!micron!grains!(mass!of!the!order!of!the!nanogram,!and!charges!of!the!order!of!105!electron!charges).!We!were!successful!in!stably!trapping!and!levitating!single!particles!and!aggregates!of!particles!in!air.!Once!levitated,!these!clouds!of!grains!displayed!a!remarkable!regularity!and!stability!over!time,!typical!of!Coulomb!crystal!behavior.!This!was!expected.!The!particles!used!were!in!the!30E100!micron! diameter! range.! The! charge! to!mass! ratio! of! the! ion! trap!was! tailored! for!optimal! levitation! of! nanogram! particles,! so! larger! size! grains! could! not! be!contained!due!to!their!excessive!mass.!Consequently,!further!work!will!require!ion!traps!with!larger!electrostatic!potentials,!or!particles!with!larger!electron!charge!to!compensate!for!the!larger!mass.(!Figure!158!depicts! the! elements!of! ion! trap!used! in! tests! (from!Newtonian!Labs).!Figure!159!shows!the!schematics!of!ring!trap!(top),!linear!trap!(middle)!and!single!particle!trap!(bottom).!(From!Newtonian!Labs).!Figure!160!shows!a!top!view!of!ion!trap!chassis,!showing!camera!with!zooming!lens,!illuminated!laser,!and!trap.!Figures! 164! to! 169! show! photos! of! levitated! cloud! of! silver! coated! hollow! glass!microspheres!(100!micron!diameter).!Figures!161!to!166!show!photos!of! levitated!grain!of!silver!coated!hollow!glass!microsphere!(100!micron!diameter).!Figure!167!shows!a!photo!of!levitated!hexagonal!grain!(100!micron!diameter).!Figure!168!and!Figure! 169! show! photos! of! stably! levitated! grains! of! silver! coated! hollow! glass!microspheres! (100!micron! diameter).! Figure! 170! shows! the! trapped! cloud! inside!the!double!ring!trap.!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5!http://newtonianlabs.com/eit/ElectrodynamicIonTraps.html!!
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⎟ = −Fg ! (76)!!where! Fg! is! the! gravitational! force.! ! Further! we! desire! a! zeroEvalued! transverse!magnetic!force:!! !








∇By yˆ = 0 ! (77)!!Setting! the! gradients! in! the! last! expression! to! zero! would! provide! no! transverse!force,!allowing!levitation!without!trapping.!!!!!However,!may! be! difficult,! if! not! impossible! to! achieve! since! the!magnetic! field! is!governed!by!the!Maxwell!equation:!!!
































∇By yˆ = 0 ! (79)!!but! the! magnetic! force! in! the! zEdirection! is! zero! valued.! ! The! above! discussion!assumes!small!particles!(e.g.,!have!a!size!much!less!than!the!characteristic!distance!over!which!the!magnetic!field!changes).!!For!larger!particles,!the!force!becomes!very!complicated!because!the!magnetic!field!changes!inside!the!diamagnetic!material!and!Maxwell’s! equation! require! the! boundary! conditions!must! be! satisfied! to! obtain! a!physical! solution.! ! The! gradient! of! the! magnetic! field! at! the! boundaries! of! the!material!are!then!largely!responsible!for!the!net!magnetic!force.! !Such!calculations!are! beyond! the! scope! of! this! project.! In! practice,! magnetic! trapping! is! typically!achieved! with! current! carrying! coils! in! either! a! Helmholtz! or! quadrupole! trap!configuration.! ! We! numerically! calculated! the! magnetic! field! and! net! force! on! a!particle! having! mass! for! these! two! cases.! ! This! allowed! us! to! determine! both!qualitative! and! quantitative! characteristics! of! the! trap,! e.g.,! whether! either!configuration!would! allow! free!motion! in! the! transverse! direction! (if! even! over! a!limited! range)!while! levitating! the!particle! against! gravity.! ! The!magnetic! and!net!force!fields!for!a!Helmholtz!configuration!are!shown!below!in!Figure!171!and!Figure!172.! ! The! equilibrium! positions! (zero! net! force)! are! indicated! by! low! (black)!magnitudes!of!force.!!For!a!massless!particle!we!see!large!unstable!equilbirum!point!along! the! axis! (r=0)! half! way! between! the! planes! of! the! coils! (z=0).! ! This! is! not!
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of(force(for(a(massive(particle.(!To! explore! the! magnitude! of! the! levitating! and! nonEzero! trapping! (transverse)!forces! from! an! experimental! point! of! view!we! purchased! rare! earth!magnetics! to!create! a! large! magnetic! field.! ! Stable! levitation! is! possible! with! diamagnetic!materials,! and! thus,! we! also! purchased! both! graphite! sheets! and! bismuth! pellets!that!were!melted!to!form!a!foil.!!We!also!obtained!a!piece!thin!silver!wire.!!All!three!materials! (Figure! 173)! have! a! negative! magnetic! susceptibility,! as! required! for!stable! levitation.! ! In! short,! we! were! able! to! achieve! levitation! with! transverse!
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Acoustic! levitation!was!explored!as!a!method!of! freeing!an!optical!element! from!a!surface!so!that!radiation!pressure!forces!could!be!used!to!affect!a!change!in!attitude!and!position.!!Such!an!element!experiences!overwhelming!contact!forces!at!a!surface!and! confounding! thermal! and! viscous! forces!when! in! a! liquid.! !What! is!more,! the!refractive!index!contrast!value!is!~1!in!a!liquid!EE!this!affects!the!radiation!pressure!force! and! torque! on! the! object.! ! In! air! or! vacuum! the! refractive! index! contrast! is!significantly! larger! (~1.5).! Sound!waves! are! emitted! from! a! source! as! a! pressure!wave!that!induces!a!velocity!change!of!the!air!molecules,!v:!! P(r,t)!=!P0!+!p(r,t).! (80)!!The!force!per!unit!volume!at!a!point!on!a!surface!is!given!by!!
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(83)!!For! theoretical! convenience,! the! velocity!may! be! expressed! in! terms! of! a! velocity!potential!",!assuming!the!velocity!is!irrotational!((-v!=!0):!!v!=!E(".(Note!that!f!has!units!of!m2/s.!!Equation!(83)!may!be!written:!! (1/')(p!=!(()"/)t)!–!(1/2)((v2)! (84)!!The! system! is! governed!by! a! continuity! equation! (conservation! of!mass):! d'/dt! =!
)'/)t!+!(*('v! .! To! first! order! then! density! does! not! change! explicitly! with! time!()'/)t=0)!and!thus!Eq!(84)!may!be!written!! (1/')d'/dt!=!(*(v(=!E(2"! (85)!!For!materials!where!the!density!and!pressure!are!linearly!related:!dp/d'!=!c2!.! The!potential!may!then!be!written!as!a!differential!equation:!! (1/!c2)!d2"/dt2!+!(1/2c2)!d(v2)/dt!=!E!(2"! (86)!!Neglecting! the! second! term! of! order! v2/c2! we! see! the! potential! is! governed! by! a!wave!equation!of!speed!c.!For!example,! if!"!=!"0!sin(kzE+t),!then!vz!=!E)"/)z!=!Ek"0!cos(kzE+t),!!! (1/'))p/)z!!=!E)2"/)z)t!E!(1/2)!)!(v2)/!)z!=!k+"0!sin(kzE+t)!+(1/2)!k3"02!sin(2kzE2+t)! (87)!!Thus!p!=!'!+"0!cos(kzE+t)!+!(1/4)k!"02!cos(2kzE2+t).!The!first!order!force!per!unit!volume! (neglecting! the!"02! term)! is! then! f!=!'k+"0! sin(kzE+t).! ! If! a!particle!moves!much!less!than!the!acoustic!wavelength!within!a!given!temporal!period,!the!effective!force!on!the!particle!may!be!represented!as!a!time!average!value.!!The!expression!in!Eq.! (87)! therefore! suggests! that! there! is! no! net! average! force! on! the! particle.! ! To!determine!the!acoustic!radiation!pressure!force,!one!must!therefore!carry!the!above!calculations! to! higher! order.! ! As! in! electromagnetic! radiation! pressure,! the! force!depends! on! an! intensity! –! in! this! case! a! rms! squared! value! of! the! pressure! or!velocity.! ! Doubling! the! magnitude! of! the! pressure! wave! therefore! increases! the!acoustic! radiation! pressure! force! by! a! factor! of! 4.! At! this! point! we! skip! the!derivation! and! simply! write! the! acoustic! potential! on! a! sphere! of! radius! Rs,!attributed! to! Gor’kov.! ! The! force! on! the! sphere! is! given! by! F! =! E(U! where! U! =!2,Rs3(prms2/3'c2! E! 'vrms2/2),! and! where! prms! and! vrms! are! the! root! mean! square!values!of!the!incremental!pressure!and!air!velocity,!and!'!and!c!are!the!density!and!speed!of!sound!in!air.!This!expression!assumes!the!sphere!is!much!smaller!than!the!
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wavelength!of!sound.!Our!first!objective!is!to!levitate!an!optically!reflective!element!in! a! planar! standing! acoustic! wave.! ! See! Figure! 176.! In! Figure! 176,! an! acoustic!compression!driver!(speaker)!is!driven!at!20!kHz!by!means!of!a!function!generator!and!audio!amplifier.!!A!transparent!plate!above!the!speaker!reflects!sound,!forming!a! standing! wave.! ! An! optical! element! is! levitated! in! a! velocity! nodal! plane! (i.e.,!pressure! antiEnodal! plane).! ! A! laser! illuminates! the! element,! providing! an!observable!transverse!force.We!purchased!a!variety!of!compression!drivers!suitable!for! use! in! the! high! frequency! audio! end! (~20! kHz).! ! High! frequency! safeguarded!against! ear! damage! from! the! high! power! sound! wave! (on! the! order! of! 100! W).!!Earplugs! and! earphones! were! used! as! an! additional! safeguard.! ! As! shown! in! the!diagram!below,!and!audio!amplifier!was!used!to!provide!power!to!the!speaker!from!a! sine!wave!generator.! !An!acoustic! reflecting!plate!was!used! to! create!a! standing!wave.! ! Fine! tuning! of! the! standing! wave! condition! was! achieved! by! varying! the!frequency! from! the! function! generator.! ! Acoustic! levitation! requires! significant!power,! and! we! destroyed! 5! or! 6! speaker! diaphragms,! including! ones!made! from!performance! titanium.! ! Acoustic! levitation! was! achieved! for! various! materials,!including!aluminum!foil,!styrofoam!pellets,!plastic!sponge!sheeting,!and!glass!cover!slips!(Figure!177).!!In!Figure!177,!the!frames!were!extracted!from!a!video!sequence!captured!at!15!frames!per!second.!!The!blurring!indicates!that!the!disk!was!moving!within!the!acoustic!trap.! !Below!the!glass!disk!is!a!fine!mesh!screen!that!is!used!to!catch!the!disk!when!it!falls!out!of!the!trap.! !A!PVC!pipe!was!used!as!a!waveguiding!horn.Our!secondary!objective!was! to!achieve!an!acoustic! force!against!gravity,!but!little! or! no! transverse! restoring! force.! ! That! is,! we! wanted! levitation! but! not!trapping.!!To!achieve!this,!we!tried!using!various!horns!to!obtain!to!uniform!planar!standing!wave!across!an!extended!area.!!The!project!ended!before!we!could!achieve!this!goal.!!
!
Figure(176.(Acoustic(levitation(apparatus(for(measuring(laser`induced(radiation(pressure.(((!!
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10.5$Alignment$Control$of$Grain$under$Uniform$Illumination$! Feedback! control!methodologies!were! examined! that! can! enable! the! threeEdimensional! guiding! and! stabilization!of! a! single! grain! illuminated!uniformly!by! a!collimated!monochromatic!beam!from!a!single!direction.!Figure!178!and!Figure!179!show! the! radiation! pressure! force! and! torque! efficiency! plots! for! a! refractive!hemisphere!of!refractive!index!1.6!in!vacuum.!They!were!generated!with!a!modified!POVERay!rayEtracing!program.!!Figure!180!shows!the!trajectory!of!a!micronEscale!hemisphere!at!three!initial!angles!of!attack!(relative!to!the!light!source)!showing!two!cycles!pure!precessional!motion!(2.8[s])!when!illuminated!with!an!irradiance!of!10[μW/μm2].!!Preliminary!results!(see!Figure!181!and!182)!indicated!that!only!one!degree!of!freedom!seemed!to!be!fully!controllable!with!arbitrary!precision!with!a!feedback!plus! feedEforward! control! architecture! that! senses! the! angleEofEattack!of! the! grain!(angle!between!the!normal!to!the!mirror!plane!and!the!illumination!direction).!!This!is! similar! to! the! opticalEtweezer! feedback,! which! however,! is! done! in! a! medium.!Therefore,!we!explored!the!options!offered!by!control!for!optical!tweezers!and!how!much!of! the!existing! techniques!can!be!extrapolated! for!operation! in!a!vacuum,! in!the!absence!of!a!medium.!Since! grain! alignment! is! critical! to! enable! a! reflection! from! the! granular!mirror,!more!detailed!analyses!were!then!carried!out!on!the!nutation!control!of!the!spinning!grains,!and!these!analyses!are!described!next.!!
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(a) Lift (Qx) and scatter (Qy) force efficiency




















Figure 2: Radiation pressure force and torque efficiency plots for a refractive hemisphere of refrac-
tive index 1.6 in vacuum. Generated with a modified POV-Ray ray-tracing program.
x [µm]


















(a) zx-2D view (b) xyz-3D view
Figure 3: Trajectory of a micron-scale hemisphere at three initial angles of attack (relative to the
light source) showing two cycles pure precessional motion (2.8[s]) when illuminated with I˜ =
10[µW/µm2] irradiance. Generated using Matlab’s ode45 differential equation solver.
Under pure precessional motion, in order for the hemisphere to follow a single orbit in the zx-
plane, we must correctly initialize the translational state of the COM. In the current configuration,
the lift force initially points along the x-axis. As such, the initial velocity of the COM in the
z-direction must be set to
vz0 =  Fx0/m✓˙pp, (11)
3
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e x x ! (89)!it! is!possible! to!define! the!control! force!U !in! such!a!way! that! the!dynamics!of! the!error!
.. .
0v pm k k+ + =e e e ! (90)!!tends!to!zero!with!time.!In!the!previous!equation,!m is!the!mass!of!the!particle,!and!
,v pk k !!are!gains!for!the!control.!The!control!force!Umust!have!the!form!!!
.. .
d p vU m k k k= ! + ! !x e x e f ! ! (91)!where k is!defined!as!!
( , , , )k k q Iµ= ! … !! ! (92)!!which!means! that! k !is! function!of! all! the!parameters! that! could!be! considered! for!the! force! fields! applied,! like! the! permeability! of! the!materialµ ,! the! charge! of! the!particle q ,! the! intensity! of! the! laser I ,! etc.! Therefore,! we! have! to! consider! the!existing!trapping!systems!(Paul!trap,!Penning!trap,!other!Electromagnetic!traps)!and!adapt! them! to! the! current! situation! in! order! to! reduce! as! much! as! possible! the!displacement!(and!the!rotation)!of! the!particle!when!it! is! trapped.! In!particular,! in!this! section! we! are! interested! in! the! dynamics! and! eventually! the! control! of! the!attitude!of!the!particles;!that!is!why,!intrinsic!torque!induced!by!a!beam!of!light!are!studied! and! analyzed! in! this! work.! Other! kind! of! trapping! systems! will! be!introduced! in! the! model! developed! in! the! following! in! future! works,! in! order! to!combine! a!more! complete! dynamics! and! control! both!under! the! translational! and!the! rotational! point! of! view.! In! addition,! the!most! important! consideration,! is! the!one!that!derives!from!the!Earnshaw's!theorem,!which!states!that!charges!cannot!be!maintained! in! a! stable! stationary! equilibrium! configuration! by! means! of! only! an!
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electrostatic!field.!This!means!that!other!type!of!forces,!in!particular!electromagnetic!and/or! light! pressure! forces! has! to! be! considered! and! added! to! keep! the! particle!trapped!in!an!"asymptotically"!stable!position.!!!




















ω I τ ω Iω
r v
q q ! (93)!!The! rotational! part! is! kept! in! fixedEbody! frame,! but! the! translational! one! is!considered!in!inertial!frame.!This!is!possible!since!translational!and!rotational!part!are!decoupled!having!applied!all! the! forces! to! the! center!of!mass.! In! this!way,! the!understanding!and!the!representation!is!more!intuitive!in!the!inertial!frame.!As!we!will! see,! this! is! useful! also! because! the! forces! and! torque! coefficients! should! be!defined! in! the! same!way.! The! different! sets! of! reference! frame! are! considered:! (
, ,i i ii j k )! is! the! inertial! frame! (fixed! in! space!and! time),! ( , ,l l li j k )! is! the! light! frame!(fixed!in!space!and!time)!and!( , ,b b bi j k )!!is!the!bodyEfixed!frame!(it!rotates!according!to! the! rotation!of! the!body).! n !is! the!direction!perpendicular! to! the! flat! surface!of!the!hemisphere!and!! !is!the!angle!between!n !and!the! li !direction!of!light.!The!first!thing! to! do! is! to! set! the! initial! condition! for! the! components! of! velocity,! angular!velocity! and! position! for! the! grain.! In! this! analysis!we! do! not!want! to!work!with!rotation! matrices! and! direction! vectors,! using! the! usual! aircraft/spacecraft!convention![Etkin2000,!Stevens2016].!Therefore,! the!rotation!for!the!body!and!for!the!incoming!light!must!be!defined!according!to!the!starting!notation!chosen!for!the!orientation!of!a!frame.!In!this!case,!we!chose!to!use!the!"ZYX"!order.!It!is!needed!just!for!calculating!the!angle!of!attack!at!each!time,!not!for!executing!the!kinematic!part!of!the!simulation.!It!is!the!one!usually!used!in!the!aerodynamic!field,!since!it!refers!to! the! "Yaw,! Pitch! and! Roll"! ( , , )! " # !axis,! with! rotations! applied! in! that! order.!Every! initial! orientation! (body! and! light)! must! be! converted! into! the! equivalent!quaternion.! Every! order! of! rotation! has! a! different! conversion! vector.! Therefore,!
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once!set!the!initial!orientation!for!the!body!and!for!the!light!frames!in!terms!of!"Yaw,!Pitch!and!Roll",!we!can!obtain!the!equivalent!quaternion!for!each!orientation.!Once!normalized! the! quaternion! at! each! time! of! the! simulation,! the! first! step! in! the!routine!is!to!compute!the!relative!rotation!in!3D!between!the!fixedEbody!frame!and!the!light!frame!because!the!angle!we!need!is!the!one!between!the!normal!direction!to!the!hemisphere! bi !and!the!light li !.!This!can!be!done!easily!using!the!properties!of!the! product! between! quaternions.! Since! that! product! is! equivalent! to! the! sum! of!consecutive!rotations,!we!have! b b li l i=q q q !,!where! blq !is!the!relative!rotation!between!the!light!frame!and!the!body!frame,!seen!by!the!body!frame.!Therefore,! 1( )b b ll i i !=q q q !.!!The!light!and!the!inertial!reference!frame!coincide;!but!we!want!to!keep!the!model!as! general! as! possible.! ! Once! we! have! the! relative! rotation,! we! can! compute! the!angles! ,! " !!and!!with!the!following!relationships!!
2 2
2 3 0 1 1 2
1 3 0 2
2 2
1 2 0 3 2 3
2(( ), (0.5 ( )))
( 2 ( ))
2(( ), (0.5 ( )))
atan q q q q q q
asin q q q q
atan q q q q q q
! "# $ + $ % +! "
& && &' = % $ $ + $( ) ( )
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T sign I C q





= " " "& '
% %" " "( ) ! (97)!!where! I is! the! intensity! of! the! light,! and! mnq !are! the! efficiency! coefficients! coming!from!the!interpolation.!After!some!simulation!tests!we!discovered!and!verified!that!torques!efficiency!coefficients!found!by!the!POVEray!tracing!systems!are!defined!in!the!bodyEfixed!frame.!The!force!vector! lightF !must!be!rotated!from!the!the!light!to!the!inertial!frame,!since!the!scattering!component!has!to!be!parallel!to!the! li !direction,!and! the! lift! component! perpendicular! to! that! one.! In! this!way! it! is! applied! in! the!inertial!frame!with!the!right!orientation.!For!the!rotational!part,!we!remember!that!the!current!approach!is!in!the!fixedEbody!frame.!Therefore,!the!torque!vector lightT !,!for!what!we!wrote!about!the!torque!efficiency!coefficients,!has!to!be!left!directly!in!the!fixedEbody!frame,!without!vector!rotations.!The!rotation!of!the!vector! lightF !!can!be!performed!in!an!elegant!and!efficient!way!using!quaternions.!In!order!to!do!that,!it!must!be!converted!into!quaternions!adding!a!zero!as!first!element!of!the!vector!
[0; ]F light=q F !.! The! rotation! is! 1( )rot l lF i F i!=q q q q !,! where! Fq !is! the! 4x1! vector! in! the!
light !frame,! rotFq is! the! same! vector! but! expressed! in! the! inertial !frame! and! liq !! is!the!quaternion!that!allows!to!rotate!a!vector!from!the! inertial to!the! light frame.!!!
10.5.2+Stability+analysis+with+2D+force+plane+!In!order!to!predict!the!behavior!of!the!system,!and!to!apply!a!control!law,!we!need!to!perform!a! stability!analysis.! In!particular,!we!are! interested! in! the! rotational!part,!since! it! is! the! one! that! can! be! controlled! through!modulation! of! the! light.! This! is!because! the! forces! and! the! torques! are! all! dependent! on! the! angle! of! attack! .! In!particular,!at! this!point,!we!are!performing!simulations! in!3D,!but!with!a!2D! force!plane,!the!only!state!we!are!interested!is!the!rotation ( 0)j i klight light lightF T T! = = = !.!It!is!useful! to! remember! that! in! these! conditions,! !" = is! valid.! Therefore,! the! system!under!analysis!is!the!following!!
( )lightJ !=ω T ! (98)!!which!means,!for!the!2D!case!where!( , ,p q r )!=!( , ,! " # !),!and! 0p = !!and! 0r = ,!and!substituting!the!formula!of!the!torque:!
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! = ! !! (99)!!This!expression!is!very!close!to!the!one!used!to!perform!the!stability!analysis!for!an!airfoil,!therefore!we!can!use!the!same!approach.!Since!the!force!could!be!nonElinear!in!! !!we!can!expand!it!through!a!Taylor's!series,!ceasing!it!at!the!first!order!!




" = " + "#"
!" ! (100)!









c is! in! this! case! an! optical! stiffness.! If!we! substitute! 0 te!" =" !and! therefore
2
0










! = ± ! (102)!!Since!A,! 1r !,!c,!I+and! biiI !are!all!greater!or!equal!to!zero,!the!value!that!determines!if!the!rotational!part!of!the!system!is!stable!or!not!is! zTk :!
•! if! 0zTk > !we! have! 1 0! > !! and 2 0! < !,! therefore! the! system! will! be! unstable!since!it!has!at!least!one!eigenvalue!with!real!part!greater!than!zero.!
•! if! 0zTk > !we! have! 1,2! !complex! conjugates.! In! this! particular! case! the!eigenvalues! are! purely! imaginary,! which! means! that! the! solution! will!oscillate!around!the!equilibrium!position.!!The!data!used!in!the!simulations!are!reported!in!Table!12.!The!only!parameter!that!should!be!changed!in!every!simulation!is!the!initial!condition!for!the!orientation!of!the!body.!
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!In! the! following! simulation,! the! initial! rotation! assumed! by! the! body! in! terms! of!"ZYX!(! ,!! ,! )"!notation!is! 0 [0deg,10deg,0deg]body =rot !.!The!most!interesting!state!variables!are!the!displacement!of!the!body!in!the! lk !direction!(lift)!and!the!variation!of!! (angle!of!attack! )!in!time!and!in! li !direction!(scattering).!!The!angle!of!attack!(
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dt ++ 0.00001+ +!
!
Figure(183.(Angles'with' 0 10deg! = '!In!Figure!183!and!184,!the!displacement!in!lift!direction!is!shown.!It!oscillates!at!the!same! frequency! of! the! angle! of! attack!! ,! but! not! around! zero,! instead! around!another! value,! being! the! initial! condition! with 0! " .! The! frequency! domain!response!is!shown!in!Figure!185,!showing!a!clear!single!tone.!!
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Figure(184.(Displacements'in'scattering'and'lift'directions'with' 0 10deg! = '
!
Figure(185.(Fast'Fourier'Transfer'Function'of'oscillation'of'the'displacement'in'lift'direction'with'
0 10deg! = '!If! we! change! the! xEaxis,! using! the! displacement! in! scattering! direction! instead! of!time,! an! interesting! behavior! can! be! seen.! In! fact,! since! the! displacement! in! the!scattering!direction! is!of!exponential!nature,! the! result! is!a! sort!of!opposite!of! the!"sweep"! function,!with! the! frequency! of! the! displacement! in! lk !reducing! in! space.!This!is!because!the!hemisphere!always!have!a!positive!acceleration!in!the!scattering!direction! (being! the! force! in! li !direction! always! positive).! The! scattering! vs.! lift! is!shown!in!Figure!186.!!
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Figure(186.(Displacement'in'scattering'Vs'lift'directions'with' 0 10deg! = '!The!phase!diagram!(Figure!187!and!188)!both!for!the!displacement!in!lift!direction!and! for! the! angle! of! attack! confirm! the! stability! of! the! system! given! the! initial!condition!on!the!rotation!of! 0 10deg! = .!
!
Figure(187.(Phase'diagram'of'displacement'in'lift'direction'with' 0 10deg! = '!
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Figure(188.(Phase'diagram'of'angle'of'attack'with' 0 10deg! = '!This! completely! symmetric! results! are! expected! since! both! the! torque! around! bj !and! the! force! in! lk !direction! is! odd! with! respect! to 0! = .! Figures! 189! and! 190!shows!the!angle!of!attack!and!Figure!191!shows!the!Fast!Fourier!Transfer!Function!of! the! simulation! with! different! laser! intensity! are! shown.! We! can! confirm! that!increasing! the! intensity! of! the! light,! there! is! an! increase! of! the! frequency! of!oscillation,!shown!both!by!a!graphical!and!a!numerical!(FFT)!point!of!view.!This!was!deducted!by! 0! .!
!
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'!Next,!a!case!around!the!equilibrium!angle! 90deg! = !is!shown.!Therefore,!the!initial!condition! for! the!orientation!of! the!hemisphere! is! 0 [0deg,110deg,0deg]body =rot !.! In!this! case,! the! pitch! angle! is! limited! between 90deg 90deg! <" < .! It! can! be! easily!seen! that! if!we!want! to! have! access! to! the! force! and! torque! coefficients! for!more!than!90degwe! have! to! add!90deg !manually! to! the! angle! in! output! from! the!quaternion!equation.!We! expected! no! more! a! symmetrical! response! of! the! system,! because! even! if!
90deg! = !is!a!stable!equilibrium!point! for! the!angle!of!attack,! the!slope!of! torque!coefficients,!and!so!the!acceleration,!is!different!for!the!left!and!for!the!right!side!of
90deg! = .! Another! difference! we! expected! was! an! exponential! increase! of! the!displacement! in! the! lift! direction,!with!no!more! a! stable! oscillating!behavior.! This!because! 90deg! = !is!not!a!stable!angle!for!the!displacement!states!of!the!system.!All!the! results! we! obtained! confirmed! our! expectations.! Starting! with! the! angle! of!attack,!where! the! asymmetry! is! evident!with! respect! to! 90deg! = .! Higher! angles!
!" !can! be! reached! in! 90deg! > !with! respect! to! 90deg! < !because! in! this! range!the!slope!of! the!torque!coefficient! is!much!lower!(in!absolute!value),!which!means!lower! torque! in! the! opposite! direction,! and! therefore! more! time! to! change! the!direction!of!the!rotation.!The!opposite!happens!in!the!other!range,!being!the!slope!very! high,! and! therefore! feeling! the! body! a! higher! torque! to! come! back! towards
90deg! = .!This!is!shown!in!Figures!193!to!195.!!
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Figure(193.(Angles'with' 0 110deg! = '!
!
Figure(194.(Displacements'in'scattering'and'lift'directions'with'' 0 110deg! = '
+
!
Figure(195(.Displacement'in'scattering'Vs'lift'directions'with' 0 110deg! = '
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Figure(196.(Velocity'in'lift'direction'with' 0 110deg! = '!It! is! interesting!to!show!the!velocity! in! lift!direction!plotted! in!Figure!196,!since! it!shows!small!periodic!deviation!from!the!straight!line.!This!is!due!to!the!fact!that!the!body! oscillating! in! asymmetrical!way! around 90deg! = ,! the! zero! line! of! the! force!efficiency!coefficient!curve!is!crossed,!and!therefore!there!is!a!short!time!where!the!acceleration! in! the! lift!direction! is!negative,!before!coming!back! to!positive!due! to!the! fast! opposite! torque! in! the! range! of! 90deg! < .! Since! it! has! no!more! sense! to!show! a! phase! diagram! for! the! displacement! in! the! lift! direction,! being! it! always!positive,!of!exponential!behavior!and!therefore!unstable,!only!the!phase!diagram!for!the!angle!of!attack!is!shown.!!The!phase!diagram!is!shown!in!Figure!197.!!
!
Figure(197.(Phase'diagram'of'angle'of'attack'with' 0 110deg! = '!
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The! general! objective! is! to! control! the! attitude! of! the! grain.! Therefore,! the!light!should!be!modulated!in!order!to!apply!the!desired!torque!to!the!body.!We!are!only!looking!at!the!rotational!part!of!the!simulation!since!we!already!know!that!it!is!not! possible! to! control! the! translational! part! of! the! body! without! being! able! to!control! the! rotational! one.! In! any! case,! the! displacement! in! scattering! direction!could!not!be!controlled.!The!control!we!are!introducing!is!directly!on!the!quaternion!(orientation)! and! on! the! angular! velocity.! The! first! step! is! to! define! the! reference!angular!velocity!and!orientation!we!want!to!obtain!with!the!control!torque.!In!order!to! find! the!quaternion!difference! b ref!q !! between! the!current! state!and! the!desired!one,! recalling! the! properties! of! quaternion,! we! have! to! perform! multiplications!between!them.!In!particular,!given!the!current!state! biq !and!the!desired!one! refiq ,!we!have!that! ref ref bi b i=q q q ,!where! refbq !is!the!rotation!we!need!in!order!to!switch!from!the!current! to! the!desired!orientation.!Therefore,!we!obtain! the!needed!rotation! from,!
1( )ref ref bb i i
!=q q q .!The!control!force!becomes!!







control light T t
T t
C q






= = " " "& '
% %" "( )
T T !! ! (104)!which! can!be! expressed! as! ( )control T I!= "T Q ,! ! being! controlT !! and! ( )T !Q !3x1 !vectors!and!I!a!scalar1x1.!PreEmultiplying!both!sides!with! ( )( )TT !Q !!we!obtain!!
1( ) ( ) ( )(( ) ) ( )T Tcontrol T T T controlI I ! ! !"= = # # #Q Q Q T !! ! (105)!!One! of! the! problems! of! controlling! the! hemisphere! through! the! intensity! of! light!(and! it! is! the! only! option! we! have)! is! that! I! can! be! only! greater! or! equal! zero.!Therefore,! in! addition! to! the! last! equation! we! have! to! impose! the! following!condition!! 0controlI ! !.!In!this!first!part,!actually!a!2D!force/torque!plane!simulation!is!
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T !! ! (106)!!Furthermore,! in! order! to! simulate! a! real! condition,!where! the! power! of! a! laser! is!limited,!a!saturation!limit! for!the!intensity!of!the! light;! therefore,!when!the!limit! is!reached,!the!variable! controlI is!imposed!at!the!limit!value limitI .!In!Figure!198,!one!can!see! how! the! controlled! attitude! of! the! particle! behaves! as! predicted.! It! reaches!almost!a!zero!value!in!angle!of!attack.!
!
Figure(198.(Angle'of'attack'of'the'hemisphere'with'the'introduction'of'control'with 10qP = ',' 4wP = 'and'
0 10deg! = '!Figure!199!zooms!in,!and!shows!that!the!light!is!activated!soon!as!the!angle!of!attack!becomes!negative,!and!it!is!turned!off!when!the!slope!of!the!angle!of!attack!is!of!the!opposite!of!the!angle!itself.!
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10qP = ',' 4wP = 'and' 0 10deg! = '!In!Figure!200,!the!proportional!gain!is!lower,!which!leads!to!a!slower!dynamics!but!with!lower!amplitude!of!oscillations!and!frequency!of!activation!of!the!incident!light!source.!If!the!proportional!gain!is!higher!instead,!the!dynamics!is!faster!(Figure!201)!because! we! are! increasing! the! stiffness! of! the! system,! which! results! in! a! more!frequent!activation!of!the! laser! in!order!to! limit!the!oscillation!within!a!very!small!range.!The!same!happens!if!we!change!the!limit!of!saturation!to!the!intensity!of!the!light.!The!higher!it!is,!the!faster!is!the!dynamics!and!the!more!frequent!the!activation!of!the!incident!light!source!is.!!!
!
Figure(200.(Angle'of'attack'of'the'hemisphere'with'the'introduction'of'control'with 20qP = ',' 4wP = 'and'
0 10deg! = '
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Figure(201.(Angle'of'attack'of'the'hemisphere'with'the'introduction'of'control'with' 100qP = '',' 4wP = 'and'
0 10deg! = '!!
10.5.3+Torque+due+to+incident+wavefront:+aerodynamic+analogy+! In! all! the! analysis! done! in! the! previous! subsections,! a! strong! similitude!between!the!hemisphere!hit!by!a!set!of!light!rays,!and!an!airfoil!immersed!in!an!air!stream! was! considered.! Moreover,! we! discovered! that! the! torque! efficiency!coefficients! are! defined! in! the! bodyEfixed! reference! frame,! as! the! one! for!aerodynamic!torques.!Therefore,!we!want!to!force!this!similitude!trying!to!improve!the!model!introducing!the!sideslip!angle ! ,!and!modifying!the!definition!of!angle!of!attack! .! This! is! helpful! also! because! the! body! is! an! axisEsymmetric! one,! and!therefore! we! expect! a! symmetric! behavior! with! respect! to! the! two! axes! which!determine!the!symmetry.!We!follow![Zipfel2000].!! is!defined!as!the!angle!from!the!projection!of!the!wind!xEaxis!to!the!body!xEaxis!in!the!vertical!bodyEsymmetry!plane!and! ! !is!defined!as!the!angle!between!the!projection!of!the!body!xEaxis!in!the!wind!plane! and! the! wind! xEaxis.! We! can! adapt! this! model! to! the! optomechanics! one!analyzed!in!this!work.!In!our!model!the!wind!axis!is!the!light!one,!but!it!has!no!sense!to! talk! about! relative! wind! or! relative! velocity.! Therefore,! once! defined! the!components!of!the!velocity!in!bodyEfixed!frame!(v,!w,!u),!we!can!compute!the!angles!
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(107)!!where! 2 2 2V v w u= + + !.!Since!the!translational!part!of!our!system!is!performed!in!inertial! reference! frame,!we!have! to! compute!v,!w! and!u! through! a! rotation!using!quaternions.! In! fact,! if! we! define! the! quaternion [0; ]i iv =q v ,! we! can! rotate! it! and!obtain! the! components! in! bodyEfixed! frame! bv .! We! can! now! compute!! and!!having! the! velocity! components! in! bodyEfixed! frame.! In! the! hypothesis! of! small!rotations,!at! least!around! bi !and bk ,!which!means ,! >>" # ,! the!overall!3D!system!becomes!
..






















Q ! (109)!and! =J I !since!we!are!in!the!fixedEbody!frame.!In!matrix!form!the!system!is!!
0 0 ( , )
0 0 ( , )













# $ % &% &'
( ) * ** *+ = , ,( ) - . - .
( ) * * * */0 1( ) 0 12 3 !! ! (110)!!There!are!two!issues.!First,!computing!! and ! ,!as!defined!in!the!aerodynamic!field,!gives! the! problem! that! if! the! initial! conditions! are! angles! different! from! zero! but!velocity! components! are! equal! to! zero,!! and! ! will! be! equal! to! zero;! numerical!tricks!have!to!be!used!in!order!to!try!to!set!the!correct!! and!! !to!compute! ( )Q γ .!Second,!we!prefer!to!have!an!analytical!expression!if!we!want!to!study!the!stability!of!the!system!and!if!we!want!to!introduce!the!control.!We!want!to!try!to!linearize!the!
non! linear! term ( , )! "Q .! Therefore,! we! have! 0 0 0( ) ( ) ( )( )!= + "!QQ γ Q γ γ γγ ,! where
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0( ) 0=Q γ ,! 0 0=γ !and! 0( )!!Qγ !is! the! Jacobian!of!Qwith! respect! to γ .! Substituting! in!
γ !the!linearization!withθ ,!given! 0( ) 0=γ θ !we!obtain!!
..
0 0 0( )( ) ( )TC I ! != " " #! !
Q γJθ θ θ






















& '# #& '
& '
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# ## & '= & '# ##
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& '# #( )
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θ !! ! (112)!!are! the! Jacobian! and 0 =θ 0 .! In! regards! to! the! previous! equation! (top),! we!hypothesize!that!the!same!torque!and!force!efficiency!curves!can!be!used!both!for!! !and ! .! Therefore,!we! can!numerically! obtain! the! values! for! all! the! components! of!







θ θ !! ! (113)!and!we!know![Etkin2006]! that!we!can!express!! !and!! !function!of! ,!! !and! the!components!of!the!angular!velocity!in!bodyEfixed!frame!(p,+q,+r):!!




q q p r
r p r
! " ! " ! "
" ! !
= # # #
= + # !! ! (114)!!
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We!can!adapt!these!equations!to!the!light,!which!has!no!angular!velocity,!and!is!fixed!in! space! and! time.! In! output! from! the! dynamics! of! our! system! we! have! the!components! of! the! angular! velocity! in! bodyEfixed! frame! (p,+q,+r),! but! we! need! an!expression! with!! !and! ! !! function! of! the! angular! rates! ,!! !and! .! We! got! an!expression!which!relates! !,!! !and! to!p,!q!and!r.!If!we!invert!this!equation!we!can!get!to!an!useful!expression:!!
1 sin tan cos tan
0 cos sin




! "# # $ # $! " ! "
% & % & % &$ = # ' #% & % & % &
% & % & % &( # $ # $) * ) *) * !! ! (115)!!If!we!calculate!p,!q!and!r!form!the!previous!equation!and!we!substitute!them!into!! !and! ! !we! obtain! an! analytical! expression! of!! !and! ! !function! of!! !that! we! can!
differentiate! in!order! to!compute 0( )!!γθ .!As!we!said,! it! is! true!that! for!small!angles
( , , ) ( , , )p q r = ! " # ,! we! can! (taking! care! of! the! hypotheses! done)! substitute!obtaining!!
cos tan sin tan
sin cos
! ! " ! "
" ! !
=#$% $&
=% $& !! ! (116)!!At!this!point!we!can!compute!the!Jacobian;!considering!the!last!equations,!the!result!is!the!following!!
0
0
cos tan 1 sin tan
sin 0 cos
( ) ! " ! "
! !
# #$ %&
= ' (#& ) *
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γ θ !! ! (119)!!The!overall!linearized!system!becomes!!
0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 cos tan sin tan
0 0 sin 0 cos
b
b z z z
b z z
ii
jj T t t t
kk t t
I




! " ! "
! !
# $# $ % &' '% &( )( ) * * * *( )+ = , , - - +( ) . / . /
( )( ) * * * *0 01 2( )1 2( )3 4 3 4 !! !(120)!!Since 0 =θ 0 ,! we! have! that 0! = " =θ θ θ θ .! The! same! happens! with .. ..!=θ θ ,! because!
0 const=θ !and!if!we!derive,!zero!is!obtained.!The!introduction!of!the!sideslip!angle!
! !changes!the!overall!3D!result.!Just!using!angle!of!attack!! and!sideslip!angle! ! ,!the! system! is! not! fully! defined:! in! this! way,! the! "spin"! and! third! angle! is! not!considered.!It!means!that!introducing!an!initial!condition!for!the!beta!angle!different!from!zero,!oscillations!both!around!! !and!! !occur.!The!result! is!a! full! rotation!of!the! system.! Figure!202! shows!an! example!with! initial! condition!of! 0 10deg! = !and
0 2.25deg! = .!The!final!results!confirm!the!expectations.!A!stable!oscillation!of! the!whole!system!is!obtained.!!
!
Figure(202.(Euler'angles'with'initial'conditions'equal'to' 0 10deg! = 'and 0 2.25deg! = .'The'system'is'
stable'
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!Figure! 203! confirms! what! we! expect! from! the! theory,! which! means! that! ! the!oscillation!of!the!whole!system!is!still!stable!for!angles!in!the!negative!range!of! ztK ! !and ztK ! .!
!
Figure(203.(Euler'angles'with'initial'conditions'equal'to' 0 10deg! = 'and 0 21.5deg! = '.'The'system'is'still'
stable'!When!at!least!one!of!the!coefficients!becomes!positive,!the!oscillations!diverge!and!the!system!becomes!unstable!(Figure!204),!like!the!one!in!the!next!figure,!where!the!initial!conditions!are! 0 10deg! = !and 0 44.5deg! = ,!therefore!with 0ztK ! > .!!
!
Figure(204.(Euler'angles'with'initial'conditions'equal'to' 0 10deg! = 'and 0 44.5deg! = .'The'system'
becomes'unstable'!!Using!the!same!equations,!we!can!extend!the!system!to!a!multiEbody!one,!solving!the!same!differential!equations!for!every!hemisphere.! !For!each!particle,!the!system!of!
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sec '!The!phase!diagram!(Figure!206)!for!the!angle!of!attack!is!of!greater!interest,!since!it!is!clearer!how!the!attitude!behavior!of!the!particle!changes!depending!on!the!initial!condition.! The! analysis! varying! the! initial! orientation! is! performed.! This! familiar!representation!shows!how!each!particle!behaves!around!the!equilibrium!angles.!!
!
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! Next,!we! introduce!the! idea!to!control! the!attitude!of!a!cluster!of!bodies!by!considering! their! rotational! average,! and! so! to! apply! a! unique! beam! of! light! to!control!them.!The!first!trial!for!the!control!law!is!to!consider!the!average!orientation!of!the!hemispheres!and!to!treat!this!value!as!it!were!the!orientation!of!a!bigger!rigid!body.! The! same! consideration! can! be! done! for! the! angular! velocity.! Once! decided!that!the!only!feasible!option!is!the!unique!control!depending!on!the!states!of!all!the!bodies,!the!immediate!though!would!be!to!develop!a!control!law!depending!on!the!average! orientation.! But,! how! to! threat! and! to! evaluate! the! average! orientation?!according!ot! the! convention!used! in! this! thesis,! there! are! two!ways:! a)! create! the!control! law!directly! through! the!average!quaternion!or,! b)! computing! the!average!orientation!using!Euler!angles.!The!latter!would!be!easier!to!implement!in!the!code,!the!former!instead!would!be!more!complicated!under!the!theoretical!point!of!view,!but!more!correct!and!coherent!with!the!development!of!the!code!and!of!the!theory!used! in! this! chapter.!Moreover,! also! under! a! real! life! application! point! of! view! it!would!be! correct.! Therefore,!we!decided! to!proceed!with! the! average! considering!quaternion.!It!is!not!a! 3R algebra,!therefore!the!classical!average!for!each!component!is! not! valid.! The! algorithm! suggested! by!Markley! [Markley2007]! is! implemented.!Basically,!we!want! to! find!the!quaternion!that!should!minimize!a!weighted!sum!of!the!squared!Frobenius!norm!of!attitude!matrix!differences,!i.e.:!!!
2
1




q arg min w A A
=
= !" q q !! ! (121)!where! iq !are! the! normalized! n! attitude! estimates! and! iw the! associated! weights.!Using!the!definition!of!the!Frobenius!norm,!we!get!to!!
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and!z!is!defined!as! : TB B= !z .!With!few!substitution!and!simplifications,!it!becomes
4x4: 4 totK M w I= ! ,! where 1: ntot iiw w==! !and! 1: n Ti i iiM w==! q q .! Finally,! the! average!quaternion!can!be!found!by!the!maximization!process!   Targ max M=q q q .!Therefore,!the! average! quaternion,! which! comes! from! the!maximization! problem! of! the! last!equation!is!the!eigenvector!of!M!corresponding!to!the!maximum!eigenvalue.!!In!this!way,!both!the!problem!of!the!unit!norm!of!the!quaternion!and!the!flaw!related!to!the!fact!that!q!and! iq represent!the!same!rotation,!are!avoided,!since!changing!the!sign!of!any! iq does!not!change!the!value!of!M.!If!we!want!to!give!a!physical!definition!to!this!maximization! problem,! it! consists! in! the! least! square!minimization! of! all! the!vectorial! part! of! the! quaternions.! This! means! that! we! are! looking! for! the! vector!(direction)!with!lower!error!compared!to!the!whole!set!of!estimates! iq and!to!their!vectorial!part.! !The!final!result! for!a!simulation!with!random!initial!angle!of!attack!between! 2.5deg! !and!2.5deg !is! shown! in!Figure!209.!One! can! see! that! even! if! the!average! angle! of! attack! is! kept! around0deg ,! the! angle! of! attack! of! every! single!hemisphere!can!vary,!because!of!the!conservation!of!momentum.!!!
!
Figure(209.(MultiEbody'system'(100'hemispheres)'controlled'using'the'average'orientation'!!The! promising! behavior! is! the! one! that! in! every! simulation! performed,! there! is! a!convergence!of!all! the!angles!of!attack! towards!0degas!shown! in!Figure!210.!This!means!that!with!proper!constraints!in!the!control!law,!we!could!keep!the!variation!of! i! !close! to!0deg !and! to! avoid! the! subsequent! divergence.! The! simulation! was!performed!in!Chrono::Engine,!because!of!the!high!number!of!hemispheres!simulated!
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11.$Image$reconstruction$simulation$and$experiments$! Theoretical,!numerical,!and!experimental!research!was!carried!out!to!explore!credible! limits! to! the! concept! of! a! disconnected! “granular! imager”! controlled! by!radiation! pressure! to! form! an! image.! ! This! necessitated! two! separate! subEtasks:!!radiation!pressure!demonstrations,!and!computational! imaging!studies.! !According!to!conventional!thinking,!freely!moving!grains!in!space!will!not!form!an!acceptable!image!on!a!focal!plane!detector!unless!the!grains!can!be!positioned!and!maintained!to!conform!to!a!thin!(e.g.,!less!than!a!fraction!of!a!wavelength)!spherical!or!parabolic!surface.! ! Advances! in! computational! imaging! provide! the! potential! to! relax! this!requirement.!!To!advance!the!granular!telescope!concept,!we!assumed!that!the!grain!orientation! could! be! frozen! in! space! during! an! image! exposure! period.! ! We! also!assumed! that! the! grains,!which!may!number! in! the!hundreds!or! thousands,! could!not! be! fixed! in! an! ideal! configuration! (e.g.,! along! a! parabolic! surface).! ! This! latter!assumption!was!made!after!it!was!determined!that!an!open!loop!control!scheme!to!fix! the! orientation! of! each! grain! is! beyond! our! reach.! ! Consequently,! tip,! tilt,! and!piston! deviations! from! this! idea! surface! results! in! poor,! highly! speckled! images.!!However,! our! experimental! measurements,! as! well! as! numerically! modeled!computations,!successfully!demonstrated!that!a!near!diffractionElimited!image!could!
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be!reconstructed! from!the!combined! information! from!twenty!or!more!exposures.!!By! combining! lucky! imaging,! shiftEandEadd,! and! multiframe! blind! deconvolution!techniques! for! 100! speckled! frames,! we! were! able! to! reconstruct! an! image! of! a!binary!light!source,!even!though!the!system!suffered!tip/tilt!errors!as!large!as!20E40!waves! across! the! baseline! of! the! granular! cloud.! ! This! fundamental! imaging!accomplishment!provides!confidence!that!more!complicated!objects!can!be!imaged!with!this!technique.! !What!is!more,!this!value!of!~20!waves!provides!a!target!for!a!future! system! that! will! control! the! orientation! of! the! grains.! ! Radiation! pressure!provides! a! means! controlling! grain! orientation! by! means! of! optical! torque.! ! We!explored! several! advanced! methods! of! demonstrating! this! torque! by! means! of! a!laser.!!Earlier!work!had!achieved!lightEinduced!torque!of!optical!wings!in!a!liquid.!!In!this! study!we! attempted! to! eliminate! the! confounding! effects! of! gravity! and!heatEinduced!buoyancy!changes.! !This! included!experiments!using!first!the!heavy!liquid!sodium! polytungstate! to! achieve! neutral! buoyance! of! glass! hemispheres,! then!magnetic! levitation!of!bismuth! foil!and!pyrolytic!graphite! film,!and! finally!acoustic!levitation! by! means! of! a! standing! ultrasonic! wave.! ! The! later! shows! the! most!promise,! as! we! succeeded! in! levitating! optically! reflective! and! refractive! objects.!!!We! believe! a! more! advanced! ultrasound! source! (we! used! an! audio! compression!driver)! will! provide! a! means! to! observe! radiation! pressure! and! torque! on! small!levitated! grains.! ! In! summary,! a! granular! imaging! space! telescope! having! a! poor!optical! figure!was! found! to! be! feasible! by!making! use! of! advanced! computational!imaging!techniques.!!A!control!scheme!to!curtail!the!wavefront!error!is!a!remaining!challenge,! and! the! force! from! radiation! pressure! may! be! one! of! a! number! of!mechanisms!that!will!be!needed!to!stabilize!the!grains.!This!study!shows,!however,!that! uncharacteristically! large! values! of! tip/tilt! errors! (for! a! telescope)! may! be!acceptable,!thereby!lessening!the!need!for!subEwavelength!grain!control.!
(
11.1$Experimental$and$Numerical$Model$in$the$FarRField$!A!set!of!randomly!placed!small!apertures,!each!having!a!random!wave!front!error,!was! used! in! place! of! a! continuous! errorEfree! aperture! in! an! imaging! system.! ! See!Figure! 211.! Using! the! numerical! model,! we! analyzed! the! effect! of! noise,! phase!aberration,!bandwidth,!and!the!effect!of!element!fill!factor!on!the!image!quality.!The!speckled!intensity!profiles!of!broadband!point!sources!(400E730nm)!were!restored!using! multiframe! blind! deconvolution! coupled! with! lucky! imaging.! Diffraction!limited!resolution!that!is!comparable!to!a!continuous!aperture!of!the!same!baseline!was!achieved.!Imaging! of! distant! targets! typically! results! in! resolution! loss! due! to! the!diffraction! blur,! caused! by! the! limited! angular! extent! of! the! primary! aperture.! A!monolithic!aperture!with!large!diameter!is!desirable.!However,!the!size!is!limited!by!the! weight,! and! the! cost! of! construction! and! maintenance.! New! computational!imaging!techniques!are!being!developed!to!improve!the!resolution!by!compensating!the! hardware! limitations! with! the! power! of! computational! post! processing.! We!address!the!case!of!an!illEfigured!multiEaperture!system!that!comprises!of!an!array!of! very! small! sized! aperture! elements,! for! imaging! broadband! point! sources.! ! An!
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illustration! of! the! randomized! aperture! scheme,! shown! in! the! figure! below!which!depicts! a! point! source! (or! sources)! at! an! infinite! distance! from! elements! that! are!distributed! across! a! quasiEparabolic! surface! of! baseline! D.! For! a! continuous!parabolic!reflector,!a!diffractionElimited!image!would!appear!on!the!detector!placed!at!focal!distance!f.!However,!tipEtilt!and!piston!errors!associated!with!each!aperture!element! produces! speckles,! and! the! image! is! further! degraded! as! the! bandwidth!increases.!!!Furthermore,!the!distribution!may!be!varying!randomly!in!time,!and!we!therefore! assume! that! little! knowledge!of! the!Point! Spread!Function! (PSF)! can!be!obtained.! ! We! ask! the! following! the! proof! of! concept! question:! Is! it! possible! to!reconstruct!a!diffractionElimited!image!from!such!a!system?!!
!
Figure(211.(Sketch(of(granular(imager.(!Efforts! at! solving! the! random! distortion! problem! can! be! traced! back! to! Wiener.!!These!works!rely!on!the!prior!knowledge!of!the!PSF!or!the!statistical!model!of!the!turbulence.! Techniques! such! as! lucky! imaging,! shiftEandEadd,! cross! spectrum!analysis,!phase!retrieval,!and!phase!diversity!were!also!developed!for!the!recovery!of! images! that! are! affected! by! the! phase! aberrations! from! turbulence.! These!techniques!have!proved!to!produce!diffraction!limited!resolution,!but!are!limited!to!a! relatively! narrow! bandwidth,! or! they! require! reference! information.! Fergus!proposed!an!unconventional!camera!lens!comprises!of!an!array!of!randomly!placed!small!mirrors,! the! system!exhibit! a! static! random!distortion,!which!was! solved!by!the!used!of!machine!learning!method.!We!focused!on!solving!a!dynamic!random!distortion!problem!in!a!broadband!scenario,! using! the! multiframe! blind! deconvolution! techniques.! The! major!advantage!of!the!blind!deconvolution!compared!with!other!methods!is!the!ability!of!retrieving!a!diffraction!limited!image!of!an!object!without!reference!information!and!little! prior! knowledge! of! the! object! and! PSF.! By! using!multiframe! as! convergence!constraints,! the! ratio! of! unknowns! (the! PSF! and! the! object)! to! known! (recorded!image)! can! be! increase! from! 2:1! in! single! frame! schemes! to! N+1:N! (for! N! >>! 1),!which! offers! great! help! in! restoration! of! low! contrast! and!high! corrupted! images.!However,! most! convex! optimization! based! blind! deconvolution! techniques! may!stuck!at!local!minima,!as!the!degradation!of!image!quality!increases.!
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shown! ! in!Figure!213(a).! ! Figure!213! (b)! shows!an!example!of!pupil!plane,!which!consists!of!approximately!50!nonEoverlapping!circular!aperture!elements.!!Each!has!a!diameter!of!d=2r,!and!centered!randomly!at!(xi,!yi)$!within!a!baseline!of!diameter!D=2R!on!an!N!x!N!grid.! !Figure!213! (c)! shows! the! tipEtilt! component!of! the!phase!error!in!pupil!plane!(σ!=!5λ/D).!!Figure!213!(d)!shows!the!piston!component!of!the!phase! error! in! pupil! plane! (one! wave).! Mathematically,! such! an! array! can! be!represented! by! a! sum! of! a! random! distribution! of! complex! aperture! element!functions!within!a!baseline,!in!pupil!plane!as!!
! (124)!!!where!B! is!the!amplitude!transfer!function!of!the!baseline,!and!M! is!the!number!of!aperture! elements.! ! A! circular! baseline! with! radius! R! (diameter!D! =! 2R)! may! be!represented! by! a! superEGaussian! function.! The! complex! pupil! function! of! the!mth!aperture! element! may! be! expressed! Um! =! Am! exp(i! "m)! where! A! and! "! are!respectively!the!amplitude!and!phase!functions!of!the!aperture!element.!!We!employ!a!Poisson!disk!sampling!algorithm!to!generate!a!nonEoverlapping!circular!aperture!within!the!baseline.!The!amplitude!function!of!each!circular!aperture!with!radius!r,!may!also!be!expressed!as! a! superEGaussian! function.!We! consider!only! the! lowest!order! aberrations! of! piston! and! tip/tilt! phase! contributions! across! each! aperture!element:!!
"!=!(2,/#)(!/zm!+!x/0x,m!+!y/0y,m!)! (125)!!!!where!#! ! is! the!wavelength,!/z! is! the!piston!displacement!of!an!aperture!element,!which!has!a!random!uniform!pairwise!independent!distribution!with!support![0,#],!and! /0! is! a! random! tip/tilt! angle,! each! having! a! pairwise! independent! Gaussian!random!distribution!with!zero!mean!and!variance!of!$2.!!
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Figure(213.(Illustration(of(numerical(model(of(randomized(aperture(imaging(system(in(far(field(scheme.(((!!!For! a! single! quasiEmonochromatic! point! source! at! infinity! subtending! the! optical!axis!by!an!angle!(.x,.y)!the!electric!field!at!a!back!focal!plane!of!the!system!may!be!numerically! represented! by! a! Fourier! transforms! of! the! field! exiting! the! system!aperture!
! (126)!!where!f!is!the!focal!length,!!1=exp(i(2,/#)(x.x+y.y))!is!the!phase!contribution!from!the! light!source.!For!a!polychromatic!source!the! intensity!at!a! focal!plane!detector!may! be! numerically! represented! as! a! incoherent! superposition! of! intensity!distributions,!each!representing!a!narrow!band!of!wavelengths:!!!
! (127)!!where!µ!is!the!spectral!distribution!of!the!source!and!detector.!In!practice,!an!object!may! be! decomposed! into! a! distribution! of!mutually! incoherent! point! sources.! ! In!that!case!the!total!intensity!recorded!by!the!detector!may!be!represented!as!a!linear!superposition!of!the!intensity!distributions!of!each!source.!
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!For! digital! detectors,! two! primary! noise! sources! include! photon! shot! noise! and!readout!noise.!!Photon!noise!is!caused!by!the!nature!of!light,!and!is!scene!dependent.!The! photon! noise! contaminated! image! is! known! to! has! a! Poisson! distribution.!Readout! noise! associated! with! voltage! fluctuation! and! amplifier! gain,! and! has! a!Gaussian! distribution! with! zero!mean,! and! can! be!modeled! as! additive! noise.! An!image!corrupted!by!both!photon!and!readout!noise!can!be!modeled!numerically!as!!
! (128)!!where!g! is! the! ideal! noise! free! image,! c0! is! a! constant! used! to! adjust! the! Poisson!noise! level,! and! $read2!is! the! variance! of! Gaussian! noise.! The! signalEtoEnoiseEratio!(SNR)! is! calculated! in! unit! of! decibel! (DB)! as! SNR!=!10log10(µ/$n)!where!µ! is! the!mean! value! of! a! noise! free! image,! and! $n! is! the! standard! deviation! of! the! noise!mixture,! i.e.,! gnoiseEg.! The! phase! errors,! noise,! and!mirror! fill! factors! are! the!main!factors! that! affect! the! quality! of! the! images!we! obtained! from! the! aperture! array!system.!We!show!below!the!system!modulation!transfer!function!(MTF)!for!various!amounts!of!tipEtilt!error!and!piston!error!in!Fig!214!(a)!and!214!(b)!respectively.!As!we!can!see,!almost!60%!of!high!frequency!information!is!lost!as!the!tipEtilt!error!is!increased!from!0.5!to!700#/D!and!piston!error!is!increased!from!0.5!to!1.5!waves.!It!is!also!noticed!that!the!loss!of!frequency!details!is!inverse!proportional!to!the!mirror!fill! factor!without!phase!error,!Fig.!214!(c).!However,!as!the!phase!error! increases,!the! fillEfactor! no! longer! server! as! a! dominant! factor! to! the! loss! of! high! frequency!details,!Fig.!214!(d).!!
!
Figure( 214.( Sensitivity( of( MTF( to( (a)( tip`tilt( error,( (b)( piston( error,( (c)( fill`factor( (FF)( without( phase(
error,(and((d)(fill(factor,(with(phase(error((tip`tilt(5λ/D,(piston(1(wave).(!!
Image( Recovery:(Multiframe! blind! deconvolution! algorithms! aim! to! recover! the!target!objects(from!a!set!of!corrupted!observations.!Assuming!at!each!time!point(n!=!1,2,…,N,!the!random!aperture!mirror!system!produce!an!image,!with!a!set!of!image!given! by( {gn}.! Given! a! shiftEinvariant! imaging! system! (or! approximately( shiftEinvariant),!the!image!formation!process!can!be!modeled!as!convolution!of(the!object!and! the! system! PSF! where! the! recorded! nth! image! gn! may( be! expressed! as! a!convolution!of! f!with!hn,!where! f! represent! the! target!objects!and!hn! ! is! the!PSF!at!
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time!point!n.!!Using!Borel’s!convolution!theorem,!this!relationship!may!be!expressed!as!a!product!of!the!the!two!Fourier!transforms,!F!=!FT{f}!and!Hn!=!FT(hn),!so!that!Gn!=!FT{gn}!=!F!Hn.!The!multiframe!blind!deconvolution!technique!is!especially!suited!for! cases! where! PSF! is! temporally! varying! and! impractical! to! measure.! ! If! prior!knowledge!of!the!object!is!unknown,!the!multiframe!blind!deconvolution!is!usually!modeled! as! a! nonEnegatively! constrained! minimization! problem,! which! can! be!solved!by!either!batch!or!online!optimization!approaches.!
! (129)!!We!used!an!efficient!alternating!online!solution!to!solve!the!above!equation!which!gives!an!iterative!update!scheme:!
!!!!!!!!!! !(130)!!The! iteration! stops! when! all! the! frames! in! the! sequence! are! processed,! or! the!accumulative!reconstruction!error!is!smaller!than!some!desired!value.!!
Reconstructed(Experimental(Results:!A! series!of!50! speckled! images!of! a!broad!band! binary! light! source! (400E700nm,! continuous),! as! well! as! the! groundEtruth!image!are!obtained!using!the!!setup!described!above.!The!captured!raw!image!is!deEmosaiced,! and! multiEframe! deconvolution! is! performed! on! each! channel! of! ! the!demosaiced! color! image.! ! As! seen! in! the! comparison! below! (Fig.! 215),! the! line!profiles!groundEtruth!image!and!the!reconstructed!image!are!nearly!identical.! !The!spatial!separation!error!and!peak!ratio!error!of!the!reconstruction!are!less!than!5%!and!25%!respectively.!Figure!215!shows!the!peak!ratio!of!the!binary!source!is!about!0.9,!angular!separation! is!about!1.22λ/D.! !The!data!sequence! is!obtained!with!100!different!aperture!masks,!each!has!M!~!90!nonEoverlapping!aperture!elements!with!a! fillEfactor! of!~15%.! ! (a)! Examples! of!most! lucky! frames.! Figure! 215! ! (b)! shows!examples!of!least!lucky!frames;!Figure!215!(c)!shows!the!ground!truth!of!the!binary!source.!Figure!215!(d)!shows!the!restoration!result!of!the!binary!sources.!Figure!215!(e)! shows! a! comparison! of! the! line! profile! ground! truth! and! restoration! result!showing! excellent! agreement! in! relative! magnitudes! of! the! two! peaks,! angular!separation,!and!profiles.!!
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Reconstructed(Numerically(Modeled(Results:!A!series!of!50!speckled!images!of!a!broad!band!binary! light!source! (400E700nm,!5nm!gap)!with!angular!separation!of!1.22#/D! is! numerically! generated,! where! #! is! the! central! wavelength.! The! pupil!consists! of! approximately! 150! circular! aperture! elements! of! the! same! sizes.! The!ratio!between! the!diameter!of! the!aperture!element!and! the!baseline!of! the!entire!array! is! 45:1.! The! wavefront! error! at! each! aperture! element! has! a! zero! mean!Gaussian!random!tipEtilt!phase!with!standard!deviation!$!=!5#/D,!and!a!uniformly!distributed! piston! error! of! one!wave.! ! A! groundEtruth! image! of! the! target! is! also!numerically!generated!using!a!monolithic!pupil!with!diameter!equals!to!the!size!of!!the! baseline! of! the! subEaperture! array.! The! data! simulated! under! this! condition!exhibit! similar! features! with! the! data! obtained! experimentally,! therefore! an!estimation!of!5E10!#/D!!tipEtilt!error!may!be!made!to!the!experimental!data.!Poisson!noise!with!scaling!factor!of!c0!=0.5!is!modeled!as!photon!noise.!Gaussian!noise!with!zero!mean!and!a! !variance!$n!equals!to!1%!of! the! image! intensity! is!also!added!as!dark!noise.!!The!averaged!SNR!over!the!entire!sequence!is!about!9.5!decibel.!As!can!been!seen!the!binary!sources!are!successfully!reconstructed,!as!was!the!case!for!the!experimental! data! above.!The! spatial! separation! error! and!peak! ratio! error! of! the!reconstruction!are!less!than!5%!and!25%!respectively.!!The!agreement!between!the!experimental! and! numerically! models! results! verifies! the! accuracy! of! our! model!(Figure!216).!Figure!216!shows! the!peak!ratio!of! the!binary!source! is!0.9,!angular!separation! is!1.22λ/D.!The!data!sequence! is!simulated!with!100!different!aperture!masks,! each! has! M! ~150! nonEoverlapping! aperture! elements! with! a! fill! factor! of!~15%.!The! tipEtilt! error!across!each!aperture!element!has!a!Gaussian!distribution!with!zero!mean!and!σ!=!5λ/D,!and!piston!error!is!one!wave.!!The!average!SNR!of!the!sequence!is!about!9.5!decibel.!Figure!216!(a)!shows!examples!of!most!lucky!frames.!Figure!216!(b)!shows!examples!of!least!lucky!frames;!Figure!216!(c)!shows!ground!truth!of!the!binary!source.!Figure!216!(d)!shows!the!restoration!result!of!the!binary!sources.!Figure!216!(e)!shows!the!comparison!of! the! line!profile!ground!truth!and!restoration!result.!
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11.2$Experimental$and$Numerical$Model$in$the$NearRField$! We!envisioned!two!scenarios!for!a!granular! imager.! !The!first!assumed!that!light!reaching!the!detector!underwent!Fraunhofer!diffraction!owing!to!the!relatively!small!size!of!the!reflecting!elements.!Each!reflector!produced!a!Fraunhofer!wavelet,!and!the!interference!of!these!wavelets!in!the!plane!of!the!detector!provided!optical!information!about! the! light! source! (e.g.,! a!binary! star).! ! In! this! section!we!assume!light!from!the!reflectors!undergoes!no!diffraction!(i.e.,!negligible!Fresnel!diffraction).!!This! scenario! provides! optical! information! about! the! source! if! the! unEdiffracted!beamlets!interfere.!!The!illustration!below!(Figure!217)!depicts!light!from!a!distant!stellar!object!along!the!line!do,!reflecting!from!a!circular!reflector,!and!illuminating!a!detector! array! (DA).! ! The! bottom! row! depicts! a! random! circular! distribution! of!reflectors!with!tip/tilt!and!piston!phase.!In!Figure!217,!a!geometric!representation!of!the!near!field!numerical!model!of! a! granular! imager! is! shown.! The! aperture! array! consists! approximately! 50!circular!reflecting!elements!of!diameter!d=2r.!The!position!of!each!element!ci!=!(xi,!yi,! zi)! is! aligned! along! a!parabolic! surface,!with! its! x! and!y! components! randomly!distributed! within! a! circular! baseline! of! diameter! D.! Incoming! collimated! rays!directed!along!the!unit!vector!do!are!assumed!to!reflect!in!the!direction!dr,i!without!diffracting!as!they!propagate!to!the!detector!array!(DA),!which!is!placed!at!the!focal!plane!of!the!paraboloid.!Respective!element!and!detector!surface!normals!are!ni!and!nd.! !!
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Near(Field(Numerical(Model:!In!the!near!field!regime,!the!numerical!model!ignores!diffraction!of!the!reflected!light!as!it!propagates!from!the!aperture!to!the!focal!plane!detector.! !That! is,!we!assume!the!characteristic!diffraction!distance!is!much!longer!than!the!effective!focal!length:!,rg2/#!>>!f.!Circular!reflective!elements!with!radius!rg!are!randomly!placed!!within!D.!Collimated!light!directed!along!!the!direction!do!are!diverted! by! the! ith! aperture! element! along! the! direction! dr,i! ! If! the! reflectors!conformed!to!a!paraboloid:!!
z!=!E(x2+y2)/4f!+!f! (131)!!where! f! is! the! focal! length! of! the! paraboloid,! the! central! reflected! rays! from! each!aperture!element!would!coincide!at!the!focal!point.!In!that!special!case!the!direction!angles!of!the!normal!vector!of!each!reflector!may!be!expressed!as!directional!cosine!as!ni,0! =! cosE1! ((z/|z|).! In! general,! the! normal! vector! of! each! reflector!will! suffer!from!random!tipEtilt!errors!and!thus!the!directional!angles!becomes!!
ni!=!ni,0!+!/.i! (132)!!where!/.i!=!(/.i,x,!/.i,y)!are!pairwise!independent!Gaussian!random!variables!with!zero!mean! and! variances!$0.! The! electric! field!within! each! reflected! beam! on! the!detector! plane!may! be! represented! as! a! tilted! plane! wave! scaled! by! an! obliquity!factor!from!both!aperture!element!do*ni!and!the!angle!upon!the!detector!dr*nd.!With!two!point!sources!at!infinity,!the!incoming!rays!are!reflected!from!an!element!along!
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! (133)!!where! the! amplitudes! Ai! are! zero! valued! outside! the! projection! area! of! the! ith!!aperture!element,!L!are!full!path!lengths!of!rays!from!the!object!to!the!ith!mirror!and!then!to!the!detector,!and!k=2,/#.!!For!small!angular!deviations!in!the!detector!plane!and!for!uniform!luminous!point!sources,!we!make!small!angle!approximations.!For!two! mutually! incoherent! sources! subtending! an! angle! 2.0,! we! make! use! of! the!relation! dE*d+! =! cos(2.0).! ! Defining! the! position! vector! on! detector! plane! as! xd! =!(xd,yd),!the!measured!irradiance!may!be!expressed:!!
! (134)!!!
Reconstructed(Near(Field(Numerical(Images.!!Figure!218!shows!a!comparison!of!both! the! near! field! and! far! field! reconstructed! images! for! numerically! modeled!systems.! ! In! both! cases! a! pair! of! images!was! reconstructed! by! use! of!multiframe!blind!deconvolution.!!In!Figure!218,!both!sequences!are!generated!with!M!=!50!nonEoverlapping!subEapertures!(or!reflecting!elements),!and!having!random!tipEtilt!error!of!σ!=!10!λ/D!and!piston!error!of!Δz!=!λ.!!Each!sequence!consists!of!N!~!60!images.!Figure! 218! (a)! shows! groundtruth! image! of! the! binary! light! sources,! and! the!comparison!of!the!line!profile!of!the!ground!truth!and!the!recovered!results;!Figure!218!(b)!shows!a!typical!far!field!image!in!the!sequence,!and!enlarged!part!of!recover!result;!Figure!218!(c)!shows!a!typical!near!field!image!in!the!sequence,!and!enlarged!part!of!recover!result.!Note!that!we!further!adapted!the!reconstruction!algorithm!to!include!lucky!imaging!and!shiftEandEadd!techniques.!!Although!the!nearEfield!results!appear! to! reproduce! the! expected! ground! truth! image,! we! believe! this! method!requires! a! deeper! examination! since! there! is! little! evidence! of! interference! in! the!detector!plane.!!!!
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Near(Field(Experiment:! !A!schematic!diagram!of!nearEfield!experimental! setup! is!shown! in!Figure!219.! ! In!Figure!219,! a!binary!point! source! is! generated!by!use!of!beam!splitter!BS1!and!mirrors!MIR1!and!MIR2.!!The!two!beams!subtend!a!nonEzero!angle!and!coincide!at!a!glitterEcoated!black!concave!surface!PS!(bottom!right).!!The!focal! plane! (f! =75! mm)! of! the! concave! surface! is! reimaged! on! a! detector! DA! by!means!of!a!beam!splitter!BS2!and!relay!lens!RL.!Spectral!filter!is!not!shown.!Figure!219! (b)! shows! the! glittered! surface! with! each! reflected! surface! having! a!characteristic!size,!d,!(see!magnified!image)!and!illumination!area!having!a!diameter!D.! Spatially! and! spectrally! filtered! light! was! formed! into! a! collimated! quasiEmonochromatic! beam! which! was! divided! by! a! beam! splitter! (BS)! to! produce! a!mutually!incoherent!binary!point!source!with!an!angle!.0!~!1.5!#/D.!!The!baseline!of!the! beam! has! a! diameter! of! D! =! 12! mm.! ! Fine! sized! craft! glitter,! each! having! a!diameter! dg! ~! 0.3! mm$,! were! used! as! aperture! elements.! ! The! random! aperture!condition!was!achieved!by!randomly!sprinkling!glitter!across!a!blackened!concave!lens! (CL),! with! a! focal! length! of! fg! =! 75mm.! ! After! each! image!was! recorded,! the!reflecting! elements!were! removed,! and! a! new! random! surface!was! prepared.! The!number!of!subEapertures!across!the!full!D!=!12!mm!beam!diameter!ranged!from!M!=!100! to!150.!The! second!beam!splitter! (BS2)!was!used! to! collect! the! reflected! light!and! direct! it! toward! the! detector! array! of! the! same! camera.! ! Owing! to! space!constraints,! the! detector! could! not! be! placed! directly! in! the! focal! plane! of! the!concave!surface,!and!thus,!a!150!mm!relay!lens!(RL)!was!used.!!This!configuration!is!called!near!field!because!the!beamlets!from!each!reflecting!element!undergo!Fresnel!diffraction! (rather! than! Fraunhofer! diffraction)! upon! reaching! the! detector.! ! The!diffraction! length! of! a! single! reflecting! element! is! lg! ranges! from!260! to! 450!mm,!which! is! greater! than! fg! =! 75!mm.! ! The! condition! lg! >>! fg! satisfies! the! near! field!condition.! We! assert! that! the! system! is! nearly! shift! invariant! since! the! elements!roughly!conform!to!a!small!patch!of!diameter!D!on!the!concave!surface.!!However,!as!seen! in! the! picture! of! glitter! surface! under! a! 10X! microscope! (Figure! 192),! the!aperture! elements! display! significant! amount! of! tipEtilt! and! piston! errors.! In!
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Reconstructed( Near( Field( Experimental( Images.! ! We! recorded! N=50! glitter!images.! ! A! typical! image! is! shown! above.! Ground! truth! and! restored! images! are!shown!below,!showing!good!qualitative!agreement!between!the!two.!!Quantitatively,!we! find! the! distance! between! the! intensity! peaks! are! in! good! agreement,!with! an!error! of! 5%.! ! Furthermore! the! intensity! peaks! are! equal! to! within! 15%.! This! is!remarkable! considering! the! 10%! bandwidth! of! the! quasiEmonochromatic! light!source,! and! the! ~15#/D! tipEtilt! error! and! a! likely! piston! error! of! at! least! several!waves.!The!good!agreement!between!the!ground!truth!and!reconstructed!images!in!Figure!221!may!be!attributed!to!the!high!degree!of!shift! invariance!of! the! imaging!systems.! ! That! is,! the! speckle! data! contains! multiple! overlapping! pairs! of! binary!images.!The!multiframe!blind!deconvolution!scheme!is!successful!at!recovering!the!binary!light!source.!!As!stated!above,!however,!further!study!is!needed!to!determine!whether! sufficient! interference! is! creating! the! image! or! whether! the! numerical!
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processing! is! simply! identifying! correlated! pairs! from! independent! incoherent!glitter!elements.!!
!
Figure(221.(Comparison(of(ground(truth(and(near(field(results.(!!
1.2(Pathway(for(Development(of(a(Technology(Roadmap(! Technology! development! for! granular! imaging! systems! is! needed! in! several!areas.! Creating! and!maintaining! a! perfectly! continuous! surface! is! not! likely! to! be!achieved! for! some! time,! therefore,! sophisticated! image!processing! algorithms!will!be!required!to!synthesize!an!astronomical!image.!For!example,!taking!several!short!exposures!and!using!speckle!imaging!techniques!would!allow!for!weaker!tolerances!on! the! reflective! surface.! Instead! of! correcting! for! atmospheric! instabilities,! as! is!typical! for! speckle! imaging,!we!would! correct! for! the! small! changes! of! the!mirror!surface! due! to! the! grains! being! constantly! in! motion.! Multiframe! blind!deconvolution!is!a!related!technique!to!process!multiple!imperfect!images!to!obtain!a!better!estimate!of!the!object.!Utilizing!multiple!clouds,!as!an!imaging!array,!would!be! a! natural! extension! that! would! be! applicable! to! speckle! interferometry! and!increase! the! effective! resolution! of! the! system! inversely! proportional! to! the!separation!of!clouds.!!Further! developments! are! needed! in! the! area! of! multistage! swarm!modeling,!simulation,! guidance! and! control,! involving! both! deterministic! and! probabilistic!modeling!approaches.!The!work!carried!out! in!Phase!II!most!certainly!contributed!to! these! areas.! Caltech! and! JPL! are! currently! collaborating! on! a! CubeSat!mission,!called! the! Autonomous! Assembly! and! Reconfiguration! Experiment! for! a! Space!Telescope! (AAReST)! and! planned! for! launch! in! late! 2016,! that! will! demonstrate!
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precision! flying.! Three! CubeSat! modules! will! be! deployed! at! low! Earth! orbit,!consisting!of!a!primary!module!and!two!outriggers.!The!outriggers!will!detach!and!reattach! to! the! primary! module! at! different! attachment! points! using! magnetic!latches! and! formation/precision! flying! to! change! positions.! Further! testing! and!theoretical! developments! are! also! needed! in! the! area! of! optical! manipulation! at!large! scales,! particularly! in! optimal! cloud! cooling,! trapping,! corralling,! optical!sensing,!and!guidance!via!laser!beam.!Since!systemElevel!testing!in!space!would!be!very! costly,! systemElevel! and! architectural! demonstrations! involving! multiscale!modeling!and!simulation!of!reflective,!refractive,!and!diffractive!architectures!in!the!visible!and!radar!bands!will!significantly!advance!the!concept.!!To! enable! these! advancements,!we!plan! to! seek! additional! funding! from!other!sponsors! after! Phase! II:! DARPA! and! the! NASA! OCT! Game! Changing! Program,!focusing!the!work!on!technology!demos.!!The! roadmap! for! technology! maturation,! with! the! key! technology!milestones/demonstrations!that!would!substantially!advance!the!concept,!includes:!a)!ground!tech!demos!of!optical!cooling;!b)!ground!tech!demos!of!imaging!of!trapped!cloud!in!formation!with!optical!bench;!c)!microgravity!demos!of!optical!cooling!and!system!autonomy!in!KCE135!or!ISS;!and!e)!orbital!or!suborbital!lowEcost!tech!demos!of!integrated!optical!cooling!experiment!with!Cubesats.!!
12.1$Expected$Technology$Developments$! Technology!Gaps!that!were!identified!during!Phase!II!were:!E! Need!to!provide!active!damping!mechanism!to!keep!the!particles!in!the!primary!mirror!together!E! Need!to!evaluate!the!possibility!of!obtaining!highEres!imaging!using!GI!at!radar!wavelengths!E! Need!to!explore!the!need!for!polarization!control,!and!using!grains!that!operate!as!metamaterials!frequency!selective!surfaces!E! Contemplate!the!GI!having!a!gradient!index!of!refraction,!with!different!grain!compositions!(Gold!reflects!IR,!Silver!reflects!visible!&!UV).!! One!developing!technology!we!have!assumed!will!continue!to!improve!is!fast!steering!mirrors!that!are!also!deformable!mirrors.!!This!is!used!to!control!both!lineEofEsight!errors! in!our!system!and!highEspatial! frequency!errors!caused!by! thermal!fluctuations!in!the!cloud!of!particles.!!Northrop!Grumman’s!AOA!Xinetics!is!actively!developing!such!mirrors!and!we!can!expect! they!will! improve! in!control!authority!and!number!of!actuators!as!our!Orbiting!Rainbows!concept!proceeds.!The! fields! of! computational! optics,! wavefront! sensing! and! control,! and!computational! photography! continue! to! develop! at! a! rapid! pace.! ! Although! our!project! has! shown! initial! success! with! imaging! a! simulated! binary! star! system!through! a! fullyEfilled,! glitter! realization! of! our! Orbiting! Rainbows! concept,! we!welcome! further! advances! to! reduce! the! stringent! requirements! placed! on! our!particleEbased!mirrors.!!Since!we!plan!to!combine!data!from!multiple!images,!“Lucky!Imaging”!is!one!emerging!technology!that!will!help!us!address!image!estimation.!
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12.2$Proposed$roadmap$! A! proposed! roadmap! for! technology! maturation! of! the! Orbiting! Rainbows!Task,!with!the!key!technology!milestones/demonstrations!that!would!substantially!advance!the!concept,!(shown!in!Figure!222)!would!include:!!1.! ground! tech! demos! of! imaging! of! levitated/trapped! cloud! in! optical! bench;!TRL!3!to!4!a.! prelim!demo:!testing!of!levitation/trapping!capability!b.! interim!demo:!testing!of!trapping!plus!incoherent!imaging!!c.! final!demo:!system!level!coherent!imaging!test!with!minimal!trapping!capability!2.! microgravity!demos!in!KCE135!(only!20!seconds!microEg!in!parabolic!flight)!TRL!4!to!5!a.! flight!1:!testing!of!levitation/trapping!capability!b.! flight!2:!testing!of!trapping!plus!incoherent!imaging!!c.! flight! 3:! system! level! coherent! imaging! test! with! minimal! trapping!capability!
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3.! microgravity!demos! in! the! ISS! E! International!Space!Station!(smaller!gElevel!than!KC135,!longer!duration),!TRL!5!to!6!a.! ISS!rack!experiments!using!reduced!optical!bench!and!small!vacuum!chamber,! including:! two! lasers! for! cloud! containment! or!electromagnetic! trapping,! vacuum! bottle,! grain! release! mechanism,!laser! reference! source! (reference! star! image),! CCD! detector! (image!plane),! software! processing! capability! to! implement! image!reconstruction!algorithm!4.! orbital! or! suborbital! lowEcost! tech! demos! of! integrated! systemElevel!experiment!with!Cubesats:!>!TRL!5E6!a.! flight!1:!test!of!cloud!release!and!containment!from!one/two!Cubesats!b.! flight!2:!test!of!stabilization!of!cloud!and!Cubesats!in!formation!c.! flight! 3:! systemElevel! tests.! Three! Cubesats,! spring! ejected,! micro!thrusters!used!to!maintain!a!simple!equilateral!triangle!formation!for!duration!of! trapping/imaging!experiment:! two! laser!sources!(one!on!each! Cubesat),! one! of! them! releases! grains,! third! Cubesat! is! optical!bench!where!reference!image!is! formed,!and!return!light! is!recorded!and!processed.!
13.$Papers$and$reports$written$as$a$result$of$Phase$II$!Papers:!
-! Quadrelli,! M.,! Basinger,! S.,! Swartzlander,! G.:! Dynamics! and! Control! of! a!Disordered!System!In!Space,!AIAA!SPACE!2013!Conference,!San!Diego,!Ca,!Sept.!2013.!
-! Quadrelli,! M.,! Basinger,! S.,! Swartzlander,! G.,! Arumugam,! D.:! Dynamics! and!Control! of! Granular! Imaging! Systems! (AIAA! 2015E4484),! AIAA! SPACE! 2015!Conference!and!Exposition,!2015,!10.2514/6.2015E4484.!
-! Basinger,! S.,! Palacios,! D.,! Quadrelli,! M.,! Swartzlander,! G.:! Optics! of! a! granular!imaging! system! (i.e.! “orbiting! rainbows”),! Proceedings! SPIE! paper! 9602E13,!SPIE! Optics/Photonics! Conference,! UV/Optical/IR! Space! Telescopes! and!Instruments:! Innovative! Technologies! and! Concepts! VII,! San! Diego,! CA,! 9E13!August!2015.!
-! Quadrelli,! B.M.,! Ius,! P.,! Lanzoni,! L.:! Modeling! and! Simulation! of! Trapping!Mechanisms! of! Granular!Media! In! Space,! presented! at! the! AIAA! SPACE! 2016!Conference,!Long!Beach,!CA,!Sept.!2016.!
-! Peng,!X.,!Ruane,!G.,!Swartzlander,!G.,!and!Quadrelli,!B.M.:!Randomized!Aperture!Imaging,!submitted!to!the!Journal!of!the!Optical!Society!if!America!–!B,!2016.!
-! Quadrelli,!B.M.,!and!Sidick,!E.:!Unconventional!Imaging!with!Contained!Granular!Media,!to!be!presented!at!SPIE!Optics!and!Photonics!2017.!
-! Quadrelli,! B.M.,! and! Bandyopadhyay,! S.:! Optimal! Transport! based! Control! of!Granular! Imaging! Systems! in! Space,! to! be! presented! at! 9th! International!Workshop!on!Satellite!Constellations!and!Formation!Flying,! June!19E21,!2017,!Univ.!of!Colorado,!Boulder.!
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-! Paolo! Ius,! M.S.! Thesis,! Polytechnic! of! Turin! (Italy),! Physics! models! and!simulation! techniques! for! granular! media! trapping! and! control! in! space!environment,!February!2016.!
-! Luca! Lanzoni,! M.S.! Thesis,! Polytechnic! of! Milano! (Italy):! Physics! models! and!simulation!techniques!for!granular!media!behavior!in!space!environment,!Dec.!2016.!
14.(Findings(and(Recommendations(! Inspired!by!the!light!scattering!and!focusing!properties!of!distributed!optical!assemblies! in! Nature,! such! as! rainbows! and! aerosols,! and! by! recent! laboratory!successes!in!optical!trapping!and!manipulation,!we!propose!a!unique!combination!of!space!optics!and!autonomous!robotic!system!technology,!to!enable!a!new!vision!of!space! system! architecture!with! applications! to! ultraElightweight! space! optics! and,!ultimately,!inEsitu!space!system!fabrication.!We!call!this!system!the!Granular!Imager!(GI).! The! paradigm! that! makes! this! granular! imager! possible! is! based! on:! a)!avoiding! any! physical! structure! and! sensing/actuation! hardware! on! the! primary!aperture,!thus!lowering!the!system!cost!(driven!by!the!mass!and!complexity!of!the!primary);!b)!using!atEaEdistance!trapping!and!manipulation!to!confine!and!shape!the!cloud! acting! as! primary! aperture;! and! c)! relaxing! the! optical! figure! control!requirements! by! doing! the! best! possible! job! in! software! with! stateEofEtheEart!computational!imaging!algorithms.!!Typically,!the!cost!of!a!spaceEborne!imaging!system!is!driven!by!the!size!and!mass! of! the! primary! aperture.! ! The! solution! that! we! propose! uses! a! method! to!construct!an!imaging!system!in!orbit!in!which!the!nonlinear!optical!properties!of!a!cloud!of!reflective!particles,!shaped!into!a!stable!surface!by!electromagnetic!means,!allow! one! to! form! a! lightweight! aperture! of! an! imaging! system,! hence! reducing!overall!mass!and!cost.!This!new!concept! is!based!on!recent!understandings! in! the!physics! of! optical! manipulation! of! small! particles! in! the! laboratory! and! the!engineering! of! distributed! ensembles! of! spacecraft! swarms! to! shape! an! orbiting!cloud! of! micronEsized! objects.! ! In! the! same! way! that! optical! tweezers! have!revolutionized!microE!and!nanoE!manipulation!of!objects,!our!breakthrough!concept!will!enable!new!large!scale!NASA!mission!applications!and!develop!new!technology!in! the! areas! of! Astrophysical! Imaging! Systems! and! Remote! Sensing! because! the!cloud! can! operate! as! an! adaptive! optical! imaging! sensor.! While! achieving! the!feasibility!of!constructing!one!single!aperture!out!of! the!cloud! is! the!main! topic!of!this!work,! it! is!clear! that!multiple!orbiting!aerosol! lenses!could!also!combine!their!power! to! synthesize! a!much! larger! aperture! in! space! to! enable! challenging! goals!such!as!exoEplanet!detection.!Furthermore,! this! effort! could!establish! feasibility!of!key! issues! related! to! material! properties,! remote! manipulation,! and! autonomy!characteristics! of! cloud! in! orbit.! There! are! several! types! of! endeavors! (science!missions)! that! could! be! enabled! by! this! type! of! approach,! i.e.! it! can! enable! new!
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astrophysical! imaging! systems,! exoEplanet! search,! large! apertures! allow! for!unprecedented! high! resolution! to! discern! continents! and! important! features! of!other! planets,! hyperspectral! imaging,! adaptive! systems,! spectroscopy! imaging!through!limb,!and!stable!optical!systems!from!LagrangeEpoints.!Furthermore,!future!microEminiaturization! might! hold! promise! of! a! further! extension! of! our! dust!aperture!concept!to!other!more!exciting!smart!dust!concepts!with!other!associated!capabilities.!
14.1$Findings$Our!objective!in!Phase!II!was!to!experimentally!and!numerically! investigate!how!to!optically!manipulate!and!maintain!the!shape!of!an!orbiting!cloud!of!dustElike!matter!so!that!it!can!function!as!an!adaptable!ultraElightweight!surface.!Our!solution!is! based! on! the! aperture! being! an! engineered! granular! medium,! instead! of! a!conventional! monolithic! aperture.! This! allows! building! of! apertures! at! a! reduced!cost,!enables!extremely!faultEtolerant!apertures!that!cannot!otherwise!be!made,!and!directly! enables! classes! of! missions! for! exoplanet! detection! based! on! Fourier!spectroscopy!with!tight!angular!resolution!and!innovative!radar!systems!for!remote!sensing.! In! this! task,!we! have! examined! the! advanced! feasibility! of! a! crosscutting!concept!that!contributes!new!technological!approaches!for!space! imaging!systems,!autonomous!systems,!and!space!applications!of!optical!manipulation.!The!proposed!investigation! has! matured! the! concept! that! we! started! in! Phase! I! to! TRL! 3,!identifying!technology!gaps!and!candidate!system!architectures!for!the!spaceborne!cloud!as!an!aperture.!!In!summary,!the!findings!are!the!following:!!
-! Systems(Engineering:!the!systems!engineering!part!of!the!study!culminated!in!the!determination!of!a!preliminary!set!of!numbers!for!systems!mass,!power,!and!cost! for! the! Granular! Imager.! Technology! readiness! levels! for! the! various!component! technologies! were! determined.! Among! these! component!technologies,! inEflight! confinement! of! the! cloud! is! at! the! lowest! TRL! (TRL! 2),!while! radar! and! adaptive! optics! methodologies! are! at! TRL! 9,! indicating! that!priority! must! be! given! to! the! trapping! and! confinement! techniques.!Considerations!on!the!effects!of!the!space!environment!on!the!charges!grains!of!a! Granular! Imager! cloud,! indicate! that! the! Granular! Imager! cloud! should! be!levitated!in!a!buffer!gas!(Argon)!inside!an!inflatable!envelope,!to!eliminate!the!risk!of!orbital!debris!generation.!!!
-! Multistage( wavefront( sensing( and( control:! The! challenge! of! a! wavefront!control!system!for!a!granular!imager!is!to!correct!for!the!scattered!speckle!field.!It!is!unlikely!that!a!single!deformable!optic!will!have!both!the!range!and!control!accuracy!to!correct!for!such!roughness.!Therefore,!we!opted!for!a!staged!control!architecture.! ! The! wavefront! control! process! follows! the! following! steps:! a)!Granular!Cloud!Shaping!–!Grains!are!trapped!in!an!optical!trap,!where!they!are!shaped!into!a!parabola;!b)!Sub!Aperture!Coarse!Alignment!–!The!trapped!grains!may! be! broken! into! regions! or! subEapertures.! ! Correcting! for! coarse!
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misalignments! between! subEapertures,! corrects! the! low! spatial! frequency!surface! roughness! of! our! granular! imager,! thereby! making! the! PSF! of! the!granular!imager!more!compact;!c)!Figure+Control!–!Now!that!each!subEaperture!is! controlled! globally!with! respect! to! each! other,!we! can! control! the! figure! of!each! subEaperture;! d)! Computational+ Imaging! E! A! combination! of! PSF!deconvolution! techniques! and! computational! imaging! will! be! used! to!compensate!for!lessEthanEideal!imaging!as!a!result!of!the!granular!nature!of!the!primary!mirror.!!
-! Application( of( Granular( Imager( to( Exoplanet( Search:! We! presented! some!ideas! regarding! the! optics! and! imaging! aspects! of! a! granular+ spacecraft.!Granular! spacecraft! are! complex! systems! composed! of! a! spatially! disordered!distribution! of! a! large! number! of! elements,! for! instance! a! cloud! of! grains! in!orbit.! An! example! of! application! is! a! spaceborne! observatory! for! exoplanet!imaging,!where!the!primary!aperture!is!a!cloud!instead!of!a!monolithic!aperture.!The! application! considered! so! far! was! a! reflective! imaging! system! for!astrophysics,!but!many!unexplored!applications!of!granular!spacecraft!are!yet!to!be!discovered.!!
-! Application(of(Granular( Imager( in(Radar(and(Microwave(bands:! Granular!media! in! space! can! be! used! in! the! radar! and! microwave! bands! to! enable!imaging! of! previously! inaccessible! regions! of! targets! with! high! geophysical!variations!with! time,! such!as! comets.!The!means!of! imaging,!which! includes!a!reEdirection! of! energy,! can! permit! higher! resolution! imaging! as! well.!Applications! include! both! tomographic! and! topographic! radar! imaging.! The!effect! of! the! granular! media! cloud! geometry! plays! a! significant! role! in! the!scattering! process.! In! addition,! the! spatial! randomness! effects! the! beam!collimation!and!can!have!an!effect!on!the!imaging!qualities!as!it!effects!effective!aperture,! coverage,! and! resolution! of! the! radar! techniques.! These! must! be!studied! to! inform!about! the! control!of! the!granular!media! clouds! in! space! for!future!reEdirected!imaging!applications.!The!techniques!need!to!be!studied!for!a!specific!set!of!tomographic!and!topographic!applications.!The!tools!and!models!will!need!to!be!advanced!to!permit!application!in!threeEdimensions,!which!will!be! required! for! the! application! studies.! A! system! engineering! study! is! also!needed!to!study!the!applicability!and!feasibility!of!the!technique,!as!well!as!an!estimate! of! cost! for! typical! space! radar! applications! where! a! granular! cloud!media! is! to!be!used.!A!study! is!also!advised! to! study! the!benefits!of!active!vs.!passive!clouds,!which!includes!imaging,!cost,!and!applications.!!
-! Optical( response:! we! conducted! experiments! and! simulation! of! the! optical!response!of!a!granular!lens.!In!all!cases,!the!optical!response,!measured!by!the!Modulation! Transfer! Function! (MTF),! of! the! hexagonal! reflectors! was! closely!comparable!to!that!of!the!spherical!mirror.!We!conducted!the!analyses!further!by! evaluating! the! sensitivity! to! fill! factor! and! grain! shape,! and! we! found! a!marked!sensitivity!to!fill!factor!and!no!sensitivity!to!grain!shape.!However,!we!found!that!at!fill!factors!as!low!as!30%,!the!reflection!from!a!granular!lens!is!still!
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-! Image( reconstruction( techniques:! We! numerically! and! experimentally!explored!the!concept!of!random!aperture!imaging!system(using!random!masks!and!phase!masks!for!polychromatic!light!sources!(400E730!nm).!The!diffraction!limited! resolution!was!achieved! for!a!polychromatic!binary! light! source!using!MultiEframe( blind! deconvolution! techniques! from! both! experimental! (tipEtilt!abberation!about!5E10!#/D),!and!numerical!data!in!presence!of!phase!aberation!up! to!20#/D,! and!piston!phase!up! to!1.5#,! and!noise! (SNR!about!1.9!decibel).!The! agreement! between! the! experimental! and! numerically! models! results!verifies! the!accuracy!of!our!model,! allowing! the!model! to!be!used!as!a! tool! to!characterize! the! system! performance! when! variable! such! as! grain! size,!wavelength!band,!noise,!or!aberration!is!changed.!We!applied!multiframe!blind!deconvolution! to! experimental! and! numerical! data! and! found! the! expected!image!of!a!binary! light!source.! !Further!study! is!suggested!because!significant!interference!is!not!evident.!!Without!interference,!the!images!of!each!member!of!the! binary! object! would! correspond! to! the! size! of! an! individual! glitter.! ! In!contrast,!interference!would!provide!a!size!approaching!the!diffraction!limit!of!the!baseline.!(
(
-! Ion(trapping(experiments(and(simulations:(We!developed!techniques!for!the!modeling!and!simulation!of! trapped!granular!media,!within! the!context!of! the!Granular!Imager!project.!After!describing!the!physics!of!trapped!granular!media!in!space,!we!discussed!the!methodologies!used!to!stably!confine!and!shape!such!a!medium!using! electromagnetic! fields.!The!numerical!models!have! also!been!validated! with! results! in! the! literature,! obtaining! excellent! agreement.! The!results! of! the! numerical! tests! indicate! that! it! is! possible,! with! structural!arrangements!of!rings!and!plates!at!different!levels!of!electrostatic!potential,!to!stably!confine!one!or!more!charged!particles,!when!driven!by!voltages!that!can!be!modulated!in!time!and!space.!On!the!experimental!side,!we!have!successfully!stably! levitated! single! particles! and! aggregates! of!multiple! particles! inside! an!ion! trap.! While! the! ion! trap! technique! is! very! promising! for! the! Granular!Imager,!we!were!able!to!levitate!grains!with!a!q/m!ration!comparable!to!that!of!10E100!micron!grains!(mass!of! the!order!of! the!nanogram,!and!charges!of! the!order! of! 105! electron! charges).! We! were! successful! in! stably! trapping! and!levitating!single!particles!and!aggregates!of!particles!in!air.!Once!levitated,!these!clouds! of! grains! displayed! a! remarkable! regularity! and! stability! over! time,!typical!of!Coulomb!crystal!behavior.!This!was!expected.!The!particles!used!were!in!the!30E100!micron!diameter!range.!The!charge!to!mass!ratio!of!the!ion!trap!was!tailored!for!optimal! levitation!of!nanogram!particles,!so! larger!size!grains!could!not!be!contained!due!to!their!excessive!mass.!Consequently,!further!work!will! require! ion! traps! with! larger! electrostatic! potentials,! or! particles! with!
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-! Buoyant(liquid(experiments:!The!dynamics!of!a!hemisphere!in!a!nearEneutral!buoyant! liquid! was! found! to! exhibit! the! characteristics! predicted! in! our!numerical! model.! ! ! ! The! hemisphere! exhibited! light! induced! translation! and!rotation.!!Further!modeling!is!required!to!explore!whether!a!similar!orientation!would! occur! if! laser! heating! of! the! liquid! produced! a! flow! that! torques! the!particle.! ! Overall,! the! buoyant! liquid! experiments!were! not! conclusive! due! to!spurious! induced! thermal! disturbances,! and! prompted! the! need! to! consider!alternative!levitation!techniques!such!as!electrostatic,!magnetic,!or!acoustic.(
(
-! Magnetic( and( acoustic( levitation:! The! intrinsic! transverse! stiffness! of!magnetic! traps!make! them! illEsuited! for!demonstrations!of! radiation!pressure!unless! the! trapped!particles!are!very!small.! !There!of!confounding!effects! that!also!make!magnetic! traps! nonEideal! for! this!work.! For! example,! the!magnetic!susceptibility!is!temperature!dependent,!and!thus!laser!heating!may!form!hotEspots! in! the! diamagnetic!materials! that!will! cause! lightEinduced!motion! from!temperature! induced! magnetic! inhomogeneity.! ! This! will! mask! the! effect! of!radiation! pressure.! ! The! observation! of! radiation! pressure! dynamics! will! be!difficult! owing! to! eddy! current! damping.! An! acoustic! levitation! apparatus!appears! to!be!a!promising!method!of!providing! two!degrees!of! freedom!to!an!optical!element!without!the!negative!consequences!of!surface!contact!forces!or!heating! of! a! buoyancyEreducing! liquid.! ! ! Unlike! optics! with! benefits! from!coherent! lasers! with! planar! wave! fronts,! the! waves! emitted! from! acoustic!sources! are! seldom! characterized.! ! There! are! many! components! and!parameters! which! affect! the! acoustic! wave! front,! including! complicated!compression!driver!designs,!the!frequency!and!output!power,!horn!impedance,!diaphragm! distortion! from! the! reflected! wave,! and! heating! of! the! voice! coil.!!Although! the! speaker!was!driven! in! the!ultrasonic! frequency! range,!we! could!hear!distinct!hissing! from!the!speaker,!owing! to! the! fact! that!we!were!driving!them! very! hard.! ! While! we! were! successful! at! levitating! optical! elements,!continued!work!is!needed!to!achieve!a!larger!trapping!area!and!a!more!robust!acoustic!emission!source.!(!
14.2$Recommendations$To!make!the!Granular!Imager!a!reality,!we!recommend!the!following:!
-! An! extensive! ground! testing! program! to! further! experiment! with! levitation!techniques! of! confined! granular!media,! and!with! guiding! techniques! enabling!precision!positioning!and!pointing!of!cluster!of!reflective!grains!
-! Need! to! evaluate! the! idea!of! changing! the!primary!mirror!particle!density! for!different!types!of!telescope!(Closer!particle!density!EE>!UV!telescope,!Less!dense!particles!EE>!IR!telescope)!
-! Determine!if!the!system!requires!a!SunEshade!for!thermal!stabilization!
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-! Determine!how!the!GI!parameters!(e.g.,!fill!factor,!area,!density,!etc.)!should!be!changed! to! allow! the! GI! telescope! to! allow! followEup! observations! within! a!larger!timeline!
-! Determine! the!crossEover!point! in! terms!of! the!number!of!photons!between!a!glass!mirror!and!a!GI!primary!mirror!
-! Determine!if!the!GI!can!make!polarization!measurements!
-! Conduct! a! specific! trade! study! between! a! continuous! membrane! vs.! a! GI!aperture!for!different!sizes!
-! Strive! to! infuse! the! GI! technology! development! in! the! next! NASA! decadal!survey.!! Our!concept!is!to!ultimately!enable!the!largeEscale!electromagnetic!utilization!of! an! active! cloud! of! incoherent! matter.! NearEterm! proofEofEconcept! space!demonstrations! might! be! possible! within! a! decade,! but! laboratoryEscale! tests! on!Earth!are!possible!much!sooner.!This!concept!is!technically!feasible!given!that!it! is!drawn! from! realEworld! examples! of! dust/droplet! systems! like! rainbows.! Our!solution! would! completely! rewrite! our! approach! to! ultraElarge! spaceEbased!telescopes! for! potential! NASA! applications.! All! the! foundations! of! the! concept! are!solidly!based!on!established!physical!laws.!The!challenge!is!extending!what!has!been!proven! in! small! lenses! in! an! Earth! environment! to! a! space! environment! under!various!forces!and!the!means!to!predict!and!control!those!forces!for!a!long!time!to!get! the! full! benefit! of! the! concept.! There! is! no! guarantee! that! this! breakthrough!innovative!system!will!meet!the!configuration!or!design!of!a!large!aperture!system!at!various!parts!of!the!electromagnetic!spectrum,!but!even!if!a!few!of!those!areas!are!or!can!be!identified,!the!benefit!to!NASA!will!be!immense.!!
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